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Development, specifically in the Collaborative Program, which is under the 
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Texas Regional Collaboratives for Excellence in Science Teaching (TRC). A 

non-positivistic, naturalistic approach was used to study five middle school 

science teachers from a large school district in South Central Texas that were 

involved in this program.  The entire data collection process was conducted 

from June 1998 through September 2000.  I distributed a 15-question survey to 

the five respondents prior to conducting in-depth interviews with them, between 

July 2000 and December 2000.  I made five class observations, one per teacher, 

from March 2000 to May 2000.  I started to analyze my qualitative data in June 

2002.  I returned to the write-up process in December 2002, and have continued 

to the conclusion. 

 This study is intended to serve as a source of information and insight for 

many different people and groups, including current and prospective science 

teachers and administrators who are planning to participate in the TRC Results 

of the study showed eight findings: 

1) An overwhelming preference for the kind of professional development 

respondents received in the Collaborative Program, over the kinds of 

workshops and seminars they has attended in the past; 

2) Collaborative-style learning is initially intimidating and difficult for teachers, 

but ultimately valuable; 
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3) The teachers apply what they have learned in the Collaborative Program to 

their own classrooms; 

4) Hands-on learning is something that both teachers and their students enjoy;   

5) The Collaborative Program has invigorated their sense of themselves as 

teachers, and as science teachers specifically, and has built their confidence in 

teaching science; 

6) The incentives for teacher participation in the Collaborative Program seem to 

be intellectual ones just as much as material ones; 

7) The presence of multi-grade levels of teachers in the Collaborative Program 

creates a bi-directional learning environment; and, 

8) The only consistent concerns, suggestions, and compliments about the 

Collaborative Program focus on the application of technology. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

Introduction 

It can hardly be disputed that the professional development of science 

teachers is essential to any improvement in science education.  Professional 

development is intended to serve as a tool for science teachers, that enables 

them to go back to their classrooms and implement the knowledge they have 

gained and communicate the lessons that they have learned from the activities 

in which they have participated.  The North Central Regional Educational 

Laboratory (N.C.R.E.L., 1997) suggests that, as schools make the transition 

toward educational reform, one requirement for each state or district is the need 

for a sustained professional development program.  The purpose of such 

professional development is to improve student learning, by helping teachers 

meet the students’ educational needs from both a content and pedagogical 

standpoint (N.C.R.E.L. 2003, p. 2).  In the context of science education, such 

professional development must also help teachers “to practice the application of 

newfound science knowledge, and to accept responsibility for the construction 

of knowledge and its application.” (Fitzsimmons & Kerpelman, 1994, p. 65). 

Teacher professional development programs also may serve to empower 

teachers.  This is essential because when teachers actively participate in their 
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own learning, and have more ownership of their education, they will have a 

greater interest in seeing the positive results of it (Frechtling, Sharp, Carey, & 

Vaden-Kiernan, 1995).  In addition to increasing teacher empowerment through 

professional development, many current programs stress that teacher 

empowerment can spread through the method of teachers teaching other 

teachers.  An assumption in many of the new programs is that teachers should 

have direction and control over their own learning and professional 

development (Shavelson, Willis, Copeland, Baxter, Decker, L, & Araceli-Ruiz-

Primo, 1994).  The ultimate beneficiaries of this approach to professional 

development programs will be the students and schools, for the reason that 

teachers are more invested in their success, as stated above.  On a broader level, 

both students and schools also benefit from science teachers’ professional 

development because it promotes a better educational organization and 

administration (North American Schools, 2003).  This, however, requires that 

such programs be accompanied by evaluation plans designed to gauge the 

programs’ effectiveness (N.C.R.E.L., 1997). 

Science teachers cannot be expected to improve their teaching in the 

classroom unless they obtain the skills and knowledge necessary to teach 

science in a way that is consistent with the transmission of knowledge.  The 

idea that teachers are the most important element for implementing educational 
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changes is a common concept among the people who are involved in 

educational practices (Moran, 2002).  The reason that we have to increase 

teachers’ knowledge and professional training in mathematics and science is 

that teachers do not get adequate college preparation in those specific areas, and 

thus lack confidence in their teaching (Frechtling et al., 1995). 

Professional development plays a crucial role in improving the 

transmission of knowledge from teachers to students.  For that reason, efforts to 

bring about any change in science education must make use of professional 

development programs.  It is well known, however, that changes in education 

do not occur quickly, and are dependent upon many factors (Blosser, 1989).  

Therefore, at least one thing that must be considered is that professional 

development has to be a sustained and ongoing process; otherwise, it will not 

produce the effects and outcomes that we desire when teachers return to their 

classrooms.  “Teacher training can no longer be a one-time briefing on a new 

program, but continuous reflection and collaboration on what works in the 

classroom….” (Moran, 2002, p. 2).  The ultimate goal is to change how 

teachers teach in order to change both what students know and how they think 

(Anderson, 2001).  This goal is the result of many national surveys and 

assessments showing that graduates are highly illiterate in science and 

technology (School Improvement in Maryland, 2003a). 
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Everyone can agree that in order to accomplish any educational goal, 

teachers need to first know their subject matter, and secondly, how to 

effectively teach it.  But equally important, especially in the context of 

professional development is the question of how do teachers learn.  Answering 

this question is essential in trying to influence teacher knowledge, which is the 

core goal of the instructional reform effort (Fishman, 2002).  There are many 

professional development programs in existence, both in science education and 

in other areas.  However, relatively few of them seem to be effective.  Many 

teachers are frustrated at their inability to improve their teaching methods 

despite having purchased relevant teacher guides and attending courses (Bell & 

Gilbert, 1994, p. 483-84). 

Having discussed these points of view about educational reform, it is 

clear that to implement any type of improvements in education we need to have 

a well structured program capable of teaching science teachers to pass on what 

they are taught to their students.  In the next section, I will discuss one of these 

programs, designed to offer sustained professional development to science 

teachers.  In answer to the question of why we need better science teacher 

professional development programs in Texas, I considered that a good place for 

finding an answer to this question is the Texas Regional Collaboratives for 

Excellence in Science Teaching’s (TRC) formal website.  Briefly, the TRC 
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outlines its mission as providing Texas science teachers with ongoing support 

systems of sustained and high intensity professional development, to assist the 

teachers in implementing the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS).  

By upgrading their knowledge of content and pedagogy, the TRC program 

helps teachers to engage all students with interesting, relevant, and meaningful 

science learning experiences (TRC, 2003, p. 1). 

 

The Texas Regional Collaboratives for Excellence in Science Teaching 

(TRC)   

According to Jbeily (2002), in 1990-91, tremendous science education 

reform activities were underway. Changes necessitated that teachers adopt new 

methods of teaching and teach a wide variety of sciences for which they were 

not prepared. Kamil A. Jbeily, then at the Texas Education Agency (TEA), 

initiated a series of regional meetings across the state to explore ways to create 

ongoing regional support systems of professional development for Texas 

science teachers. The meetings included representatives from ESCs, colleges 

and universities, and school districts. The goal was to create partnerships that 

are built on collaboration, cost-sharing, and symbiotic relationships to provide 

science teachers relevant, meaningful, sustained, and high intensity professional 

development. The partnership gave birth to the Texas Regional Collaboratives 
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for Excellence in Science Teaching. On March 2, 1996, as per the organization 

of the Texas Education Agency, the statewide administrative office of the Texas 

Regional Collaboratives (founded by state-level Eisenhower funds) was moved 

to the Science Education Center at The University of Texas at Austin (UT) 

under a TEA-UT partnership agreement. Now, the program enjoys support 

from a wide spectrum of partners, including National Science Foundation, 

Southwestern Bell, ExxonMobil, Shell, CASIO Inc., Delta Education, Frey 

Scientific, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, and Toyota USA Foundation. In addition, 

over 50 business and community partners support the regional collaborative 

activities across the state.   

In line with what has been discussed above, the TRC program was 

established to provide science teachers in Texas with sustained professional 

development opportunities, and to enhance the teacher knowledge base and 

pedagogy to meet changes in curriculum and assessment standards (TRC, 2002; 

Barufaldi, Jbeily, & Norman, 1996).  The TRC program exists in the form of 

partnerships between local colleges and universities, Education Service Centers 

(E.S.C.), school districts, business supporters, informal education organization, 

and the community.  The collaborative programs work together with other 

people and organizations that are involved in these improvement efforts to 

expand and enhance staff development programs and to support innovative 
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science education reorganization programs.  The TRC describes itself as 

follows (2003): 

Texas Regional Collaboratives for Excellence in Science Teaching are 
partnerships that bring together The University of Texas at Austin 
Science Education Center, Texas Education Agency, colleges and 
universities, business and industry, federal and state funders, education 
service centers, and school districts in the regions of the state to work 
together through cost-sharing and in-kind contributions to support 
science education throughout Texas (p. 2). 
 
In each of the Education Service Centers (E.S.C.) in Texas, the 

collaborative program designs staff development programs in such a way as to 

have a positive impact upon teacher performance and student achievement.  The 

collaborative programs vary in design, but instructional teams of university 

scientists, professors, community college science instructors, science 

supervisors/coordinators, and school district master teachers facilitate most of 

the activities.  Normally, the programs are offered over a one-year period, 

consisting of content instruction ranging between 105 and 135 hours, and 

ongoing follow-up activities.  The focus of the Education Service Centers 

(E.S.C.) is on adopting the philosophy that all students can learn, and on 

meeting the needs of underrepresented groups in science, i.e., groups in which 

the percentage of individuals in that group entering science careers is 

significantly less than the group’s percentage in the overall population (S.I.I.M., 

2003b). 
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Regardless of what view of reform is dominant or accepted, the 

collaborative programs facilitate the implementation of science staff 

development reform initiatives.  As stated by Barufaldi et al. (1996),  

The collaborative programs work together with other stakeholders of 
science education reform, for example, students’ parents, administrators, 
businesses/industries, policymakers, and media in the state to expand 
and enhance staff development programs and to support innovative 
science education reform initiatives. The collaborative programs are 
supported through cost-sharing and contributions by human and 
financial resources from the state education agency's optional science 
professional development program, education service center 
cooperatives, school districts, participating colleges and universities in 
the regions, business and industry, and others (p. 10). 
 
Furthermore, the program is addressing the problem of inadequate 

science teacher professional development in a coordinated effort to build 

bridges among those colleges and universities, education service centers, school 

districts and campuses, and business and industry in order to share human and 

financial resources that will maximize the impact of science education reform 

initiatives. Professional development programs in science provided by the 

Collaborative Program are designed to enhance teachers’ effectiveness in 

building scientific literacy for all students and in preparing students for the 

pursuit of science-related careers.  They provide science teachers with 

instruction in science content, process skills, laboratory activities, planning 

effective science lessons, questioning strategies, assessment methods, and 

instructional strategies that provide for students’ needs and make science 
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relevant to their lives and future career aspirations (C.O.M.P.A.S.S., 

Community and Parents in Support of Schools, 2001; Barufaldi et al., 1996).  In 

each of the Education Service Centers (E.S.C.) in Texas, the TRC program 

designs staff development programs that will improve teacher performance and 

student achievement. 

Science teachers receiving training through professional development 

programs will benefit by broadening their science background to include 

relevant chemistry and physics content and methods of coordinating it with 

biology and earth/space science.  Therefore, they will become more valuable in 

a marketplace that is increasingly requiring competency in the two highly 

quantitative sciences of physics and chemistry (Barufaldi et al., 1996).  They 

will develop and use well-focused, conceptually sound, and meaningful hands-

on, minds-on activities that have scientific and human significance, thus freeing 

themselves and their students from the necessity of rote memorization of 

isolated and unrelated facts and information. 
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Finally, one researcher, Meyer (2003, used with permission), has drawn 

the organization of the TRC as in Figure 1.1. Figure 1.1 shows the collaborative 

level of TRC organizational model. 

 

 Figure 1.1: TRC Organizational Model – Collaborative Level 
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Subject of the Study: Content and Curriculum of a Collaborative Program 

in South Central Texas 

The program that was the subject of this study was a Collaborative 

Program established in Texas and reaching all areas in the state. A retired 

teacher and administrator with over 20 years of experience in teaching students, 

mentoring teachers, and educational administration directed this particular 

program.  Normally, the classes are held on weekday afternoons and weekends, 

to make it convenient for maximum teacher participation. This Collaborative 

Program was held in a one-year period from mid-June to mid-July and 

throughout the 1998-99 academic school year for a total of 134 hours. 

The Collaborative Program is administered and supported initially by an 

Eisenhower Coordinating Board grant to provide graduate teachers with 

instruction in science content and pedagogy.  It is currently also being funded 

by the National Science Foundation (NSF).  In the particular Collaborative 

Program in which I participated and found the respondents for this study, 

teachers pilot-tested an instructional technology program on volcanoes, 

hurricanes, earthquakes, and plate tectonics that was developed by NSF.  

Sixteen teachers received 134 hours of training, and three graduate credits in 

geology. Eleven were teachers in grades 7-9 and 5 were teaching grades 10-12. 

There were 5 males and 11 females. There were 8 white, non-Hispanic, 2 black, 
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non-Hispanic, and 6 Hispanic teachers. All except one teacher were from public 

schools. Ten of the teachers were from urban districts, while the other 6 were 

from rural districts. There are 2057 students served by all of these teachers. Out 

of all these students, 688 were white, non-Hispanic, 62 black, non-Hispanic, 

1290 Hispanic, 15 Asian/Pacific Islander, and 2 American Indian/Alaskan 

Native. 1350 of these students were economically disadvantaged, while 78 had 

limited English proficiency1. The class schedule began in the summer of 1998, 

met for two consecutive weeks, and then met bi-weekly for several weeks.  

Later on, the program met only on a monthly basis for the remainder of one 

year.  I participated in all of the summer classes, most of the activities, a field 

trip, and the remaining weekly and monthly meetings. 

 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to investigate and evaluate science 

teachers’ learning through participation in a collaborative professional 

development program.  Furthermore, we aimed to learn from experiences of the 

teachers through their views, comments, and suggestions. Learning from these 

teachers is valuable as they will ultimately go back and teach what they have 

learned to their students. The experience of these individual middle school 

science teachers after attending the TRC program, and returning to their science 
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classrooms, can be an important resource for others who are either considering 

participation in the TRC program or who are trying to establish a similar 

program. 

 

Research Questions 

Three broad questions, which need to be answered, are: 

1) What is the nature of teachers’ science learning in the TRC program? 

2) How do science teachers perceive the learning in which they engage in the 

TRC program? 

3) As a teacher and participant in the Texas Regional Collaboratives for 

Excellence in Science Teaching Collaborative professional development 

program, what did they learn and how did they learn to improve their 

teaching?  

I initially developed a first set of roughly 30 questions.  I then submitted 

the questions to the five-member dissertation committee, which included my 

qualitative research professor and also included the Director of the TRC.  The 

objective was to ensure that the questions were as thorough and useful as 

possible for my qualitative research purposes, and were as relevant as possible 

to the substance of the study, namely, professional development programs.  

With their input, I developed a focused 15-point questionnaire designed to elicit 
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the information about the Collaborative Program that I needed.  I circulated this 

questionnaire to the teachers that participated in my study, prior to my in-depth 

interviews with them, and asked them to submit written answers ahead of time.   

 

Rationale for the Study 

There is a lack of sustained, effective professional development in 

science education (Bell & Gilbert, 1994). Furthermore, the available 

professional development programs lack many essential elements; mainly they 

are short, too theoretical, and limited in content/pedagogy (Boko & Putnam, 

1995). An effective collaborative professional development program could be a 

solution to these shortcomings. Thus, this study hoped to examine whether the 

Collaborative Program can serve as a model for a sustained, effective 

professional development.  Teachers obviously have valuable perspectives 

about what they most need to learn in order to improve their own teaching.  

Therefore, this study proposes a constructivist approach for looking at teachers’ 

learning as a basis for reform.  Constructivist perspective holds that teachers 

must model appropriate behavior and guide their students’ activities by 

providing various forms of examples, rather than using traditional teaching 

practices such as lecture and direction (Sparks, 1994, p. 152).   
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Importance of the Study 

First and foremost, the intended – and most important – beneficiary of 

this study are the students in the science classroom.  Because the students 

depend upon the teachers to provide the best science content and pedagogy, the 

teachers must receive the best professional development programs in science.  

With that in mind, this study would benefit those teachers who are considering 

participating in the Regional Collaborative science professional development 

programs, by demonstrating whether the program is going to meet their needs 

or enhance their teaching ability.  The study might also help other stakeholders 

find out whether or not the program is successful.  There are many stakeholders 

in science education--the children, the parents and family, the teachers, the 

Principal, members of the community, business, industry, and alumni 

associations, and school advisory/management committees-- each of which 

needs to play their role effectively in order to help all our children learn science 

better and to reach their fullest potential. 

 

Delimitations of the Study 

This study was limited to a single Collaborative Program in one region 

and included five teachers who had gone through one three-credit course 

comprised of 134 hours of professional science teacher training. 
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Terminology Used in This Study 

There exists a specialized vocabulary within science education and 

qualitative research.  The following terms are used in both naturalistic inquiry 

and science education research. 

Audit trail: Records kept during the study, which allow an auditor to determine 

the trustworthiness of the study. 

Case study report: The results of a naturalistic study that would allow a reader 

to understand the context and setting. 

Codes: In this study, each statement was analyzed and assigned a title attached 

to it to capture the meaning or essence of the statement. There were 52 of these 

titles. These titles are called codes. 

Collaboration: To work jointly with others, especially in an intellectual 

endeavor. 

Constructivism: The belief that learners build knowledge structures rather than 

merely receiving them from teachers.  In this view, knowledge is not simply 

transmitted from teachers to student, but instead constructed in the mind of the 

learner through involvement in the learning process. 

Diversity: In this study, means having teachers from different grade levels, from 

elementary, middle-school, to high-school, and from rural areas and inner-city 

districts and from public schools and private schools. 
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External Validity: Refers to the extent to which the results of a study can be 

generalized or extended to others. 

Grounded Theory: A theory that is inductively derived from data.  It is 

discovered, developed, and provisionally verified through systematic data 

collection and analysis of data pertaining to the phenomenon. 

Member check: Continuous checking of the study with the participants to make 

sure there is accurate representation of their observations. 

Peer debriefing: A process of the researcher holding discussions with 

individuals not involved in the actual research throughout the course of the 

study. 

Persistent observation: This occurs during prolonged engagement, where one 

consistently pursues interpretations in different ways in order to understand the 

situation the same way as the participants understand it. 

Professional development: The act, process, or result of a member of a 

particular profession or career developing a wider professional knowledge 

and/or skill base. 

Prolonged engagement: Maintaining long-term, in-depth contact with 

participants to enable the immersion of the researcher in the situation. 

Purposeful sampling: A method of selecting information-rich respondents in 

order to maximize discovery of the particular context under study. 
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Referential adequacy materials: Setting aside a portion of materials and then 

recalling them after tentative findings are reached in order to support the 

reliability of the findings. 

Reflexive journals: A journal kept by the researcher throughout the study to 

display the researcher’s mind processes and basis of decisions about inquiry. 

Stakeholder: Any student, parent, administrator, business/industry, 

policymaker, or teacher with an interest in educational outcome. 

Teachers’ learning: Teachers’ knowledge or skill acquired by instruction or 

study. 

Thick description: Description of the situation and context in great detail.  

Triangulation: Cross-checking of data and interpretations through the use of at 

least three different sources or methods. 

Trustworthiness: The qualities evident in the study that substantiate its rigor. 
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Organization of the Dissertation  

This study is presented in six chapters.  In Chapter One, I discuss the 

purpose and importance of the study.  I provide an overview of the 

methodology and the assumptions underlying this research study.  Upon 

completion of Chapter One you should have some understanding of 

professional development programs more generally, not just this one.   

In Chapter Two, I have reviewed some of the most recent literature in 

professional development and science education. After reading Chapter Two, 

the reader should be able to grasp the intellectual underpinnings of the research. 

In Chapter 3, I have delineated the methodology of the research and the 

reason for applying qualitative methods.  In this chapter I discuss my role as a 

researcher and discuss and compare the two main streams of research, one 

being positivistic, and the other being non-positivistic, or naturalistic forms of 

inquiry. In this chapter, I talk briefly about the two chief schools of thought that 

are competing or have competed for a period of time, two schools that are well 

accepted amongst scientists and researchers.  The use of the terms 

“constructivism” and “naturalistic inquiry” depends on the researcher and the 

research method.  Guba & Lincoln (1995, p. 105) used to use “naturalistic 

inquiry,” but now they call it “constructivism.”   
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In Chapter Four, I present to the reader the first seven positive themes 

that emerged from the qualitative interviewing I conducted.  These are the 

themes that I have presented in brief in abstract, but which I discuss in far 

greater detail.  I also analyze the major portion of the written data that emerged, 

namely, the written answers that my respondents provided to the questions I put 

to them.  The third major source of data was my analysis of the daily journal 

entries that the participants wrote, a few class notes that one respondent took, 

and classroom observations I made and field-trip experiences I had. I have 

discussed the emergent themes, which we can consider as being the “positive” 

side of the story, that is, an almost completely favorable comparison that my 

participants made between the kinds of education they received in the 

Collaborative Program and the kinds of workshops and seminars they continue 

to attend.  The participants told me that collaborative-style learning is initially 

intimidating and difficult for them in some ways, but ultimately valuable. The 

teachers participating in the study almost directly applied what they have 

learned in the Collaborative Program in and to their classroom. Hands-on 

learning is something that they and their students enjoyed, which they 

expressed in their interview with me. The Collaborative Program has 

invigorated their sense of themselves as teachers, science teachers specifically; 

it literally saved the teaching career of one respondent, for example. I have 
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argued that the incentives for participation in the Collaborative Program seem 

largely to be intellectual ones (e.g., sense of belonging, increased sense of 

confidence) initially, though it would appear that material incentives (e.g., gas 

money, a chance at a higher salary, an extra degree) begin to take on more 

importance after they have enrolled in the program. The diversity between 

teachers who teach on different grade levels goes both ways; that is, it doesn't 

seem to be case that high-school teachers think that they don't have anything to 

learn from, say, elementary-school teachers.  

In Chapter 5, we discuss the last emergent theme, which is that the only 

consistent concern, suggestion, and compliment about the Collaborative 

Program was about the application of technology: the beta-version of some of 

the CDs would not allow teachers or students to print some things out, and 

some of the computer simulations and assignments presume a level of 

knowledge that many students just don't have. 

In Chapter Six, I have discussed the implications of the study, the fact 

that this study can be used as a valuable source for future works.  I discussed 

how the Collaborative Program implemented six of the seven models of 

professional development. Further, I discussed whether the Collaborative 

Program met the need for sustained professional development. In addition, I 

made recommendations for future collaborative programs, researchers, and 
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research study.  I also have discussed the issues and problems that I faced in 

conducting this research.  More importantly, I summarize the major 

contributions of this study to education.  

 

Endnote 

 

                                                 
1. Collaborative Program Final Project Technical Report, June, 1999. 
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 
Introduction  

 In this Chapter, I have reviewed some of the paramount and most 

recent literature in professional development and science education practices.  

After reading this chapter, the reader should be able to grasp the intellectual 

underpinnings of this research study.   

 Science teachers are often very concerned about their teaching 

practices and they try to be good instructors; sometimes, however, their 

continued training may get ignored, which is definitely not beneficial.  In this 

regard, Bell and Gilbert (1994) assert that,  

Teachers as a group are concerned about their teaching and continually 
seek new ways to enhance student learning. Often at their own initiative, 
in their own expense and with a commitment to professional 
development, they attend teacher-only days, subject association 
meetings and conferences, inservice courses, study for university 
qualifications, talk with other teachers or read professional articles to 
get new ideas for teaching science to students (Bell & Gilbert, 1994, p. 
483). 
 

They, Bell and Gilbert (1994), maintain that,  

But many teachers feel a sense of frustration that even after attending an 
inservice course, for example, they feel unable to use the new teaching 
activities, the new curriculum materials, or new content knowledge to 
improve the learning of their students (Bell & Gilbert, 1994, p. 483). 
 

Therefore, it is crucial that the educational organizations offer good and 

sustained science professional development, and it is equally important that this 
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science professional development be offered in such a way that science teachers 

can get maximum benefit.  Indeed, according to “Bob,” one of the five teacher-

respondents in my study, there is a big difference between a collaborative 

program and a traditional teacher workshop or short professional development 

activity: 

 
A collaborative is an on-going thing with different ideas, whereas a 
workshop is, “we’re going to do one particular topic in a very short 
amount of time,” usually all day. One of two ways….. And the 
workshop, you don’t really have time to state your point of view and 
have people give you feedback on your experiences as well. And plus 
you don’t give to give feedback on theirs in a workshop.  Whereas in a 
collaborative, everybody’s listening to one another, people have 
suggestions.… In a workshop, you don’t have the time.  It’s a set time. 
Whereas a collaborative is much more on-going, easier-going.  And I’ve 
really got to meet the people’s families, which is different from a 
workshop.  A workshop, like I say, it’s almost like a one-shot deal.  And 
the next time they have another workshop that you may want to go to, 
there may not be any of those people there at all.1 

 

The need to recognize ongoing and sustained professional development in 

schools is increasing, and in-service professional development is becoming an 

increasingly important element in almost every modern proposal for 

educational reform.  Moran (2002, pp. 1-2) discusses the issue of good and 

effective activities in professional development programs.  He notes that 

“Teachers scrutinize a colleague at work through a two-way mirror in a 

classroom . . . .”  He suggests that “Teaching coaches culled from the ranks of 
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classroom teachers observe and advise their peers at schools,” and that “Science 

teachers spend 10 summer vacation days at a conference center ….. doing 

science experiments, trading tips and strategies and getting guidance on how 

best to share their new expertise with other teachers at their schools.” 

There are numerous references on the importance of professional 

development (Nanna 2001; Bray 2002, etc).  I would also contend that 

professional development is very essential in the life of science teachers, in 

particular, in-service science teachers.  In this regard, Carnahan (1995) 

delineates that: 

Real allocation of time and resources are essential if educators are to 
keep pace with the changing expectations of what schools must do to 
prepare students for the future. Professional development must be more 
closely aligned to that of other professional (p. 57). 
 

For instance, the airline industries keep their pilots updated and trained on a 

regular basis according to certain schedules.  But for teachers to be updated, 

they have to attend the professional development activities after an eight-hour 

day of work, or else go on the weekends or on vacations (Carnahan 1995, p. 

56).  By and large, the professional development of science teachers is not 

considered as important as the professional development in other occupations, 

which is not good; the professional development of science teachers should be 

regarded important as well. 
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Along with the increasing awareness of the importance of professional 

development in education has come increasing recognition of present 

deficiencies. Although the writings on professional development are full of 

what Guskey and Huberman (1995a, p. 1) have referred to as “descriptions of 

failing,” Bell and Gilbert (1994, pp. 483-84) have suggested that, 

Many teachers feel frustrated that, even though they know about this 
research, have purchased the relevant teachers guides, and have attended 
some inservice courses, they still feel unable to develop their teaching 
as suggested. 
  

Despite that, there are in various literatures a wide variety of proposed solutions 

to these failings. Nevertheless, reformers have had difficulty synthesizing and 

trying to come up with a coherent solution to all of these professional 

development issues.  Merely to leave it at “Descriptions of failing,” as Guskey 

and Huberman put it, is ineffective and incompatible with workable solutions to 

this problem.  These different solutions that have been proposed for the 

problems of professional development are apparently restrained issues (Guskey 

& Huberman, 1995a, p. 1; Bell & Gilbert, 1994).  

There have been quite a few suggestions and recommendations that 

professional development focus on the day-to-day activities of teachers at the 

classroom level.  There are other researchers who believe that emphasis on 

individual teachers is not the best way to encourage and promote change, and 
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that something more systemic and organizational is needed (Guskey & 

Huberman, 1995).  Hawley et al. (2000, p. 2) argue that, 

There is mounting evidence that successful schools have a schoolwide 
or comprehensive approach to improving instruction, where staff agree 
on common research-based curriculum and instructional strategies, 
share their experiences with colleagues, consider each student’s 
instructional needs, and seek and receive feedback from each other on 
improving their practice. To do this, schools need to engage in effective 
and intensive professional development. 
 
Other investigators state that modification in professional development 

ought to be initiated and carried out by individual teachers and school 

administrators.  Other experts opine that successful professional development 

programs are those that see beyond the walls of schools, because schools and 

teachers are normally lacking the potential to devise and employ valuable 

expansion on their own (Borko & Putnam1995; Guskey & Huberman, 1995). 

Hawley et al. (2000, p.2) maintain that, 

New American Schools has focused on helping district to rethink 
professional development spending because its designs provide the 
centerpiece for a districtwide professional development strategy…. 
Comprehensive school reform designs provide an important district 
level complement to standard based reform. 
 

  Some researchers maintain that effective professional development 

plans are those that implement reform in a lengthy and incremental way, and do 

not expect too much at one time.  Other researchers argue that the greater the 

overall change in teaching methods tried, the more likely the program is to 
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bring forth the eagerness of teachers and to be implemented properly (Bray, 

2002; Guskey & Huberman, 1995; Borko & Putnam1995). 

In brief, some researchers envision professional development as a 

personal journey to find understanding and meaning in one’s effort.  A second 

group of experts view professional development and institutional factors, and 

argue that it is imperative that such development results in an ever-expanding 

professional knowledge base.  A third group of investigators in this field 

present professional development holistically, and then illustrate what are 

considered career or life cycle viewpoints.  The last groups of researchers 

recommend the development of a more ambitious format in professional 

development (Guskey, 2001; Guskey & Huberman, 1995; Smith, 1995; Jones, 

1995). 

 

Constructivist Classrooms 

There is a large body of research on the importance of students learning 

by constructing their own meaning from experiences (Watson & Knoicek, 

1990; Guskey, 2002; Guskey & Huberman, 1995).  Van Gorp and Grissom 

(2001) state that, “constructivist classrooms are often viewed as problem-

solving environments manifested through three C’s: context, construction, and 
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collaboration.”  I suggest that Bell and Gilbert (1994) have added a fourth “C,” 

‘challenge’ or ‘change,’ when they describe that: 

Essentially, the teacher of science is challenged to change her or his 
teaching from transmitting a body of scientific knowledge to helping the 
students develop their own (and often alternative) conceptions towards 
the currently scientific accepted concepts. Rather than regarding the 
students as empty vessels waiting to be filled up with the scientific 
knowledge, the teachers are challenged to take into account the students 
thinking and to facilitate the students’ conceptual development (pp. 483-
84). 
 
But it is meaningful to point out that no change will take place unless 

teachers are taught and geared up appropriately to put into practice any changes 

necessary. Also, the passage from Bell and Gilbert (1994) is a great example of 

the difference between “learner-centered” and “teacher-centered” methods of 

instruction.   

 

Collaborative Learning Environment 

According to the authors (Krajcik et al., 1994; Anonymous, 2003), 

psychologists describe learning as the process by which changes in behaviors 

result from experience or practice: “Learning occurs more efficiently if a person 

is ready to learn. This readiness results from a combination of growth and 

experience.” Psychologists and educators also recognize that learning is best 

when the learner is motivated to learn.  Psychologists also look at the 

motivation of learning from the point of view of the learner.  As we see, a 
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learner would pay more attention when there are sufficient motivations, 

inspirations, and incentives.  Bell and Gilbert (1994, p. 483) suggest that there 

are essentially three types of development for teachers: “it is possible to 

describe three main types of development for teachers involved in the research 

– professional (cognitive and action development), personal, and social 

development.”  The social aspect of development links to the “Collaborative 

Learning Environment. To accommodate the lifestyle limitations of students 

(such as family obligations they must hold up and a full time work routine), 

schools that support collaborative learning environment programs often offer 

courses that are held only one evening per week (Nanna, 2001).  

The collaborative learning environment offers an entry point and 

opportunity for dialogue, to develop a sense of teamwork amongst staff 

members and students, and it is an essential part of educational knowledge 

organization.  The collaborative learning environment is so much of use that 

these days, researchers and instructors are trying to put it into practice for 

students in different age and subject groups.  For instance, AHA! Interactive 

(see Anonymous, 2001; Anonymous, 2000) announced the launch of two new 

Collaborative Learning Units (CLU) designed to allow groups of middle and 

high school students worldwide to collaborate on a single learning topic.  

“AHA! Interactive’s CLUs are next generation learning environments that 
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combine a problem-solving process, content and productivity tools,” (Barrett, 

1999; Anonymous, 2001, p.3). 

Regarding the Collaborative Program respondents, Bob (Interview, July 

19, 2000), for example, suggested that "Well, I think through the collaborative I 

have actually participated more."2  Therefore, we need to create an environment 

for teachers so that they can become involved, share their views and contribute.  

Piaget has argued that collaborative learning has a main function in 

constructive cognitive development. According to Piaget, students develop 

knowledge by transformation of the new knowledge to fit into the existing 

mental structures and the alteration of existing mental structure to accept the 

new knowledge  (DeBoer, 1991, p. 196; Piaget, 1964).  Therefore, according to 

this belief, students ought to be presented with the knowledge that matches their 

level of cognitive development.  As Dennis Sparks, who is a constructivist 

professional development researcher, has argued: 

Constructivists believe that learners build knowledge structures rather 
than merely receive them from teachers. In this view knowledge is not 
simply  transmitted from teachers to student, but instead constructed in 
the mind of the learner (Sparks (1995). 
 

His assumption is consistent with Vygotsky’s learning theory; another 

widely held theory emphasizing the importance of collaboration (DeVries, 
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2000; Piaget, 2000). Also, Nancy (Class Notes, July 25, 1998), one of the 

teachers participating in this study, writes in her class notes that:  

 
What Vygotsky has said, within zone of proximal development, if 
working with peers that are at a higher level, they help you build 
scaffolding on which to attach learning to.  Start with something 
comfortable with. Take something comfortable with, and start teaching 
the process, or something that is reasonably interesting to them.  
Vygotsky’s model, we would consider not to be in vogue.  Zone leads 
to more understanding for content mastery.  Every individual has a 
different zone overall and on each area of content being covered.3 

 

Piaget also has argued that communication between classmates is 

equally shared (Piaget, 1964).  This is different from adult-child or teacher-

student forms of contact, where typically the instructor (or adult) is in charge 

and the student (or child) typically goes along with what the teacher (or adult) 

professes, and is thus not going by his/her own instinctive knowledge process 

(Kumar, 1996).  As far as collaborative learning is concerned, Barrett (1999) in 

a commentary suggests that, 

….a change from the “Dilbertesque” cubicle and water-cooler chitchat 
to a more flexible, open workplace supporting the team environment, 
whether it be for collaborative training sessions through lecture and 
hands-on breakout, or group problem solving (Barrett, 1999, p. 1 
 

Therefore, we are witnessing a move from individual work 

environments at the schools and institutions, to a more cooperative learning 

situation, to facilitate teamwork and collaboration. 
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Pedagogical Changes 

To recap what I was discussing in Chapter One, an ongoing transition in 

educational emphasis seems to be occurring such that learner-centered practices 

should replace teacher-centered practices.  Educational institutions are 

beginning to assess students’ learning and degree of fulfillment and satisfaction, 

rather than taking measures of educational resources, such as the number of 

full-time faculty or the number of grants that they manage successfully to 

obtain.  As Nanna (2001) argues, “Institutional cultures are changing such that 

what students learn is becoming more important than what the institutions 

have.”  Major changes in the school have often been expected exclusively of 

staff development programs, to help individual teachers and administrators to 

perform their job more efficiently.  An important insight from the past few 

years has been the realization that achievement and accomplishment of all 

students is increasingly dependent upon both the learning of individual teachers 

and improvements that have been made in the institution’s capability to renew 

itself.  According to National Development Council’s Standard for Staff 

Development (1994), while knowledge, expertise, and attitudes of individuals 

are driving forces in any improvement effort, 85% of the barriers to 

improvement exist in an institution’s formation and procedure. 
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Need for Continuous Professional Development 

The professional development of instructors must be comparable to the 

professional development of members of other occupations.  Becoming a 

successful science instructor is an extensive process that extends from pre-

service experience in undergraduate years to the end of the period of 

professional livelihood.  Science and other forms of knowledge are fast-paced, 

ever-changing fields that spill over into other societal realms, and science 

instructors need a never-ending source of vision to continue to have insight and 

demonstrate their capability (National Research Council [N.R.C], 1996).  

Teachers need to know how to appreciate how students who have different 

degrees of contentment, who come from different backgrounds, and who have a 

different knowledge base make sense of scientific ideas.  Instructors need to 

learn how to encourage and direct all students.  Science instructors also need to 

possess the vision that is required to investigate and explore science teaching 

and learning, and to communicate with coworkers what they have taught 

(N.R.C., 1996; Schon, 1982). 

The present improvement endeavor in science teaching necessitates that 

there be substantive modification in the ways in which science is taught.  

Inherent in this reorganization is a likewise considerable alteration in 

professional development preparation at all levels. A great deal of existing 
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professional development literature entails customary instructions as to how to 

communicate science subjects and there has been a great lay emphasis on 

technical instruction about teaching.  For instance, undergraduate science 

courses are normally taught as a body of facts and rules to be learned by heart, 

rather than as a way of understanding the physical world.  Science laboratories 

in nearly all universities fail to educate science as a mode of inquiry (Sprinthal 

et al. 1996; N.R.C, 1996). 

Furthermore, instructor-preparation and other kinds of in-service 

programs designed to improve the teaching of science often highlight technical 

expertise rather than abilities in decision-making, in hypothesis-testing, and in 

ways of thinking.  If improvement is to occur, professional development ought 

to incorporate skills that engage future and working instructors in more 

dynamic forms of education that improve their understanding, build their 

comprehension, and encourage their talent.  This image of knowledge and how 

it is communicated or imparted will be almost unfeasible to communicate to 

learners in an educational institution if instructors themselves have never 

practiced it.  In other words, pre-service teaching professional development for 

in-service instructors should replicate high quality science instruction if it is 

going to be effective (Supovitz et al., 2000; N.R.C, 1996). 
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Continuous Professional Development 

Given the discussion above, I suggest that the nature of professional 

development skills and the perspectives they inspire and within which they can 

thrive can be outlined as follows: 

Professional development ought to be never-ending, a sustained process. 

The understanding and capabilities needed to be superior science teachers 

should not become stagnant.  Knowledge in general and science content more 

specifically changes and increases day by day, and instructors’ awareness in 

science ought to be expected to keep pace.  Knowledge about the various 

methods of learning is constantly emerging as well, which requires that science 

instructors continue to become educated.  We live in a changing society, which 

has profound impacts upon events that transpire in the schools.  Changes in the 

society have an effect on learners in school and influence what they need to 

take away when they leave school.  Also, instructors ought to be involved in the 

growth and modification of new techniques in teaching (Systemic Initiative, 

1996; N.R.C, 1996). 

Science teachers develop talent in stages, beginning in their 

undergraduate years, during which time they get involved in science and 

acquire some teaching know-how.  After that, they rehearse the realities of their 

primary years in the classroom, operate with other instructors, experience 
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whatever professional development opportunities are offered to them, and gain 

knowledge from their own efforts and from those of other teachers.  This 

ongoing process has a number of consequences – the shift between the 

education of probable and committed instructors is a relevant case.  The initial 

task for early stages of pre-service teaching put down with institutions of higher 

education and academia, but it should be shared with the schools and a practice 

group of people as possible instructors initiate their experimental occupation.  

For in-service teaching, the school and practice have the key responsibilities, to 

be used as a source of supply for higher education, science-rich meeting places, 

and the scientific population.  Sustained professional development necessitates 

an ongoing change from universities which filters down to schools, making the 

collaboration amongst all those involved in professional development 

performances (Tytler, 1999; N.R.C, 1996; Van Driel et al. 2001). 

In contrast to the long-established view, in a new vision of science 

teaching, there are no differences between practicing teachers (targets), sources 

of growth (source), or supporters of growth of other teachers (supporters).  In 

the new approach, committed teachers, who customarily are the target for 

professional development, have the opportunity to become a resource of their 

own as well as supporters of the advancement of other teachers.  Potential 

educators should have the chance to develop into a dynamic in schools by way 
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of participating in internships, experimental studies, and investigation.  Science 

instructors must have the potential to consider in a well thought-out manner 

their own and others’ instruction performances, for being able to take part in 

joint and shared curriculum development, and to become involved in lively 

specialized instruction and scientific networks.  The task of professional 

development science teachers is to create the best possible collaborative 

learning conditions under which the best sources of knowledge are connected 

with the understanding and present needs of the instructors.  Principals and 

other qualified members of the community must also take part in professional 

development practices so as to boost their own understanding of student science 

learning and of the task of the everyday jobs of educators (Van Driel et al. 

2001; N.R.C, 1996; Bell & Gilbert, 1994). 

The customary belief of professional development for instructors needs 

to change from technical preparation for particular skills to opportunities for 

intellectual and professional growth.  This supposition underlies the necessity 

for a change from viewing teaching as a technical occupation to one involving 

both hypothetical and practical comprehension and skill.  Professional 

development takes place in many more ways than the mere distribution of 

knowledge in the usual college course, university, or educator seminar and 

workshop. An alternative way to gain knowledge about improving the ways in 
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which one teaches science is to perform classroom-based research, and a useful 

way to be taught science subject matter is to take part in investigation at a 

scientific laboratory.  In all cases, professional growth and advancement ought 

to be persistent, related, appropriate, and involve partaking, thinking and 

deliberation (Borko, 1995; N.R.C, 1996; Guskey & Huberman, 1995a).  

The process of changing institutions necessitates that professional 

development prospects be evidently and properly connected to teachers’ work 

in the context of the school.  At all times possible, the professional development 

of instructors must emerge in the environment and surrounding in which the 

educators’ comprehension and capabilities will be used.  While gaining 

knowledge of science might happen in a science laboratory, to be taught how to 

instruct science requires constant communication between practitioners in 

schools and classrooms where students and learner alike are taught knowledge 

and skills (Borko & Putnam, 1995; N.R.C, 1996; Bray, 2002). 

 

Teachers’ Empowerment 

The findings from recent research such as Marks and Louis (1997) 

about the relationship between teacher empowerment and other school reform 

objectives of interest, such as classroom practices or student academic 

performance suggest: (1) Overall, empowerment appears to be an important but 
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not a sufficient condition of obtaining real changes in teachers’ ways of 

working and their instructional practices; (2) The effects of empowerment on 

classroom practice vary depending on the domain of teacher influence; and, (3) 

Teacher empowerment affects pedagogical quality and student academic 

performance indirectly through school organization for instruction.  Based on 

the assumption that participation in school decision-making can enhance 

teachers’ commitment, expertise, and, ultimately, student achievement, the 

researchers (Marks & Louis, 1997; Jbeily, 1997; Guskey, 2001) hypothesize a 

positive relationship between empowerment and student performance through 

the linkages of school organization for instruction and pedagogical quality. 

 

Models of Professional Development 

As early as 1989, research in this field highlighted seven approaches 

toward teacher professional development.  According to Sparks and Loucks-

Horsley (1989), these five models of professional development were: 

individually-guided; observational; development and improvement-oriented; 

training-based; and inquiry-based. However, according to Guskey (2000), there 

are two more models, which are: study groups, and mentoring. Hence there are 

seven models of professional development altogether. The reason that the 

Sparks and Loucks-Horsley study is particularly relevant and important, even 
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14 years later, is that it forms the basis for the development of the modern day 

collaborative professional development program and TRC, which is the subject 

of this study (Barufaldi, 2003).  As will be demonstrated below, the 

collaborative professional development approach in fact blends all seven 

models of professional development originally identified by Sparks and 

Loucks-Horsley.  What follows is a brief summary of the definitions and 

assumptions underlying these seven models of teacher development, as 

explained by Sparks and Loucks-Horsley (1989).   

 Individually-guided professional development promotes activities in 

which the teacher designs his or her own learning programs, identifies his or 

her own goals, and tries to achieve those goals through independent study and 

experimentation.  This model is based on the notion that the teacher can best 

gauge his or her own needs, and the best means for learning how to meet those 

needs.  The theoretical underpinning of individually-guided professional 

development is that because programs often have teachers of varying lengths of 

experience, one instructor-developed lesson plan or learning program will not 

be effective for each teacher. 

 Observational professional development refers to a system whereby a 

teacher is observed in his or her own classroom and given feedback, either by a 

supervisor or a peer, intended to help improve his or her teaching.  This model 
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is based on the assumption that teachers can benefit from having another 

professional’s assessment of their teaching practices, since the students are 

rarely or never in a position to comment on the teachers’ teaching practices.  

The theoretical underpinning of this model is that teaching can be objectively 

assessed by a third party and that the teacher will exhibit improvement based on 

the assessment received. 

 Development and improvement-oriented professional development 

usually exists in the form of a targeted project, such as the improvement of a 

particular curriculum or the design of a particular lesson plan.  Teachers are 

asked to exhaust all resources, such as research or group problem solving, in 

order to complete the project, in the process of which the teachers gain valuable 

professional learning experiences.  This approach is based on the idea that 

teachers will be best motivated to learn when confronted with a particular 

problem or need.  The theoretical underpinning of this model is that when 

teachers are called upon to design and implement a curriculum, teachers grow 

in both their content knowledge and in their planning skills. 

 Training-based professional development is the most traditionally 

conceived approach, similar to the manner in which the teachers conduct their 

own classrooms.  In this model, an instructor designs a set of goals or 

objectives for the teachers, and implements a set of lectures and/or activities 
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intended to help the teachers reach those goals.  This model is based on the 

notion that certain teaching methods are best taught and learned by imitation of 

the teacher-student classroom environment.  Also, these programs are designed 

with cost-effectiveness in mind; the replication of the classroom environment 

allows for a large number of teachers to participate in the professional 

development program.  The theoretical underpinning of this model is that 

training can accomplish a number of outcomes, such as exploring theory, 

demonstrating skills, simulating concepts or skills in practice, and so on. 

 Inquiry-based professional development deals with engaging teachers in 

action-oriented research.  Teachers are asked to select a subject of interest to 

their teaching area, research and gather data on that subject, and then implement 

changes in their teaching based on how they interpret that data.  This model is 

based on the assumption that teachers have “inquiring minds” and the ability to 

pose intelligent research questions related to their practice areas, and more 

importantly, the ability to objectively gather data in answer to those questions, 

and use that data to alter their existing approaches to teaching.  The theoretical 

underpinning behind this approach is that it is beneficial for teachers to be able 

to blend research and practice in order to become better teachers, innovators, 

and self-critics in their educational careers.  
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 Study group model professional development deals with engaging all of 

the staff in solving common problems. The staff is normally divided into groups 

of four to six people, which stay together for about a year. Each group is given 

a task of dealing with a different aspect of the same problem. The benefit is that 

it brings focus in improvement efforts and helps to break down the isolation 

that many educators face. Further, the whole school becomes one united 

learning community for the benefit of students. This model emphasizes the 

sustained nature of professional development (Guskey, 2000, p. 22).  

 Mentoring model of professional development deals with a highly 

educated and experienced educator who mentors a less experienced educator. 

They help to improve their skills through sharing of ideas and strategies, 

observing their classroom activities, and reflecting on current methods. This is a 

highly individualistic approach to professional development, however, it can 

help the individuals to a great extent. As this model is limited to two 

individuals, it might be necessary to support it with other approaches (Guskey, 

2000, p. 28). 

Finally, one researcher, Meyer (2003, used with permission), has 

compared the models of professional development articulated by Sparks and 

Loucks-Horsley (1998) with the TRC model, which is a professional 
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development organization. Table 1 shows this comparison. For further details 

of this comparison, refer to the Meyer (2003). 

 

Table 2.1: Comparison of Sparks & Loucks-Horsley, et al. (1998) 

Principles to TRC 

 
Sparks & Loucks-Horsley, et. al. 
(1998) 

Texas Regional Collaboratives 
(TRC) 

1. Well defined image 1. Six shared systemic threads 

2. Teachers building knowledge 
and skills 

2. Professional Development 
Academies  

3. Provides models teachers use 
with students 

3. Teachers trained as they would 
teach their students 

4. Builds a learning community 4. Network with local teachers  

5. Teachers in leadership roles 5. Science Teacher Mentors 

6. Links to other parts of the 
system 

6. Access to up-to-date state and 
national information as well as 
experts in science and science 
education 

7. Continually assessing 7. Pre & Post assessment each year 
plus Formative Assessments 

 

Endnotes 
 
                                                 
1. Audio-taped interview with “Bob,” July 19, 2000. 
2. Audio-taped interview with “Bob,” July 19, 2000. 
3. Class notes, “Nancy,” July 25, 1998. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHOD 

 
Introduction 

In describing the research design and procedures I used for this study, 

several kinds of distinctions need to be made between positivistic and non-

positivistic research paradigms, as they are the two most important branches of 

research methods.  To begin with, there is a distinction between qualitative and 

quantitative methodologies.  Westmarland (2001, p. 1) states that: 

…quantitative methods [are] traditionally …. associated with words 
such as positivism, scientific, objectivity, statistics and masculinity.  In 
contrast, qualitative methods have generally been associated with 
interpretivism, non-scientific, subjectivity and femininity (p. 1). 

 

Traditional quantitative research assumes a positivist paradigm in which 

there is an objective truth, independent of individual perspectives on that truth, 

which can be discovered by the application of the appropriate research methods 

and instruments.  One of the more common research instruments for arriving at 

an objective truth in this approach is a survey analysis.  For instance, 

Westmarland (February 2001) details that:  

Surveys are generally used to obtain responses from a sample that can 
be coded with variable labels and statistically analysed, with the results 
being generalised to a wider population. Due to the nature of the 
questions asked and the process of analysis (for example, frequency 
counts, calculation of the mean, between-group comparisons, in short, 
the kinds of operations associated with use of a statistical computer 
package, such as SPSS), the survey is generally defined as a quantitative 
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method, and is utilised to examine widespread social issues whereby the 
results of a sample can be generalised upon to reflect society as a whole 
(p. 4). 

 

A proponent of a positivist paradigm assumes that it is possible to 

isolate and manipulate parts of the research situation into different variables to 

be studied.  People who pursue positivist, quantitative research attempt to 

establish causal relationships between variables and then attempt to generalize 

these findings outside the initial study in order to test theory, that is, to 

formulate hypotheses, gather data, analyze it, and put forth conclusions.  By 

contrast, a research approach such as Grounded Theory is aimed less at testing 

theory than at generating or creating it.   

For example, a positivist researcher might have approached the subject 

of this study by formulating hypotheses, gathering data, and then attempting to 

conclude whether the “theory” or model was true.  However, I left it open as to 

what I was going to find, letting data “emerge” out of the fieldwork situation.  

The resulting data, however, can be compared with the research of other people.  

The researcher in a positivistic paradigm remains detached and objective in 

order not to contaminate or bias the phenomena under study (Erlandson et al., 

1993; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Huntsberger, no year;). But Westmarland argues 

that:   
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Even if the research methods employed are “hard” quantitative ones, 
they can never be purely objective. Humans, be they female or male, are 
not computers, and are unable to process information without some 
degree of subjective interpretation. This starts with the first stage of 
research: identifying the topic to be studied invariably involves 
subjectivity. As the process continues this is highlighted further, indeed, 
the introduction, or literature review, at the beginning of a report is 
actually a review of the literature that the researcher has deemed to be 
relevant (p. 1). 

 

An alternative paradigm is the non-positivistic paradigm.  Practitioners 

of non-positivistic paradigms assume that there are multiple and socially 

constructed realities. The non-positivistic researcher immerses himself or 

herself in the setting in order to understand the context of the setting.  In a 

naturalistic inquiry the study is concerned with understanding the context from 

the participant’s frame of reference (see also Roberts et al., 2000).  In non-

positivistic research, a rich and detailed description of the setting allows the 

reader to understand the situation as closely as possible to the ways that 

participants in that context perceive it. As Miles & Huberman (1984) have 

argued, 

Qualitative data are attractive. They are source of well-grounded, rich 
descriptions and explanations of processes occurring in local contexts. With 
qualitative data one can preserve chronological flow, assess local causality, 
and drive fruitful explanations (p. 15). 

 

 The data collected as a result of naturalistic inquiry are rich in the 

description of people, places, and conversations.  In the researcher’s eyes, 
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nothing is trivial and everything has the potential to be a clue that might 

provide a comprehensive understanding of what is being studied.  Because the 

ideas of people who are engaged in the study are being connected, a descriptive 

picture of their environment and perspective can be manifested through 

naturalistic research.  If researchers can manage to tap into peoples’ personal 

feelings and observe their behaviors, they can understand better the context of 

what is being studied.  It is naturally a very subjective and individual thing to 

attempt to show by various research methods that there are different 

perspectives amongst the culture one studies.  As one would expect, each 

participant has his/her social, cultural, and or political views, but properly 

relating these views at a period of time may bring some understanding of the 

context to the subject matter being studied. 

To discuss these issues in further detail, I will present several tables.  In 

the following Table 3.1 (adapted from several sources, including Hammar, 

2002; Guba & Lincoln, 1995, p. 109) the views of the two competing 

paradigms are presented.   

 One qualitative researcher, Hammar (2002, used with permission), has 

compared “old” research traditions or frameworks with “new” ones.  
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Table 3.1: Changing Paradigms 

Analytic 
Factors 

The Old
Paradigm  

The New
Paradigm  

How to do 
research  
 

Theoretically "random" 
sampling; objective, detached, 
non-participatory stance; 
theory-testing; anticipation of 
external validity; "control" for 
presence of researcher; use of 
single research methods; 
deductive, a priori use of 
theory; exclude body and 
person of researcher from text  
 

Purposeful, non-random 
sampling; participatory 
linking—research "subjects" 
become co-participants; fully 
present research stance; theory-
generation; validity means an 
involved and committed study; 
inductive approach--
let theory emerge from 
research process; use embodied 
experience of researcher to 
write effective texts 

What to 
evaluate 

Measurement reliability; 
control of "messy" 
factors/data/researchers 

Understanding should fit 
intuition and past experience; 
rapport is data, not a hindrance 

How to 
evaluate 

Product/service is purchased; 
profits secured; research is 
justified  

Participants are engaged in 
research and interested in 
outcomes; do participants stand 
to gain? 

Role of 
research 
participants 

Best not to listen to them; step-
children of striving for 
quantitative rigor; reduced to 
tendencies, modal qualities 

Have stake in research 
methodology; information is 
situational, holistic, negotiated, 
and contextual; co-learners; 
have inherent wisdom 

Outcomes 
of research 

Apparent mathematical 
proof/disproof of hypotheses 

liberatory process toward 
greater understanding; transfer 
of skills and knowledge in both 
directions; greater 
consciousness of research 
participants of their everyday 
reality 
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As the above table shows, in the “old” paradigm, there exists an initial 

theory, there is random sampling, the researcher is assumed to be detached 

from the study, there is a single and narrow method applied, and as a final 

point, there is mathematical proof or disproof of the hypotheses formulated.  In 

the “new” paradigm, by contrast, there is a purposeful, non-random sampling, 

the researcher is involved and fully immersed in the research stance and 

development, and the theory emerges out of the study.  Also, there occurs a 

process where the researcher and the participants develop greater understanding 

of each other, and there is a transfer of skills and knowledge between the two. 

In the following, Table 3.2 (adapted from Guba & Lincoln, 1995, p. 

109), there is a comparison between different, competing paradigms in terms of 

ontology, epistemology, and methodology.  Guba and Lincoln compare and 

contrast four major research paradigms: 1) Positivism, 2) Post-Positivism, 3) 

Critical Theories, and 4) Constructivism. 
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Table 3.2: Competing Paradigms in Terms of Ontology, Epistemology, and
Methodology 

Domain Positivism Post- 
positivism 

Critical 
Theories (e.g., 
cultural 
studies, 
feminisms) 

Constructivism

Ontology There is a 
“real” reality 
out there 

There might be 
a “real” reality, 
but it is 
impossible to 
get to 

Whether “real” 
or not, reality 
is shaped by 
historical and 
social forces 

Only specific, 
local, and 
constructed 
realities exist 

Epistemology Separation 
between 
mind and 
body; some 
findings are 
true 

Findings are 
only as true as 
can be 
established by 
appropriate 
research 
methods  

The truth of 
findings is be 
found between 
people, in 
interaction, not 
separate from 
them 

The truth of 
findings is 
constructed 
specifically 
and locally, 
and die with 
the finders 

Methodology “scientific,” 
quantitative,  
ideally 
experimental; 
designed to 
test 
hypotheses  

Interventionist, 
can falsify but 
not affirm 
hypotheses; 
some support 
for qualitative 

Dialectical, 
shaped in 
interaction 
between 
researchers and 
researched; 
ideally mutual 

Also 
dialectical, but 
ideal of 
mutuality 
seldom 
reached  

 

The following, Table 3.3, discusses the positivist criteria and their 

equivalent criteria in naturalistic inquiry.   
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Table 3.3: Positivist and Naturalist Research Criteria 

Positivist Criteria Naturalistic Criteria 
 

Internal validity Credibility 
 

Extent of casual relationship Prolonged engagement 

How independent variables affect 
dependent variables 

Triangulation 
Thick description 
Member check 
Reflexive journal 
Peer debriefing 
Referential adequacy materials 
Persistent observation 

External validity Transferability 

Generalization  Purposive sampling 
Thick description 
Reflexive journal 
Reader’s decision based on context 

Reliability Dependability 

Replication or consistency Credibility 
Confirmability  
Audit trail 
Reflexive journal 

Objectivity Confirmability 
Inter-subject agreement Member check 

 

Researcher’s Background and Pilot Studies 

 During the course of my studies, I had a course in contemporary 

problems in science education, taught by Dr. Barufaldi, the head of the Science 

Education Department (http://regcol.edb.utexas.edu/barufaldi).  In that course, I 
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did some studies on cooperative, collaborative teaching and learning.  A 

semester later, I became familiar with the TRC program.  Since Dr. Barufaldi 

knew the organizers of the TRC, they introduced me to the program and 

encouraged me and other graduate students to get involved with the 

Collaborative.  It thus happened that I engaged in a naturalistic research 

program.  The fact that they introduced me to the Collaborative Program did 

not necessarily mean that I had to pursue a naturalistic inquiry study, but I 

found this line of research process especially interesting and appealing.  I 

decided to do my first pilot study on a collaborative program.  I wanted to look 

at the nature of teachers’ learning when they participate in a TRC professional 

staff development program.  The research method I employed during the first 

pilot study was semi-structured interviewing (Faraji, 1997). 

This study incorporates the characteristics consistent with naturalistic 

inquiry in the research design and method.  I served as the human instrument 

for gathering and analyzing data through interviews, class observations, and 

reviews of documents such as lesson plans, e-mail messages, and daily journals.  

As Erlandson et al. (1993) have stated, “relying on all its senses, intuition, 

thoughts, and feeling, the human instrument can be a very potent and perceptive 

data-gathering tool” (p.  82). 
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The Collaborative Program instructors required participating teachers to 

write a daily journal entry right after they finished their classroom activities.  

According to Ballantyne & Packer (1995, p. 43) 

… for the majority [of students undertaking doctoral studies in 
Education] it [journal writing] enhanced the experience and they 
enjoyed the opportunity to express and record their reflections. Overall, 
the findings of this study support the contention that journal writing 
encourages and facilitates a high level of cognitive and reflective 
activity. 
 

Furthermore, Bain et al. (1999) explain that, 

…., a number of issues which impact the use and effectiveness of 
student journal writing during preservice teacher education are address 
in … [their] study.  Students’ journal entries, as they reflect on their 
developing teaching practice during field experience, are examined in 
order to: 1. Establish the range of levels of sophistication in reflective 
writing likely    to occur among preservice teachers. 2. Explore the 
impact of journaling on the development of reflective skills (p. 55).    

 

Each day, when teachers finished their class, they were asked to go to 

the computer lab, where each of them was given a floppy disk, and they were 

required to write a journal entry about two or maybe three questions related to 

the subjects which were taught that day during the class, whether regarding 

content knowledge or pedagogy.  For example, one could see that Smith (1990) 

had her students write 7 journal entries in 3 weeks, whereas Jones (1991) had 

his students post two journal entries daily to a public site, whereas Smith and 

Jones (1992) together decided to have students keep their journal entries to 
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themselves, and evaluate them at the end of the semester for content, and 

simply hand in the evaluation. 

I conducted research in a regional collaborative where teachers were 

engaged in the program, and became my research respondents.  This study 

focused on understanding what these teachers learned, how they learned, and 

what they thought about what they learned, as they participated in the program. 

The intent was to purposefully choose information-rich respondents who help 

shed light on the research questions.  Inductive data analysis was used in this 

study. On the final day of a two-week long course, the director of the 

Collaborative explained to the class about my intention of choosing some of the 

teachers to participate in my study.  After that I distributed a 3” x 5” index card 

and asked teachers who were willing to participate in my study to fill out the 

card and return it to me.  Almost half of the teachers in the class volunteered 

themselves to participate in my study, and I decided to choose five middle 

school science teachers for my research study.  I allowed the data to emerge 

from the inquiry, and I coded and categorized it in a way that makes sense of all 

the field data. 
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Study Context and Purposive Sampling 

This study used five teachers involved in a Regional Collaborative – the 

South Texas Rural Regional Collaborative for Excellence in Science Teaching 

program (hereinafter referred to as “the Collaborative Program”).  Central to 

Grounded Theory research, and fairly recently, naturalistic inquiry research, is 

“purposeful sampling,” or what Glaser and Strauss and others call, “theoretical 

sampling.”  The object of purposeful sampling is to select information-rich 

cases whose study will elucidate the questions under consideration (Patton, 

1990).  Thus, the first criterion for inclusion of the participants in the study was 

that they had to have participated in the Collaborative Program.  Second, in 

order to do purposeful, non-random sampling, I chose strictly middle school 

teachers out of all the science teachers, because of their greater numbers and 

their greater willingness to participate in my study.  Also, middle school 

represents to me the first opportunity for substantive, and at the same time 

general, science education that students receive.  This makes the quality of 

science teaching in middle school a very important issue in students’ future 

receptiveness to science education.  Five teacher participants were identified, 

selected, and invited to become respondents to my research project.  
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Data Generation 

Data generation is an active process of gathering information about the 

phenomena of interest.  Although the naturalistic researcher is often the major 

data-collecting instrument, the sources of data for naturalistic inquiry can be 

both human (via participant interviews, observations, reflexive journals, e-

mails, and questionnaires), and non-human (documents and official records) 

(Erlandson et al., 1993).  The bulk of the data that comprise this study were 

obtained primarily from five middle school science teachers from a South 

Central Texas city; additional participants, such as the director of the 

Collaborative Program and one of the Program instructors, contributed to the 

data collection to provide richer perspective.   

 

Data Sources 

Triangulation of research methods and sources of data is important for 

the establishment of dependability.  The data for this study is from a number of 

different sources.  The Data Sources include: 

- Interviews: The most important source of data for this study was the 

interviews.  Each one was conducted face-to-face, and lasted an average of one 

hour, with each of the five participants.  I initially assumed that each of the 

participants would be interviewed between one to two hours before saturation, 
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i.e., the point at which I could not elicit much more information from them 

likely to be useful for the purposes of my study.  This estimation was based on 

research experience during the pilot study (Faraji, 1996).  However, when I 

conducted the in-depth interviews, the 15-point questionnaire, as a road map for 

the interviews, produced roughly one hour of useful study information to 

discuss. The objective was to ensure that the questions were as thorough and 

useful as possible for my qualitative research purposes, and were as relevant as 

possible to the substance of the study, namely, professional development 

programs.  I developed a focused 15-point questionnaire designed to elicit the 

information about the Collaborative Program that I needed.  I circulated this 

questionnaire to the teachers that participated in my study, prior to my in-depth 

interviews with them, and asked them to submit written answers ahead of time.  

I developed and provided the 15-point questionnaire to the participants in 

advance, in order to have their written answers in advance of the interview.  

The audio tape recording of each interview was transcribed by a paid 

transcriber, and for the purpose of ensuring accuracy, the recording was re-

transcribed by another paid researcher.  The transcriptions were coded using 

ATLAS.ti, a qualitative data management software program; for more detailed 

discussion of the methods used, refer to Chapter Four. 
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- Observations: I observed each participant, alongside the Director of 

the Collaborative Program, conducting his or her own classroom in his or her 

own school, for approximately one hour.  Obviously, I observed the 

Collaborative Program from the outset (from June of 1998 to approximately 

one year later), although I also was an active participant in the activities, 

meetings, and one full-day field trip. 

- Teachers’ journals: At the end of each day of the first two-week 

session of the Collaborative Program, the teachers would write a journal entry 

in response to several questions put forth by the Program instructors.  These 

questions centered on the content knowledge and pedagogy taught by the 

instructors. 

- Additional documents: There were a variety of extra materials that 

added to the data in this study, including extensive detail-oriented class notes 

made by one of the teachers participating in the Program and in this study, 

handouts from the Program instructors, the grant proposal written by the 

Director to raise funds for the Collaborative Program, the pre-tests and post-

tests administered by the Program instructors, and the curriculum vitae of the 

teachers participating in the Program. 
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Data Analysis 

The constant comparative method for analysis of data implies the 

separation or breakdown of raw data into smaller and congruent parts for close 

and systematic study.  The naturalistic form of inquiry demands an open-ended 

and inductive approach to data analysis (Glaser 1992).  The analysis of data 

begins with the very first data generation and continues throughout the inquiry.  

Continual data analysis facilitates the development of Grounded Theory and 

uniquely shapes the emergent design of this approach. 

Raw data generated from all observations, interviews, journals, etc. was 

chunked and coded by using ATLAS.ti, a commercial qualitative research 

analysis computer program.  According to the method of constant comparison, I 

divided the raw data into units or independent pieces and then organized them 

into flexible categories on the basis of similarities and differences in content.  I 

assigned a descriptive and meaningful label for the emerging categories until 

the categories could be finalized, the data analysis completed, and the writing of 

the case study report began.  The case study report is the mode of choice for 

revealing the results of this study.  The detailed and lifelike depiction of the 

realities of the various participants and the research context will enable readers 

to judge the similarity between the context of this study and other contexts that 

are known to them. 
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Funding and Support 

There was no grant funding for computer hardware, software, travel 

expenses, transcribing, or any other expenses.  I had to travel two hours from 

Austin, Texas to another city in South Central Texas, to participate in the 

Collaborative Program and research site.  The teachers and participants in the 

study were paid no money, and no monetary incentive was available to them; 

only their own personal desire and commitment to education was responsible 

for their participation. 

 

Rigor and Trustworthiness 

The intellectual inquiry must guarantee some measure of credibility 

about what it has established (Erlandson et al., 1993).  In the traditional 

positivistic paradigm, the rigor or trustworthiness of the research is measured 

by how well it addresses the issue of external and internal validity (for 

explanation of these terms, refer to Terminology section at the end of Chapter 

One).  In contrast, rigor and trustworthiness are established in non-positivistic 

paradigms by meeting the demands of credibility, confirmability, dependability, 

and transferability (Erlandson et al., 1993; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 

Credibility refers to the truth-value of the research.  In other words, do 

research findings match the realities that exist for the respondents?  A number 
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of methods are used to assure that the findings “ring true” for those persons 

who are members of the setting.  Prolonged engagement, persistent observation, 

peer debriefing, member checks, and reflexive journals are the means by which 

the credibility is assessed in naturalistic inquiry.  In this study, I satisfied the 

requirements of prolonged engagement by participating in the Collaborative 

Program from the outset to the end, a span of one year.  My observation 

occurred both through the Program and also through observation of the teachers 

in their own classroom settings.  Among the peers with whom I conferred about 

my findings and observations were my professor, and also the Director of the 

Collaborative Program.  I also kept notes in which I consistently recorded and 

updated my immediate thoughts about the research subjects and the research 

process. 

Transferability addresses ways in which the research may be used and 

applied.  The intent of the naturalistic inquiry is not to generalize findings; 

rather, it is to provide a rich description of the context in order for the reader to 

make a judgment about the use and applicability of the research results in other 

contexts.  In the positivistic form of study, the researcher is the one who must 

ensure that his findings can be generalized to the population; in a naturalistic 

study, however, the job of transferability must be done by anyone who wishes 

to apply the findings in a new context (Erlandson et al., 1993).  Thick 
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description, purposive sampling, and reflexive journal-keeping are what help to 

meet the need of transferability of the naturalistic inquiry.  I followed these 

three steps to make the results of the study as transferable as possible.  The 15-

point questionnaire went through the hands of each of the five members of the 

dissertation committee, in addition to the Director and Assistant Director of the 

Collaborative Program, in order to meticulously design the questions to get as 

much in-depth detail and information as possible from the participants.   

Dependability refers to the consistency of the research.  The concern is 

not so much with the duplication or replication of the study as in positivistic 

research.  Rather, the qualitative researcher seeks confirmation that, given the 

data collected, the results are dependable. 

 Confirmability ensures that the findings can be considered reasonable.  

This means that data (construction, assertion, facts, and so on) can be tracked to 

their source, and logic used to assemble the interpretations into structurally 

coherent and corroborating wholes in both explicit and implicit fashion.  

Erlandson et al. (1993, p. 48) suggest that, “It is good to cultivate the habit of 

carrying a reflective journal to daily record notes and ideas.  The researchers 

should continue this reflective writing practice thorough the entire research 

process. There is not one and only one way of making a reflexive journal; it 
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depends on the situation, and which style of research suits best the researcher’s 

needs.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS (I) 

 

Reporting of Data (Part I) 

In this chapter I will present data collected from various sources, 

including interviews I conducted with respondents, written answers they 

provided to the survey questions I put to them, daily journals that they wrote, 

and classroom observations that I made.  The main source of data consists of 

interviews I conducted with the teachers who participated in the study.  The 

interviews were audiotaped, and I had one individual transcribe the audiotapes, 

and then another individual re-transcribe them, to make sure that I understood 

correctly what the teachers had said. Then, I sent the transcribed interviews to 

teachers to perform the member check, and teachers after approving it; they 

sent it back to me. I then had the transcription coded by using a qualitative data 

software management program called ATLAS.ti (Version 4.2).  

I also coded the class observations, journal entries, and written answers 

to the 15-question survey by using the same software package; for more 

information about the coding process and definitions, refer to Appendix # 3.  I 

will provide a few examples below of the representative codes, which can 

easily convey to the reader the context and substance of the interviews.  For 

instance, the “Collaborative learning” code is designed to capture instances in 
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which either the interviewer or interviewee mentions or discusses a 

collaborative learning issue, not simply the Collaborative Program specifically.  

Granted, there is some degree of overlap.  For example, “Bob” says that “Well, 

I think through the collaborative I have actually participated more.”1  I interpret 

that to be a reference to the Collaborative Program, even though he did not refer 

to it specifically or by acronym.  However, the following statement is a good 

example of a reference to collaborative learning in general: “And I guess one of 

the reasons for that is you meet people on a continued basis through the 

collaborative . . .,” which in context refers to a learning style or behavior, not a 

specific program.   

Also, each respondent seems to have had a great deal of positive 

experiences in using and borrowing from the lessons and teaching styles of 

other teachers they met through the Program.  Again, there will be some 

overlap.  For example, people who only have one collaborative learning 

experience will, by definition, have had that experience with this Collaborative 

Program.  Another example is, “Professional development.”  This code is 

designed to capture instances in which respondents mention or discuss the issue 

of professional development, either the general subject itself, or specific 

programs.   
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A third example that I would like to mention is, “Hands-on learning and 

activities.”  This code is designed to deal with cases in which the interviewer or 

interviewees mention or discuss hands-on style learning and activities.  For 

example, I asked whether having a professor actually demonstrate things to 

“Bob” made a difference to him, and Bob observed that, indeed, “on the field 

trips, you do see a different side of your professors.”2  He then went on to talk 

about particular experiences at a waste-water treatment plant, Inks Lake, and so 

forth.3   

To safeguard the anonymity of the teachers participating in this study, 

some of the codes are canceled for the code list in Appendix # 3.  The numbers 

in parentheses refer to the number of times the code appeared in the texts: 

Application in the classroom (55); Collaborative learning (109); Collaborative 

Program (170); Hands-on learning and activities (56); Incentives for joining the 

Collaborative Program, intellectual (19); Incentives for joining the 

Collaborative Program, material (9); Workshop, positive comparison thereto 

(26). 

To use ATLAS.ti, I had to change all Microsoft Word texts, for 

example, transcripts of the interviews, to simple text documents with line 

breaks and more generous margins.  I then had to go to ATLAS.ti and load 

those texts into what are large files called Hermeneutic Units (HU), and start 
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coding the documents.  Overall, there were 19 Primary Documents (in-depth 

interviews, plus written answers to questions, plus journal entries, and so on) 

that I have coded.  All of these Primary Documents created a HU. 

 

Participants’ Information 

In this section I discuss demographic and educational data about my five 

respondents.  Again, I have changed the names throughout.  These 5 

participants were from different races, areas, backgrounds and levels of 

education and profession. The pseudonyms that they chose for themselves were 

“Bob,” “Arlyne,” “Teacher #3,” “Nancy,” and “Mary Ellen.” 

Bob has been teaching seventh grade science since 1996, and has more 

than 16 years of teaching experience.  He obtained his Alternative Teaching 

Certificate during 1988-1996 by teaching fifth grade mathematics for one year 

and then high school chemistry, physics, and biology for seven years.4  He has a 

Master’s degree in education, with an emphasis in science.  Since 2001, he has 

been a technology advisor for other middle school teachers.  In the same period 

he has taught in-service teachers to use Microsoft PowerPoint, digital cameras, 

web-cams, scanners and digital video cameras.  Bob is a family man who lives 

with his wife and several children.  He seems a calm and understanding 

individual.  His school is located in a rural area in South Central Texas, where 
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there are many cotton farms.  Bob also drives the school bus to supplement his 

income, so that he and his family can afford living expenses.  In my 

conversation with Bob, he stated that for students who are living in different 

areas, we ought to have diverse hands-on activities to which they can relate and 

with which they are acquainted.  For instance, if students were living in a 

farming area in which corn is grown, hands-on activities would have more 

impact if related to the planting and irrigation of corn and the application of 

pesticides.  In this way, students take a heightened interest and observe and 

learn better, because they are dealing with the familiar aspects of their everyday 

life.  I was very impressed by Bob’s suggestion of how we should handle the 

hands-on activities.  When I attended the Collaborative Program classes, I 

remember him carrying a laptop computer to class and using it to take notes.  It 

is good to see that Bob is comfortable using technology, not only for the sake of 

himself and his students, but also because he can teach these skills to other 

teachers.  Finally, I note that Bob is interested in becoming a mentor teacher: 

I feel that a as a mentor, I could help a new teacher make a smooth 
transition from being a Novice teacher into an informed educator. I feel 
that I have experience in various levels of school system as well as 
having participated on various positions of committees. I have taught 16 
years of which have been in two different districts.5 
 

Arlyne graduated from high school as valedictorian in 1972, acquired 

her B.A. degree in Psychology, and then a second B.A. degree in Biology, in 
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1976.  She obtained her Texas Secondary Teaching Certificate in 1976, and 

Composite Science Teaching Certificate in 1978.  She graduated with a Masters 

degree in Education in Curriculum and Instruction in 2000.  From 1976 to the 

present she has been employed as a secondary school science teacher.  She has 

taught at the middle school level for 25 years.  She has been the science 

instructional specialist for 20 years and a grade team leader for 6 years.  She has 

experience teaching sixth, seventh, and eighth grade science courses.  We had 

lunch together once at the school cafeteria, where I found her rather quiet.  The 

most memorable thing that I noted about Arlyne is that she used to bring one or 

two of her own children to the Collaborative Program class. 

 I refer to the next participant as Teacher #3, at her request.  

Teacher #3 received a Bachelor’s degree in Composite Science Education in 

May 1975.  She received her Master’s degree in Integrated Science Education 

and Curriculum Development in August 2002.  She currently teaches eighth 

grade science, and has taught at the middle school level for most of her 24-year 

teaching career.  She is also head of the science department at her school, and a 

mentor teacher there.  In addition to Texas, she has taught in: Omaha, 

Nebraska; Menifee, Arkansas; and Kaiserslautrn, Germany.  She plans to retire 

from teaching in about 6 years, to pursue other interests.  Her teaching 

philosophy, as she explained to me, is that all students can learn, but the 
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challenge is discovering the appropriate learning style for each one.  Once the 

student is matched with the appropriate learning style for his or her needs, the 

intellectual development is without boundaries.6  Teacher #3 always has a smile 

on her face, and you can see from her passion and her enthusiasm that she is a 

hard-working and dedicated teacher. 

Nancy is a teacher in her mid-40’s, and is a very well-profiled and 

nationally recognized teacher in radio, television, and national teacher 

conferences.  She was willing to use her own name for the purposes of this 

study, but I preferred to stay with research protocols and keep her anonymous.  

She received her Bachelor’s degree in biology in 1988 and her Master’s degree 

in education in curriculum and instruction integrated science in 2001, after 

attending the Collaborative Program.  She also received her certificate of 

vocational nursing in 1982.  Similar to Bob, Nancy is a very technology-savvy 

teacher; she knows how to use the Internet and research information to provide 

extra background for her class materials, and also how to create a CD-ROM full 

of information.  She frequently carries her laptop to class, and often other 

equipment, such as digital cameras.  It is worth mentioning that Nancy’s 

husband is also a technology-savvy man.  Nancy explains her involvement as a 

teacher in this way: 

I work with students who have been retained, I have students who have 
been one, two, three years, however many times, for all my kids are 
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over-aged, and behind, their grade level, behind their peer group, and 
we work with them so that in one year they can go from seventh to 
ninth-grade with two high-school credits.  And I teach the “math, 
science, computer, health”-half of the curriculum.  My partner teaches 
the “language, reading, and social studies”-half of the curriculum, and 
she also uses computers.  We have computers in the classroom that the 
kids use, ahm, we don’t use textbooks, uh, we use a lot of, in some, our 
curriculum is somewhat integrated, uh.  The kids will be doing a science 
project, but there’s a lot of math involved, because they had to do a lot 
of stuff on the computers.  We, ahm, hmm, in fact it’s a successful 
program, in that a lot of our kids have been successful and they have 
gone on to high-school with their credits and they’re still doing well.7 
 

Mary Ellen is a young teacher, about 30 years old, a single parent, and a 

very energetic and active teacher.  She got her Bachelor of Science degree in 

Marine Biology and Marine Fisheries in 1993.  In 1996, she obtained her Texas 

Teacher Certification, and in 2001 she acquired her Master of Arts in 

Education, Integrated Science Curriculum.  She has about eight years of 

teaching experience, spent as a science teacher for sixth through eighth grade in 

a multi-level science curriculum since about 1995.  She is a motivated, 

energetic teacher and I foresee for her a bight future.  In particular, she wants to 

be a mentor teacher.  In a letter that she faxed to me on January 15, 2003, she 

said, “After being in the classroom and completing my Master’s I really wanted 

an opportunity to help other teachers in the field so I applied for various 

positions that would place me in a mentoring type position to help other science 

teachers.” (Mary Ellen, 2003) 
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For quick reference purposes, I have summarized information about 

these five participants in the Table below.   

 

Table 4.1: Collaborative Program Participants 

Pseudonym Bob Teacher #3 
(Female) 

Arlyne Mary Ellen Nancy 

~Age at 
Interview 

40 45 45 30 50 

Race/ 
Ethnicity 

Caucasian African-
American 

Hispanic Hispanic Caucasian 

Grades 
Taught 

7 8 8 6-8 5-8 

# Years 
teaching 

16 24 25 8 13 

Teaching 
Specialties 

 
Science 

 
Science 

 
Science 

 
 Science 

Math, 
science, 
integrated 
computer 
technology 

% Hispanic 
students 

49 54 96 96 76 

% Afr.-Amer. 
Students 

1 9 2 2 0 

 

Incentives for Participation 

During the course of my study, and the interviews with the teachers, I 

realized that there were two kinds of incentives that attracted teachers to 

participate in the Collaborative Program – material incentives and intellectual 

incentives.  This is in accord with the research done by Meyers (2003) on the 

TRC. In the Emergent Themes section, below, I will elaborate, using more 
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lengthy comments from the teachers, on the incentives they cited for 

participating in the Collaborative.  For now, in the following tables, Table 4.2 

and Table 4.3, I have listed for each respondent (with the exception of Bob, 

who did not state any material incentive for joining the program) the reasons 

why they wanted to participate in the Collaborative Program: 

 

Table 4.2: Material Reasons for Joining the Collaborative Program 
Bob: Not available 
Teacher #3: “through .  .  .  classes, we would get equipment and materials or field 
trips .  .  .  “ 
Arlyne: “Well, people always like money.  So I think if they can get a stipend 
or if they can get some modern technological tools like digital cameras.  .  .  things 
like that are attractive to teachers because usually the schools might not buy those 
kinds of things.  So, I think that if it's something that you can use in modern 
technology, then I think that's something that gets attention.” 
Mary Ellen: “I’m still a single parent, but, but, um, they offered incentives for, 
ah, child care, paying child care, things like that, but I think everybody should 
have the opportunity to apply for some type of collaborative, because, if nothing 
else, it makes you totally aware of all the opportunities available that government 
agencies, universities, and ahm, collaborating with other, how do you say, leaders, 
in the community .  .  .  “ 
Nancy: “I think that one of the things that helps is knowing that [long 
pause], okay, if you go, if you go, in a lot of your school districts, if you have a 
Master’s degree, ‘big deal, so what?’ .  .  .  but you’re never going to get back what 
it cost you.” 
  

 In the following table, Table 4.3, I have highlighted the fact that 

respondents suggested several intellectual reasons for joining the Collaborative 

Program.  It is interesting that all of the respondents have commented about the 
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intellectual incentives, and some of them have mentioned more than one 

intellectual incentive for becoming involved in the Collaborative Program. 

 

Table 4.3: Intellectual Reasons For Joining the Collaborative Program 
Bob: “I felt like I was in a rut.  I taught strictly from the textbook.” 
Teacher #3: “While we were in the program she told us about the integrated 
science degree and master's program and it sounded [interesting]” 
Arlyne: “Like through some of the classes, we would get equipment and materials 
or field trips, but…. [the director] made us understand that if we would take 
advantage of this, that we would be benefiting ourselves by getting a master’s 
degree in integrated science.  And so that was like an extra bonus.” 
Mary Ellen: “And then the second thing was, I wanted to become better at 
mastering simple science concepts that I was teaching.” 
Nancy: “The other is knowing that I would be with a group of other science 
teachers, that I could learn .  .  .  being able to get your Master’s degree, but I think 
more than that was the, being able to work with other people, other science .  .  .  
teachers.” 
 

Daily Journals 

 As discussed earlier in Chapter Three about the importance of journal 

writing, the Collaborative Program instructors decided to require participating 

teachers to write a daily journal entry right after they finished their class.  Each 

day, when teachers finished their class, they were required to write a journal 

entry about two or maybe three questions related to the subjects which were 

taught that day during the class, whether content knowledge or pedagogy.  

Some of the questions that the teachers were asked, for instance: What do you 

hope to get out of this class?  Based on your understanding of the content 
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overview and pretest, what concerns/apprehensions do you have about this 

course?  What did you learn about the components of meaningful learning, as it 

relates to your classroom practice?  Of the software you saw today, [list of four 

software products] what did you like? 

 

Field Trips 

 Field trips are also important in teaching teachers, as part of the 

hands-on activity approach.  For example, going to a mountain to learn about 

geological changes on the surface of the earth, or to the bank of a river to learn 

about ecological effects of a river in the surrounding environment.  Regardless 

of the content, teachers always seem to enjoy it.  They perform hands-on 

activities, learn practically, and they practice what they have learned directly 

with their students.  I accompanied teachers on a full-day field trip to 

Enchanted Rock, in Fredericksburg, Texas.  Enchanted Rock is a very 

significant historical and geological site.  A geology professor, as well as other 

instructors and the Director of the Collaborative Program, also attended the all-

day trip, which was spent on exploration and exchange of geological 

information.  Teachers collected many geological samples to take back to their 

classrooms and present it to their students.  Teachers hoped to use the collected 

artifacts and teach their students about geology and similar issues.  
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Survey Questions 

Prior to conducting the interviews, I sent teachers a 15-question survey 

and asked them to submit their written answers to me in advance.  The 

questions can be found in the Appendix #1. I developed a focused 15-point 

questionnaire designed to elicit the information about the Collaborative 

Program that I needed.  I circulated this questionnaire to the teachers that 

participated in my study, prior to my in-depth interviews with them, and asked 

them to submit written answers ahead of time.   The reason behind having these 

15 questions prior to the in-depth interviews was that I wanted to have teachers’ 

written answers for the purpose of triangulation.  In Chapter Three I have 

explained that for qualitative research to be through and conclusive, one needs 

multiple sources of data. Therefore, I decided to use the written answerers as 

another source of information for me to be able to discuss the outcomes of the 

Collaborative Program on teachers learning.  I asked teachers the same 

questions in my in-depth personal interviews, because I was expecting to get 

different details in their answers.  In these 15 questions, I tried to address all of 

the issues that can affect teachers’ learning in the collaborative professional 

setting.  I have used the combination of written answers plus in-depth 

interviews and other previously explained sources of data to come up with the 

emergent themes, which will be explained later in this chapter.  
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Observations of the Collaborative Program Class Sessions 

Thursday, June 18, 1998 

On June 18th, the first day of class, first, the instructors and the 

administrator, a well-known geologists and professor from the university, one 

of his graduate students, a Ph.D. science educator and the Director of the 

Collaborative Program introduced themselves to the classroom.  Then the 

teachers participating in the Collaborative Program “interviewed” each other, as 

a means of getting to know each other.  Each teacher chose someone they did 

not know, preferably, and they wrote down the name, years of teaching 

experience, current teaching assignment, something that no one else knows 

about the other person, why he/she was here, and what he/she hoped to gain 

from the experience.  Then each interviewer introduced the interviewee to the 

rest of the class.  

Then the instructors discussed the overview of the course content, which 

would be the origin of the universe and solar system, earth science, volcanism 

and seismicity, and plate tectonics.  The pedagogy of the course would be 

technology as an instructional tool, multiple instructional strategies such as 

cooperative learning, inquiry, and the student-centered classroom.  They then 

discussed the summer dates, which would be Thursday and Friday, June 18 and 

19, Monday through Friday, June 22 to 25, Monday through Friday, June 29 to 
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July 2, and the field trip on July 7, 8, or 9.  Then the expectations and goals of 

the Collaborative Program were discussed.  The participant teachers were told 

they would get complete pretest/post-test measures, complete attitude and 

instructional surveys and scales, and Readiness-Awareness Tests (RATS).  

They would also be observed in their classrooms for implementation of content 

and strategies, they would record a daily journal, keep a portfolio during the 

course, dive in, speak up, argue, or whatever they wanted to get out of the 

experience.  Then the participants were directed to fill out the university 

registration application, grant information, and some other documents.  The 

teachers also got binders, posters, notepads, and a textbook that was entitled, 

The Sciences: An Integrated Approach, by James Trefil and Robert M. Hazen.  

They were also informed that tomorrow they would take the pretest and then 

discuss the daily journal, portfolio, and project.  Finally, the first reading 

assignment was discussed.  Then the class finished for the day. 

 

Friday, June 19, 1998 

Today, first, the reading assignment was discussed and then the ongoing 

assignment, which was the teaching portfolio and journal, was covered in 

detail.  The objectives for the teaching portfolio were to demonstrate enhanced 

science content and instructor strategies, to show the use of methods and 
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content that fosters a student-centered classroom, to illustrate growth as a 

teaching professional, to monitor and document student achievement, and 

progress toward “thinking like scientists.”  The purpose of all these activities 

was that the teacher practice and learn by example the lessons that incorporate 

the teaching strategies covered in the course.  

There was a special requirement that teachers review 3 instructional 

resources (e.g., software, websites, etc.) that have potential for use in the 

classroom.  They were also asked to make field trip logs with thorough 

descriptions of the geology and the related science of the locale, and reflections 

on each area of science content and its potential use in their classrooms.  For 

each instructional strategy covered in the course, teachers were asked to include 

in their portfolios a complete lesson plan incorporating the strategy, a 

description of how the course went, what modifications they would have to 

make throughout the day, etc.  Teachers had to include student work, growth, 

problems, and achievements.  Then the teachers had to share their experiences 

with the classroom throughout the school year.  Also the teachers were 

encouraged to evaluate their classmates with praise, and suggestions for 

modifications.  Teachers also were asked to give examples of lesson plans that 

demonstrated a student-centered approach to instruction.  Further, the teachers 

had to give three other artifacts that show growth as a teacher within the content 
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and pedagogy covered in this course.  Also the daily journals were discussed 

and at the end of each class meeting, questions and issues to be addressed in the 

journals would be provided.  Then the entries would be shared with everyone in 

the class.  The goal was to see the class, the questions, and the issues through 

the eyes of many people.  Then the questions for the daily journal were 

distributed.  At the end of the class, the students went to the lab and were asked 

to answer these questions: 1) what do you hope to get from this class?; 2) Based 

on your understanding of the course content and overviews and pretest, what 

concern/apprehension do you have about this course?; and 3) Which days 

would be convenient to you for the field trip?  

 

Monday, June 22, 1998 

The overview of the week was discussed on this day and the assignment 

from each instructor of the class was discussed.  There would be discussion 

about the nature of science, the origin of the universe and the theories thereof, 

RATS, and also role-playing.  Also, teachers were asked to return their pass-

back journals.  Their pass-back pretests were distributed and they were 

supposed to look at it and return it.  Then the teachers were asked to think of a 

profound learning experience and make a list of the attributes of the experience 

that made it profound.  Then they were assigned into groups of three and they 
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were asked to share their experiences and attributes.  After that, the instructor 

collected all these attributes on an overhead and they noted which of these 

things contribute to good learning in school.  After that, they watched the video 

of U.S. and Japanese classrooms and they discussed their observations.  They 

also discussed the teaching value of good software.  They also went over the list 

of things to consider when selecting software for their classroom.  They were 

supposed to go to the computer lab and look at different software packages and 

assess them based on the discussion of good software.  At the end of the day, 

students wrote in their daily journals.  The questions of the day were: 1) what 

did you learn about the components of meaningful learning as it relates to your 

classroom practice?; 2) of the software you saw today, what did you like?; 3) 

what software would be useful to your students?; and 4) what are your major 

concerns about this course and how would you modify the class and its 

activities?  

 

Tuesday, June 23, 1998 

The class started with an activity called “The Earth is Flat,” where the 

participants discussed the nature of arguments and facts that were taken for 

granted.  Then handouts for activities were given out.  The journal entries were 

passed back.  Then the students were divided into base cooperative groups.  
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Then art pictures were distributed to each group and the teachers were asked to 

generate questions about the pictures.  They were given 15 minutes to generate 

as many questions as they could.  Then they were asked to list the questions in 

columns.  The columns consisted of questions that: 1) could be answered by an 

expert, 2) could be looked up in a reference, 3) could be answered by oneself 

through experimentation, and 4) could not be answered by science.  After 

finishing these tasks with the art pictures, they were given natural history 

pictures and asked to repeat the same process with these pictures.  The aim of 

the exercise was to hammer home the difference in question types and the point 

that certain questions cannot be answered by science.  All the participants 

discussed the nature of science versus pseudo science.  They also discussed 

experiences with ‘nature of science’ issues.  Then the students went to the 

computer lab and worked on the question of “Is a fact a fact?” Afterwards, they 

discussed the nuts and bolts of a RAT.  Then they discussed role-playing, which 

would be the opening assignment for Thursday.  Then they gave in their journal 

entries.  

The question for the daily journal were: 1) Think of at least one question 

that can be answered by an expert or looked up in a reference, but that could not 

have been answered by science 50 years ago; 2) A “discrepant event” occurs in 

a person’s mind when he/she is presented with an issue that doesn’t match 
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his/her personal construct of the world.  It forces the person to confront what 

they “know,” to support it, or to change it, based upon the validity of their 

knowledge.  Think of an example of a discrepant event that you might present 

to your students in a course you teach; 3) Do you think that, eventually, all 

questions will be answerable with science?  

   

Wednesday, June 24, 1998 

Today, first of all, a reading assignment was given for tomorrow, which 

was Chapter 4: Heat and the Second Law of Thermodynamics, and pages 375 

to 382, in the textbook by Trefil and Hazen.  Then there was a discussion about 

the RAT, covering the first reading assignment. There were individual and 

group components to it.  Then they reviewed the RAT, including discussion of 

the appeal process.  They talked about stars.  They discussed the process of 

fusion.  Then they performed an inquiry-based, hands-on activity, which was 

modeling electrical repulsion of nuclei.  They went back to discuss more about 

fusion, stars, and the Hertzprung-Russell (HR) diagram.  Then they drew the 

HR diagram on the computer.  

The day’s journal questions were: 1) Consider the content presented so 

far in class. How comfortable have you been with the topics?  Has your anxiety 

level with respect to the science content increased, decreased, or remained the 
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same?  Has your anxiety level with respect to the teaching/pedagogy content 

changed?  2) Have you typically explored topics at this level of depth or detail?  

What would be the advantages of pursuing topics in depth with your classes?  

Disadvantages?  3) Consider difficulties you have had in understanding a 

science concept (e.g., the HR diagram).  How might the use of technology help 

your students understand concepts?  How might the use of technology hinder 

your students’ understanding?  

 

Thursday, June 25, 1998 

The reading assignment was Chapter 17 – The Earth and Other Planets, 

in the textbook by Trefil and Hazen.  The other remaining issues about RATS 

were discussed, and all RATS issues were covered.  Then there was a 

discussion on Vygotsky’s theory of social constructivism, which involved 

topics such as zone of proximal development.  It contended that by discussing 

content and issues, students build their knowledge.  The process involved 

creating “signs” that represent ideas.  And those “signs” were embodied by 

language on a personal level.   

Then, the field trip was scheduled for July 1, 1998, meeting at 7:00 am 

at the University.  Then there were several activities that were done.  First, there 

was role-playing on the topic of origins of the universe.  There was 15 minutes 
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given for preparation and then there were group arguments and discussions.  

Secondly, there was a computer activity, which related to temperature and heat.  

Then, there was an outdoor demonstration.  Also there was another computer-

based activity, which was density modelers.  

The questions for the daily journal were: 1) What are the potential 

benefits of using formative assessments?  What are the potential problems?  Do 

the potential benefits outweigh the potential problems?  2) Describe the 

concepts of heat and temperature. 

 

Monday, June 29, 1998 

 There was a new reading assignment, which was Chapter 17 on Plate 

Tectonics.  Initially, all the old materials were reviewed with topics such as 

cosmology, stars, fusion, the sun, planets, Earth, and heat transfer.  Then there 

was an outdoor activity named “We’re here to pump YOU up!” which made 

everyone sweat.  It was to learn more about heat, molecular motion, and states 

of matter.  Then there was a computer activity on density modelers.  Then there 

was a discussion on the question of “where on/in Earth are these concepts 

manifested?”  Then the journal entries were handed in.  

The new questions for the daily journal were: 1) Current cosmological 

theories require incredible lengths of time. How do you deal with concepts, 
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such as “deep time,” for which students have no experiential basis?  Give an 

example.  2) In light of today’s discussions, describe the concepts of heat and 

temperature.  3) Can you think of a hands-on activity to illustrate the concepts 

of temperature and heat?  

 

Tuesday, June 30, 1998 

The class started with a discussion on the reading assignment on Plate 

Tectonics.  Then there was a video shown.  Afterwards, a computer exercise 

was done to answer the following questions: 1) Do all rocks melt at the same 

temperature?  2) Does water affect the melting temperature?  The journal 

entries were handed in.  

The daily journal questions were: 1) Exploring the influence of 

composition, pressure, and water in rock melting is probably an exploration in 

greater depth than you are used to.  Is this in-depth exploration necessary?  

Why or why not?  2) For a class you teach, what concept(s) have you taught in 

great depth?  Give an example and reflect upon why you explored this concept 

in depth. 
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Wednesday, July 1, 1998 (Field Trip) 

The field trip was a whole day trip to Enchanted Rock, a geological 

development in the Texas Hill Country, northwest of San Antonio.  The 

Director of the Collaborative Program distributed a field trip notebook that the 

teachers used on the day to record the field research.  The teachers recorded the 

date, times, weather conditions, notes, observations, drawing, sketch with 

explanation, area location, rocks, wild life, temperature conditions, picture 

illustrations that described the area, and all other related activities.  I left Austin 

at 4:00 am to be there at the University at 7:00 am, to go with the teachers to 

the field trip.  On this trip we saw rocks and features covering about one billion 

years of Earth’s history.  As soon as we set out, the professor handed out some 

information about the geological structure of the area and even stopped a few 

times before getting there, in order to teach us about the geological structure of 

rocks.  During the day, we stopped at different stations and the geology 

professor explained the geological layers of the rock and Earth.  The record was 

not complete and there were major gaps and missing intervals.  In order to fill 

these gaps and complete the history, the students needed to use their skills as 

scientists.  In order to be able to understand the great length of time, we need to 

relate value to things, which are applicable in the daily life of students, and 

which they can relate to.  By presenting some artifacts and rocks and their 
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layering system from the field, we can determine the dates of these objects.  

The teachers collected rock samples.  By collecting rock samples and 

developing activities, they could bring some hands-on experience to their 

classrooms.  Teachers found that factors like temperature and pressure could be 

used within the program such as the Collaborative Program, which can be a 

great resource for their classroom activity.    

 

Thursday, July 2, 1998 

Today there was a computer-based exploration in teams of three.  The 

aim was to see how working in a group and on a computer program affected 

their productivity and research outcomes.  The extra strength of the team 

allowed them to research some extra material on certain volcanoes that were of 

interest to them.  At the end, they wrote their daily journal for the field trip day.  

Then they were asked three questions: 1) Many of you have little opportunity to 

take your students into the field as we did yesterday.  In what manner do you 

bring field experiences to your campus surroundings so your student can 

conduct field study?  2) Your field notebook is your record of your field 

research.  What information should you include in your book?  Why might 

illustration be important?  3) Today you conducted a computer-based 
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exploration as part of a team.  How has this strategy affected your productivity 

and research outcomes?  Did you find it advantageous or disruptive?  Elaborate.  

Answers to all the daily journal questions written by teachers at the end 

of each day can be found in the Appendix. 

 

Class Observations 

As I have explained earlier, more than one source of data is needed to 

come up with outcomes analysis for the study.  Therefore, I decided to observe 

teachers in my study in their own classrooms, to see the effects of what they 

have learned in the Collaborative Program.  I contacted the Director of the 

Collaborative program to accompany me, and then set a day and time with the 

teachers to observe them.  Although I wish I could do more observation, even 

one class observation period was not easy to arrange.  By allowing me to 

observe them in their classrooms, the teachers opened the door of their 

professional lives to an outside observer, and that is not an easy task.  In any 

case, I made one hour’s observation of each teacher in his or her own classroom 

setting.  The Director of the Collaborative Program accompanied me.  The 

following is what I have observed. 
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Observation of Bob (03/28/2000) 

Bob started his class at 9:00 a.m.  He distributed the lesson plan for that 

day’s class, which was on how to plant cotton by using “wacky wicks” and 

string.  He asked one student to read the first direction, another student to read 

the second direction, and so on.  In each step he explained the procedure, and he 

addressed safety issues. The procedure was laid out very well, explained in 

detail, and any possible problems or complications were addressed beforehand.  

He had the materials ready, and after making the process clear, students started 

working on the project.  Students in each row began to get the materials and 

work on the project, one row at a time.  The class seemed to be responding well 

to Bob’s direction.  He made it interesting by encouraging the students to do 

whatever they wished, like singing to the plant, or bribing it, for it to grow.  He 

made it fun for the students and also encouraged them to do a good job by 

calling them “future farmers.”  The students seemed to be exhibiting both good 

discipline and cooperation during the hands-on activity.  I noticed that he has 

developed a very good rapport with his students.  He later said that sometimes 

he takes his students out to cotton fields to conduct hands-on activities “in the 

field.” 
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Observation of Nancy (03/18/2000) 

After leaving Bob’s class at about 10:00 a.m., we drove to Nancy’s 

school, approximately 30 minutes away.  There were a total of 24 students in 

her class, divided into two groups of 12.  Each group would go for half of the 

day to the reading and social science teacher, and for the other half to Nancy for 

science and math.  Thus, Nancy teaches one group for half of the day, and for 

the other half teaches the other group.  Her class was quiet, and students were 

busy researching a science project on the Internet.  The classroom was a bit 

warm, since the air conditioning system was not working properly and the sun 

was shining directly into the room through the window.  The lesson plan for the 

day was focused upon the Periodic Table of the Elements.  In order to teach 

them about the different elements, she had devised a very clever project.  The 

project was entitled, “It’s Elemental, Dr. Watson.”  The students were to act as 

helpers of Sherlock Holmes, in search of information about different elements, 

which Sherlock had forgotten.  The students were asked by Sherlock to pick 

one element from a list of elements and find answers and clues to questions 

about that specific element.  The questions covered all the topics related to the 

element, from its chemical symbol, periodic table number, how it was 

discovered, how it is classified, its physical and chemical properties, its atomic 

number, how it is used, and what is made from it.  The project was so well 
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planned that it covered in great detail each element.  Hence Nancy was able to 

go into great depth for each element and make each of the students an expert on 

one specific element.  Nancy later explained to me the meaning of a set of 

pictures hanging on the cardboard outside her classroom; namely, some of the 

activities and field trips that the students had engaged in.  Since students were 

working with two teachers, there were relatively good facilities for handling the 

class.  At 11:45 we left Nancy’s class to go to lunch. 

 

Observation of Mary Ellen (03/29/2000) 

We attended Mary Ellen’s class approximately two weeks later.  We 

arrived at the school at 8:00 a.m.  Students arrived in different groups and they 

sat in different parts of the room, far from the blackboard.  A cafeteria 

employee brought their breakfast to them, which consisted of milk and a small 

sandwich.  Mary Ellen switched on a television for the students to watch while 

they had their breakfast.  After about 15 minutes, Mary Ellen started her class 

on earth science.  Her style of teaching was different compared to the other 

teachers that I had observed up to this point.  She explained everything in detail 

using the blackboard all the time.  She distributed some handouts and at the end 

of the class she had some hands-on activity which spread the students out as far 

as to the hallway outside her classroom.  The activity was called “A 3D Model 
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of the Earth and the Moon.”  It was taken from a book and there was some 

additional material from the Space Center in Houston.  The project aimed to 

allow students to experience a sense of scale in the solar system, learn about the 

moon, and use geometric math concepts in relation to the moon and its 

comparison to the Earth.  The handout gave detailed information about the 

moon in the left margin and gave detailed instructions in the actual text.  It 

divided students into groups of 3 to 4.  They were given a large ball of clay and 

asked to divide it into 50 equal pieces, and then leave one, and combine the 

other 49 pieces together.  It was to compare the volume of the moon (1 ball) to 

that of the Earth (49 balls).  Then in order to compare the diameters of Earth 

and moon, they were asked to measure it using a toothpick and a ruler.  Then 

the groups were asked to compare their answers to see that the ratio is the same, 

even though the measurements may not be exactly the same.  It was to show to 

them that scale is the same for all the groups.  Then they were asked to 

determine how far apart the Earth and moon should be in their scale model 

system.  In order to determine the separation, they were asked to visualize it by 

holding the moon up to their Earth.  Then when they compared their answers, 

they realized it was different for each group, because each had a different size 

Earth.  The activity helped the students realize how big space is and how far 

things are from each other in the solar system compared to the size of the Earth.  
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They were given work to do at home, which involved watching the moon for 

four consecutive nights and sketching it, along with a few lines of their 

thoughts and feelings.  Another activity, which aimed to make the students 

realize the great distance between Earth and moon, asked them to calculate how 

long it would take them to go to the moon by using different methods of 

transportation.  They were given detailed instructions on how they should do 

their calculations.  Mary Ellen’s class ended at 9:45.  We then left the school to 

go to Arlyne’s school. 

 

Observation of Arlyne (03/29/2000) 

We went to Arlyne’s class, where students arrived one after another.  

The class was one floor below the ground floor, and there were no windows to 

the outside.  She had a busy class-full of students, and I could see good 

discipline from the outset.  I obtained her permission to tape record her 

classroom interactions.  She started her class with the subject of density.  It was 

a hands-on, interactive, cooperative, and engaging session.  First of all, she 

explained to the students what it was that they were going to do.  She had 

everything written on the blackboard.  She also had all of her instructions 

written on a piece of paper.  The material for the experiment included a plastic 

cup, a piece of cardboard, a penny, and a ruler.  Students were supposed to 
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cover the cup with the piece of paper and then put the penny over the paper, hit 

the paper with the ruler as fast as they could, observe what happens to the 

penny, and write about their observations.  Later on, she explained to me that 

the lesson was on Newton’s First Law of motion, namely, that objects at rest 

remain at rest.  As she explained, an object at rest tends to stay at rest and an 

object in motion tends to stay in motion with the same speed and in the same 

direction unless acted upon by an unbalanced force.  When the paper moved 

upon being hit by the ruler, the penny remained in the same place and it 

dropped down into the cup.  The same principle applies as the magician that 

removes the tablecloth without disturbing the items on the table.  After 

explaining the procedure and showing the students what they needed to do, she 

left them by themselves so they could finish the assignment.  Students had the 

freedom to move about and help each other to finish the assignments. 

 

Observation of Teacher #3 (05/10/2000) 

We then observed Teacher #3 in her classroom less than two months 

later.  When we arrived at her school, she introduced us to a couple of her 

colleagues.  She had a nice smile on her face, but I could see also that she was 

very tired.  She directed us to her classroom; it was a big classroom that had a 
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computer on one side and a couple of windows to each side.  It was set up to be 

an interactive class with many hands-on activities. 

The name of the activity was “The Time of My Life.”  The purpose of 

the activity was to help students realize the importance of preserving artifacts, 

which give clues about past cultures.  She gave students a procedural activity 

sheet; on the back of it was a table that students could use to list the date of the 

activities.  There was also a Stratigraphic Section paper that was showing the 

pictures of a rubber car tire, some clay, some animal bones, and some other 

objects.  Beside that was a number representing the time period that these 

objects could survive to be recognized over time.  First of all, the students were 

asked to define chronology and state the necessity of establishing chronological 

order when studying the past.  This helped them focus more on what was 

important in the next sections of the exercise.  Then she gave the students ten 

strips of construction paper. They had to draw a picture representing an event 

that occurred in their lives on each strip. After the students finished their 

drawings, they shuffled their strips and they exchanged them with a classmate 

who tried to arrange the events in chronological order.  Then they were asked to 

analyze this activity to determine whether they were able to reconstruct the 

timeline correctly and why or why not.  The analysis of the activity also 

involved answering questions such as, how does taking away a picture affect 
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the difficulty of putting the events in chronological order?  How did the picture 

help determine past experiences of the students?  As a closing activity, students 

had to explain the relationship between the pictures they drew and the artifacts.  

Then, in conclusion, students explained why it was necessary to preserve 

instead of destroying artifacts, and also, answer how a missing artifact affects 

the ability to reconstruct events in history? Then they were asked to carry out 

an activity in which to compare their timelines to the “Stratigraphic Section” 

sheet.  They had to answer a few questions, which aimed at relating the two, 

and showing the importance of preserving archeological sites in order to have 

correct information about past events.  The last activity involved writing short 

essays to answer how they would feel if the timeline were all that would ever be 

known about them, and if someone were to tear it up.  Then they were asked to 

relate their feeling to the above scenario to how an archeologist would feel if 

she or he visits a site that has been dug up by vandals.  This short activity 

helped to show them the importance of preserving evidence of past peoples’ 

lives.  The activities were hands-on and collaborative, involving all students. 

After observing her class, at the end, I sat with her and asked her some 

questions; such as did she like her hands on activities that day.  It appears that 

Teacher #3 is doing well in her classroom.  
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Interviews 

Some of the interviews lasted 45 minutes, and some took more than one 

hour, but the average time for each interview was just under one hour.  The 

interview with Teacher #3 was conducted in her school, but for the rest of the 

respondents, the interviews were conducted at the university science building 

where the Collaborative Program classes and other activities were held.  Since 

teachers were living in another city, there were time limitations and other 

difficulties.  After I conducted the interviews, one transcriber transcribed some 

of the interviews, and the rest of them were transcribed and re-transcribed by 

another individual. 

 

Emergent Themes 

Having discussed the participants’ backgrounds, methods used to 

conduct the study, and data gathered during the course of the study, I can now 

bring to the attention of the reader the major themes that emerged from the 

study.  As the reader will recall from Chapter One, I formulated 15 thorough 

research questions about each teacher’s experience with the Collaborative 

Program.  As I compiled and analyzed the written and oral interview answers of 

the teachers, I noted eight general emergent themes.  Seven of the themes are 

discussed in CHAPTER FOUR, while the last one is mentioned in CHAPTER 
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FIVE.  While some of the themes came about as a direct answer to the 

questions in my 15-point survey, other themes emerged in areas I had not 

initially considered or predicted when I first set out to gather information on the 

Collaborative Program experience. I will discuss and give evidences for each 

theme below. 

 
Emergent Theme  #1 

An overwhelming preference for the kind of professional 

development respondents received in the Collaborative Program, over the 

kinds of workshops and seminars they have attended in the past.  All five 

respondents seem to have had a remarkably positive experience, and have very 

favorable things to say about the Collaborative Program and all of the people 

associated with it.  Teachers participating in the Collaborative Program found it 

very practical and helpful, and it was a very enjoyable experience for them.  

Most of the positive response stems from the aim of the Collaborative Program, 

which as Arlyne states, “is genuine interest in helping the teachers advance 

their knowledge and teaching skills and experiences without the feeling of 

competition among the members.”8 My observations in the Collaborative 

Program class sessions confirm this aim and objective.  For example, the 

purpose of the teaching portfolio and journal was explained as follows: “to 

demonstrate enhanced science content and instructor strategies, to show the use 
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of methods and content that foster a student-centered classroom, to illustrate 

growth as a teaching professional, to monitor and document student 

achievement, and progress toward ‘thinking like scientists.’”9  All of the 

activities that were done allowed the teachers to practice new methods and learn 

how to “incorporate the teaching strategies covered in the course”10 into their 

classroom.   

As for how the collaborative learning experience compared to the 

teachers’ previous experiences with short workshops and seminars, the teachers 

were unanimous in their preference for collaborative professional development.  

Bob makes an excellent comparison between the Collaborative Program and 

workshops when he says that: 

Well, a workshop is not a continuum.  A collaborative is an on-going 
thing with different ideas, whereas a workshop is, “we’re going to do 
one particular topic in a very short amount of time,” usually all day. One 
of two ways.  It’s either on a Saturday, which a lot of people are not 100 
percent engaged in the topic, or it’s during the school time that you’re 
really worried about what’s going on in my classroom, whereas a 
collaborative, it’s a continuum, it’s usually at night. We meet for three 
to four hours… And the workshop, you don’t really have time to state 
your point of view and have people give you feedback on your 
experiences as well.  And plus you don’t get to give feedback on theirs 
in a workshop.  Whereas in a collaborative, everybody’s listening to one 
another, people have suggestions…  A workshop, like I say, it’s almost 
like a one-shot deal.  And the next time they have another workshop that 
you may want to go to, there may not be any of those people there at all.  
So, the faces change.11 
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Bob’s comment nicely illustrates the advantages of a Collaborative 

Program over other traditional professional development programs.  First, it is a 

continual, sustained learning environment, instead of what he calls a “one-shot 

deal,” that is, the traditional one or two-day workshop or seminar.  Second, the 

Collaborative environment encourages continuous two-way feedback among 

participants and the instructor; it also develops professional relationships 

between teachers because of sustained contact, whereas in brief workshops, 

according to Bob, “the faces change” from one workshop to the next. Bob gives 

many reasons for the advantage of Collaborative Program over other 

workshops. He stresses that the Collaborative Program allowed him to 

participate more due to the reason that “you meet people on a continued basis 

through the collaborative whereas when you go to workshops or in-house, you 

sit and see the same people.” Hence as a result of meeting people on a 

continuous basis, you get to know them better and  

…share more insight to, say, the tricks of the trade. ... A lot of times it's 
outside the class that you do a lot of the learning. And it's because of the 
collaborative that you get to know, you're brought in with different 
people from different areas. It's a diverse group. And you see different 
points of view from different schools because not all of us have the 
same type of students.12 
 

In addition, the Collaborative Program enables teachers to clarify their 

questions and misconceptions by giving them a chance to ask questions and 
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obtain greater details on topics they are interested in. While as Teacher #3 

explains, in a regular workshop, “you might have questions about things but 

you don’t have the time necessarily go into those questions or into the right 

answers.13” Indeed, many of the following sections of the dissertation are 

probably going to sound like “promos” for collaborative-style learning.  When 

discussing why the collaborative is in general much better compared to a short 

workshop, Nancy makes an excellent comment about the content of such 

workshops:  

They give you all this “educational guru” stuff, but they never really 
give you any way to apply it into your classroom. So, what good is it? 
It’s a waste of my time.  I walked out of that workshop, and I looked at 
my partner, and I said, “didju get anything out of this?”14 
 

Hence one of the main benefits of the collaborative program over 

workshops is that it enables the teachers to apply what they learn into their 

classrooms. In addition, Mary Ellen makes a very noteworthy comment: “Ah, 

what I would like to add is that it has become a very integral part of my life, 

‘cuz I live, breathe, and eat it just because I’m always there.”15  When we see a 

collaborative can have this much effect on teachers’ lives, more efforts need to 

be taken to establish similar activities for them.  

Furthermore, the Collaborative Program works to develop the skills 

required to build up lesson plans, curriculum, and activities that will help the 
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students to grasp the concepts more clearly.  The Collaborative Program 

enables the teacher to be able to “take the content that you have learned and 

develop curriculum units, which means you have to process the information, 

you have to think about how you are going to present it to your kids,”16 as 

Nancy states. In addition, the Collaborative Program makes the teachers 

enthusiastic and determined to learn new skills from the program, as it aims to 

help make learning for the students better, which is a great motivation for the 

teachers.  As Arlyne explains, “you’re not just learning for yourself, you’re 

learning because it’s going to help you in your job and it’s going to help your 

students.  And you knowing it, it’s going to make your job easier than having to 

be lost.”17  Furthermore, as she states, “in the collaborative, I mean, it’s always 

like the kids need to learn, they need to expand, they need to use it.”18 Another 

reason for the preference for the Collaborative Program over workshops is the 

greater depth of coverage and the availability of many different resources in 

helping the teachers to develop the skills required. Teacher #3 explains this 

advantage in the following way: 

…the collaborative has helped the (?) science content because usually 
we go to class, and when we go to class there's a professional there 
who's teaching the content, and the professional person teaches this 
content and not only that, we usually have a textbook so we can read in 
the textbook and learn things that we don't already know or learn things 
that we feel we might be weak in.  So, usually, with the other 
professional development, you don't get a textbook, nor do you get the 
professional person who takes the time out and goes over this 
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information with you.  So, I think that is the biggest difference.  That's 
why the collaborative has helped more than just a workshop, and not 
only that, but also the collaborative, the classes that we take as a 
collaborative last longer, so that means that you have a chance to cover 
more, so when you're in a regular workshop, you might have questions 
about things but you don't have the time necessarily to go into those 
questions or into the right answers, because workshops usually last a 
day or a workshop might last a couple of days.  That does not give you 
enough time to talk about as many different subjects as it does if you're 
in a collaborative.  So, in that way it's more effective.  So, you have the 
teacher there to help you and the textbook to help you and you also have 
more time to ask questions (?).19   
 

As is clear from the above statements and observations, teachers prefer 

the Collaborative Program to other kinds of short-term workshops due to many 

different reasons.  However, due to its longer duration and also greater depth, it 

creates more anxiety and concerns initially.  However, as the Program develops 

over time, the teachers begin to better realize the benefits of this Program and 

hence work hard to achieve their aims and overcome their fears and concerns. 

We will discuss the initial concerns and worries of the teachers, which were 

alleviated through realization of the benefits of the Collaborative Program.  

 

Emergent Theme  #2 

Collaborative-style learning is initially intimidating and difficult for 

teachers, but ultimately valuable.  I asked each of the teachers to explain to 

me how they learned in the Collaborative Program.  In other words, I wanted to 
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know what was the process like, the process of them gaining information in this 

new setting.  Initially, some of the teachers were concerned about the short time 

over which the course was being taken and the amount of work that they would 

have to put into this course.  As Nancy explains, “my concerns and 

apprehensions are due to the short amount of time to take the course in. While 

the course will require that I put in a lot of hours at home to gain maximum 

benefit from the class, I am willing to do that.”20 Teacher #15 also expressed 

this worry, as she says, “I feel I have a lot of work ahead of me.  It is scary, yet 

exciting.”21 Teachers have a very busy life and have to manage family life with 

school life at the same time, hence time constraints are very apparent to them.  

As there was a considerable amount of work and assignments, participants like 

Teacher #3 were worried about being “able to meet the required deadlines for 

turning in assignments.”22 Teacher #10, who was not part of my study, 

expressed the same concern “about the competition for time between preparing 

for my classes and preparing lessons required by this course and others I am 

taking and/or will be taking during the school year.”23 Also Teacher #4 was 

worried about her time as she says, “my other concern is being so busy this 

summer that I get burned out again and get lazy.”24 Furthermore, Teacher #9 

was worried that “once school starts,” she would not have much time to “spend 

in planning and preparing for [her] classes.”25 Furthermore, there was more 
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anxiety that developed initially as the topics were covered in very great depth 

and the difficulty in the level of science content increased, as Arlyne explains.26   

Also, every day after class, each teacher was assigned to write a journal 

entry about the content knowledge and pedagogy that they learned that day.  As 

Arlyne explains, the daily writing task was cumbersome and a challenge as she 

says, “I don’t like that much writing myself.”  However, it is a very valuable 

and rewarding activity as Arlyne explains:  

…it helped saying “okay, what happened today.”  Like what I didn’t 
understand.  A lot of times if you don’t write it down right then, then 
you just like forget about it and you don’t know you didn’t know it.  
And so then like when you would turn them in and they would answer, 
and you would see other people’s reflections on some of the questions, 
you’d say “okay, that’s a different way of seeing it” or it’s easier or they 
have the same opinion as me.  So, it would validate, I guess, how you 
felt sometimes and how everybody else was feeling.  Or question 
yourself.  Like “how come I’m having all these questions and nobody 
else is.”  It makes you think, I guess.27 
 

We learn by different ways and one of the effective ways is by writing, 

which is what Arlyne is emphasizing. Teacher #2 states that, “the only thing 

that really worries me is the keeping of a teaching portfolio.  I have never done 

one and what worries me is that I would not know what to put inside it.”28  

Furthermore, as this was one of their first experiences with such a new method 

of learning, hence it required a lot of effort and planning. As a result, it was 
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difficult for the teachers to adjust and manage their work initially as Teacher #3 

explains: 

…I found that to be a challenge because I had not really done anything 
like that before, and so I had to really do some reading and get in with 
other people to try and figure out what I was supposed to do.  But it's a 
good experience, so then, when you, when you have to do a unit and 
figure out, “well how do I incorporate chemistry?  How do I incorporate 
physical science? Or how do I incorporate some environmental issue? 
Or how do I, ahm, or how do you try to change students' attitudes about 
whatever you are studying.”  You know, that calls for some in-depth 
thought and a lot of thinking and a lot of planning before you even get 
your unit developed, so it was a good experience but it takes time, and 
when you're working full-time, you know, you don't always have the 
time to sit down and do that sort of thing.29 
 

Furthermore, there was a great deal of reading for the teachers, 

especially in new areas of study, which was an initial worry that Teacher #5 

expressed: “Major concern is the reading.  The reading over the weekend was 

rather lengthy and got technical really quick.  I am not that knowledgeable in 

astronomy so that was new territory for me.”30 As Teacher #3 elaborates, 

teachers do not necessarily have fun with participating in the Collaborative 

Program, but their enthusiasm and their motivation for learning and 

empowerment lead them to be attracted towards something that they can learn 

and teach to their students.  They are ready to take on the burden of hard work 

and do it even on their own time. 
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Another initially intimidating factor was the RAT (Readiness 

Awareness Test), which was a challenge for some of the participants. RAT is a 

procedure where the instructor would pose a question and the students would 

answer the question individually, and then they would get together in a group 

and discuss their answers.  In order for them to get credit, they have to defend 

their answers.  Some the teachers did not like this kind of testing, because 

teachers have different mentalities. Sometimes it is very difficult for them to 

admit that they are wrong, hence this exercise challenged their modes of 

thinking.  As the Director of the Collaborative Program explained to me, her 

assessment was also that the teachers did not like it since this kind of discussion 

is only good for more intellectual environments like universities.31  In the 

following quotation, we can see the concerns of several of the teachers with 

regard to RAT.  Mary Ellen expresses her concerns in the following way: 

I think it is very useful.  Its ambiguity tends to lower the self-esteem of 
the individual and if the group does bad, it then lowers their self-esteem 
as well.  If the group does well then it makes a person/student group 
dependent.  I understand it is to support in depth reading and 
understanding.  Many learners (the average learner), normally reads 
material at face value.  For the average learner to experience this type of 
reading/learning style it would take place at a very slow snails pace.  In 
collaborative learning, learning is accelerated due to the tools/past 
experiences that the whole group brings to the “table” when the learning 
time occurs.  I really feel that this experience is allowing two models to 
be presented and I would expect more concrete learning about the 
subject to be either with lecture or collaborative grouping before testing.  
That’s all I have to say about!32  
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The reason that some of the teachers did not like it was the fact that it 

was the first time that they experienced this kind of collaborative learning.  

Teacher #3 believes that RAT was good, but she will not use it as it is with her 

students because she thinks that they might misuse it. She will use it with 

modifications: 

I can see RAT being useful in the classroom with modifications.  I 
would not use it in the classroom in its present form.  I don’t like the 
way it is used in its present form because students in my classroom 
would abuse the group grade.  They probably would not try as hard on 
the individual test thinking they will make up the difference on the 
group test.  I won’t say I detest it.  I can’t say for sure until I have used 
it with my students.  One modification I would make is, I would give 
students an opportunity to argue a point on the individual test as well.33 
 

Also, some felt that in order for them to be able to apply the same 

testing in their class, they needed to make certain modifications as Teacher #7 

states: 

I don’t know if I’m comfortable enough with the RAT to have it weigh 
substantially in my classroom. I do see some usefulness in my 
classroom when it comes to cooperative learning, but I would definitely 
make some modifications if I were to you it in my classes. For example, 
any correct answers given to the group’s grade, after justification, would 
be given to any individual(s) within that group who wrote the same 
answer.  Along with the required reading assignment, I would stress the 
areas of greater concentration to my students. In other words, if there are 
areas that I’m not concerned with my students knowing, I would not try 
to allow them to spend too much time in that area. Finally, I believe my 
questions would be geared towards the subject matter, obtaining the 
overall information, not so much as whether or not I can throw them off 
with a word or two in my questioning?34 
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There were similar concerns from other teachers who participated in the 

Collaborative Program.  However, after a few classes, worries were 

considerably reduced as Teacher #9 states: 

Initially, I was a bit apprehensive because this content area is all pretty 
much  “Greek” to me.    My anxiety level has decreased, somewhat,  
after the first RAT since I realized that you don’t expect me to become 
an expert.   The teaching/pedagogy change has also helped dispel some 
of my anxiety and concern.  The class is turning out to be quite ‘fun’ 
and informative.35  
Hence anxiety and worries of the teachers were quickly alleviated as 

they realized the benefits of the Collaborative Program and understood more 

about its application to their classroom and benefits to their students.  In the 

next emergent theme, we will discuss how the teachers were able to apply what 

they learned to improve the learning of their students.  

 

Emergent Theme  #3 

The teachers almost directly apply what they have learned in the 

Collaborative Program to their own classrooms.  All of the teachers stated 

that they learned things in the Collaborative Program that they did not know 

previously.  The Collaborative Program was set up in such a way to ensure 

teachers apply what they learn into their classroom.  Nancy states that the 

Director of the Collaborative Program  

…was great at helping you see how it could go in your classroom, or 
how you need to apply the material to your classroom.  Ahm, she was 
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great in that respect, when you needed help, developing the unit, you 
could always go to [Director] and say “You know, I’m having trouble 
here,” and she would have additional resources you could use.  Or you 
know, “I tried this, it didn’t work, um, what can I do to tweak this?”  
And her twenty some-odd years’ experience of teaching would, she’d 
always come up with something you could do to tweak it.  So, it was 
good, it gave you a chance, it gave you a chance to apply some of the 
material, to actually use it with some of your kids, see how the kids 
were going to respond to it, and then be able to get help to improve it, to 
make it better, which, in turn, is going to help the kids learn, which is 
what you’re doing it for anyway…36 
 

My observations of the class sessions validate this point, as there were 

many activities to encourage and persuade the teachers to apply new methods in 

their classrooms.  For example,  

There was a special requirement that teachers review 3 instructional 
resources (e.g., software, websites, etc.) that have potential for use in the 
classroom.  They were also asked to make field trip logs with thorough 
descriptions of the geology and the related science of the locale, and 
reflections on each area of science content and its potential use in their 
classrooms.37 
   

More importantly, they believe that they have been able to integrate into 

their classroom curriculums the material they learned in the program.  “I use 

what I have learned in all my classroom instruction,” Mary Ellen states.38  In 

response to a question about applying what they have learned in the 

Collaborative Program, Mary Ellen felt very impressed with the contents and 

has been able to utilize it in her classroom:  
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…it’s been amazing, I mean, because I have all these materials, I have 
all these concepts, just me as a science person, ah, making those 
concepts real to me; I’m a very hands-on person, very visual.  And we 
talk about types of learners, and we have all those different types of 
learners in our classroom, and so the collaborative has helped, ah, bring 
into perspective, all of the, ah, let’s say, tools, that we as science 
teachers need…39 
 

She further delineates that the Collaborative Program gave her new content 

knowledge and concepts, which she was able to apply in her class as she states 

“…I was then able to take that information & tailor it to my students 

needs….40” Teacher #3 was able to use the materials from the Collaborative 

Program directly in her classroom.  “Now that I can use in the classroom, with 

very little modification.  The only thing was, was that I had to get my 

equipment together early enough so, I could have it ready for the students.”41  

For example, Teacher #3 was able to integrate the Internet frequently into her 

class curriculum and projects as she says: 

I have the Internet and we have a technology lab where we can take the 
kids and allow them to search the Internet. We've done this sign-on 
[inaudible] image; it's a program of the major, comparing the volcanoes 
and the moons of Jupiter. But anyway, it’s a technology.  So we do, we 
kind of use technology. … So, we try to incorporate as much technology 
as possible, and that's another area where the collaborative helped out.42 
 

 Also Arlyne was able to apply many new activities into her classroom as she 

explains:  

I mean, there’s a lot of things that I did this year that I’d never done 
before. And the kids really enjoyed them. And I mean, it was work but 
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they liked doing it. Like, we did flower collections. And they did insect 
collections. They did in a bottle. And those things I hadn’t done like that 
before. And so the kids are really proud of their projects and they bring 
them in. 
 

In response to the inquiry about being able to apply what he has learned into the 

classroom, Bob replied very loudly in the affirmative, and felt that he could 

“either gear it up or gear it down to the group of students that [he has].”43 

It is encouraging to see teachers learn something in their professional 

development endeavors and take it to their classroom straightaway to put it into 

practice with their students.  Even more encouraging is the “ripple effect” that 

takes place.  The improved methods that Arlyne is using with her students can 

spread to other students and teachers.  Arlyne says, “Well, they saw that I was 

implementing a lot of ideas in school because the kids are really excited and 

they were bringing projects. And they know that learning was going on.”  In 

other words, teachers from other classes, when they saw Arlyne doing new and 

interesting things in her class, started to bring in similar projects for their 

students too.  In this regard, Teacher #3 also says: 

So, that's how it's helped, and sometimes even if I don't share it, if they 
see that I am doing more they'll be kind of encouraged to do more. 
Because if they see my students enjoying what they're doing then they're 
going to want their students enjoying also, because then it might kind of 
bring them to come and ask "well, where did you get that activity?" And 
I share it or "show me how you did it." But then when you come back 
and you share them with someone else then that's how the teachers are 
helping the school.”44 
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Furthermore, many teachers were able to realize their weaknesses and pick up 

new skills to enhance the learning of their students as Teacher # 10 explains: 

I learned that my classroom style of teaching is too much like the 
traditional teaching style of the math teacher in the video American, and 
that I need to spend much more time utilizing meaningful learning 
experiences that we discussed today. Actually I already knew that, for 
that is the main reason I am here in the first place. Today just helped me 
to begin to see some alternative learning styles that should help make 
my classes more meaningful.45  
 

Also, my observations of their classes validated the point that the teachers were 

applying what they had gained in the Collaborative Program to their classroom. 

In Nancy’s class, she was teaching the students about different elements in the 

Periodic Table.  She had made it very interesting for the students by making 

them “helpers of Sherlock Holmes in search of information for different 

elements, which Sherlock had forgotten. The students were asked by Sherlock 

to pick one element from a list of elements and find answers and clues to 

questions about that specific element.”46  She was able to get them enthusiastic 

about learning about their elements by making the project into a detective type 

of a game.  The students showed a lot of enthusiasm.  Teacher #3 also was able 

to make her activity applicable to the life of students and also make them reflect 

on what they were doing.  In order to teach them about the importance of 

preserving artifacts and clues about past history, she  

…gave the students ten strips of construction paper. They had to draw a 
picture representing an event that occurred in their lives on each strip. 
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After the students finished their drawings, they shuffled their strips and 
they exchanged them with a classmate who tried to arrange the events in 
chronological order. Then there were asked to analysis this activity to 
determine whether they were able to reconstruct the timeline correctly 
and why or why not.  The analysis of the activity also involved 
answering question such as, how does taking a picture away affect the 
difficulty of putting the events in chronological order?  How did the 
picture help determine past experiences of the students?47  
 

In order to relate this subject to the students, she asked the students “to explain 

the relationship between the pictures they drew and artifacts.  Then, in 

conclusion, students explained … how does a missing artifact effect the ability 

to reconstruct events is history?48”  

Overall, teachers have learned many new materials, which they have 

also been able to apply to their classroom.  The Collaborative Program has 

made the teachers better by applying their new skills to their class, which has 

made the class more student-centered.  In the next theme, we will elaborate on 

the hands-on activities that the teachers were able to apply to their class from 

the Program in order to make the class more student-centered.  

 
Emergent Theme  #4 

Hands-on learning is something that both teachers and their students 

enjoy.  One of the things teachers liked best about the Collaborative Program is 

the abundance of hands-on activities.  Just as these activities are beneficial for 

students in the classroom, as will be discussed below, they are valuable to 
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teachers in a professional development environment as well.  About the hands-

on activities in the Collaborative Program, Arlyne says: 

Yes, I could implement it almost—not immediately, but implement it 
within the school year in my classroom . . .The best thing I would say 
would be hands-on experiences.  We actually did things instead of just 
reading about them and I could internalize them, practice them, and then 
use them in the classroom.49 
 

Although teachers had used hands-on activities before in their classroom, Mary 

Ellen explains, “A lot of times, we’re doing a lot of things, and having a lot of, 

ah, my room was chaotic, my room was messy, my room was, just, chaos.”50 

After going through the Collaborative Program, they were better able to apply 

hands-on activities in their classroom as Mary Ellen states: 

…I joined the collaborative, learned some better techniques of 
presenting hands-on and inquiry-based lessons, and, ahm, was better 
able to control my materials, better class management, and, with all the 
input of different teachers, and working on techniques, [inaudible] my 
students really enjoyed the hands-on activities a lot more, and had a, had 
a better closure to it, and actually had something that they could go and 
share with their . . . And I had some of them volunteer [inaudible], so 
some of them came back and volunteered some of their activities that 
we did in class, on a small-scale, the parents would come to their station 
and they’d do a little activity with them.  So they liked that, and it was 
fun.51  

 
However, there were some teachers who had not used much activities in their 

classroom before and as a result of the Collaborative Program, realized the 

importance of utilizing hands-on activities, as Teacher #5 states: “I learned that 

I need to make my classroom more interactive and less repetitive.  I need to 
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shift away from lecture and bookwork and towards a more inquiry based 

approach.”52 

Teachers participating in this study have found, for example, that the “in 

the field” experiences were very rewarding.  They especially enjoyed the full-

day field trip to Enchanted Rock, near Fredericksburg, Texas.  Teacher #3 

expresses her feeling about these experiences: 

The field trips were great.  That was very [inaudible] for me and I had a 
chance to go to places where I had not been, like Enchanted Rock, and 
the good thing about it is that we had somebody there knowledgeable 
who could point out certain things and explain certain things that I 
would not have been able to see or would not have known if I had not 
had someone who was a professional, who knew what things to look at 
or what rock, rock formations we need to pay attention to.  Overall, the 
field trips were great.  I don't think, I've never been involved in any 
other program where we went on field trips like that.  Not as many and 
with other workshops, usually, we don't go on field trips, we just go and 
do [inaudible] activity and don't get a lot of in-depth information, but, 
but uh, having a professional there while we're on the field trip gave us 
an opportunity to ask questions about things we didn't understand and 
get things [inaudible] really all that [inaudible] so the field trips were 
very, very helpful.53 

 

Thus, according to Teacher #3, a major advantage of this Collaborative 

Program was the hands-on learning process achieved through field trips, which 

are not generally done in traditional teacher workshops. Teachers like Nancy 

have been able to take advantage of more field trips for their classes and follow 

up from the same experiences she learned in the Collaborative Program:  
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I’ve been able to take the kids, so we’ve gone to Enchanted Rock, we’ve 
gone out looking for fossils, we’ve gone out, ahm, collecting fossil 
samples, brought them back into the classroom, prepared them, ahm, 
made up little cards for them to identify them, to know what kind of 
fossils they were, from what time period, that kind of thing.  We’ve 
taken them out to Enchanted Rock and talked about, you know, how did 
this big granite dome form, all of this stuff that we got from, a lot of this 
stuff we got from the trip we went on in G.E.T.I.T., in the G.E.T.I.T. 
program.  So, I’ve been able to take that and turn it right back into our 
classroom, and I do the same type of experiences, same type of field 
studies with kids.54 

 

 As Arlyne noted, there is a “trickle-down” effect with hands-on learning 

that is very valuable.  Arlyne was able to “internalize,” as she put it, her hands-

on experiences in the Collaborative, and then find ways to implement that same 

approach with the students in her own classroom.  While teachers enjoyed and 

got more out of hands-on activities than traditional workshops, they also 

realized that students will get more out of hands-on activities than traditional 

lecture approaches.  In this regard, Bob says: 

And it’s actually doing something that you expect the students to do as 
well.  And you actually see what the strong points and what the weak 
points are, what problems may arise.  And what twists that you can put 
on this activity that makes it more personal to the student.  If the student 
can’t have ownership of an activity, then they’re not going to believe it, 
they’re not going to learn.  So, the student actually needs to see how this 
can affect their lives.  If it doesn’t have any meaning to them, then why 
learn it?55 
 

Teacher #3 makes a key point here as well: “It will increase their learning 

because when you're doing, you're actively involved in the learning . . . It will 
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increase their learning because when you're doing, you're actively involved in 

the learning.”56  I like the expression involved in the learning very much.  I 

think of this the same way as, for example, taking swimming lessons.  Unless 

one jumps with both feet into the water and practices trying to stay afloat, 

perhaps swallowing some gulps of water in the process, he or she will not 

effectively learn to swim.  Similarly, the teachers tended to learn better from 

hands-on activities in the Collaborative, rather than lecture or seminar models. 

The Collaborative Program emphasized on teaching the participants how to 

come up with creative hands-on activities and how to best incorporate them into 

classroom as there was a lot activities and questions with regard to this topic 

within the Program as shown in the class notes of many of the teachers.  

 From my observations of the teachers’ classes, it was obvious that they 

all had enhanced their hands-on teaching activities as they all had very good 

hands-on activities in the Collaborative from which to get ideas.  For example, 

Bob had made an interesting project on how to plant cotton by using wacky 

wicks and string.  He explained the procedure in great detail and covered any 

possible trouble spots beforehand.  He had all the materials ready.  He brought 

the project to life by encouraging his students “to do whatever they could like 

singing to the plants to bribing it for it to grow … encouraged them to do a 

good job by calling them ‘future farmers’.”57  Another example was Mary Ellen 
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who had an activity to teach the students a sense of scale in the solar system 

and learn about the Moon and the Earth.  In order to bring it to life, she gave 

each group  

…a large ball of clay and asked to divide into 50 equal pieces and then 
leave one, which is average in size and combine the other 49 pieces 
together. It was to compare the volume of moon (1 ball) to that of the 
Earth (49 balls). Then in order to compare the diameters of earth and 
moon, they were asked to measure it using a toothpick and a ruler. Then 
they were asked to compare their answers to see that the ratio is the 
same, even though the measurements may not be the same.58 

 
In comparing the activities within the classroom and the ones during the 

Collaborative Program, we see a great connection between the two and it is 

obvious that the teachers were applying some of the same activities with a few 

modifications and enhancements.  If it were not for the Collaborative Program, 

there would have been very little improvements in their hands-on activities as 

inservice science teachers.  

Any professional development science-teaching program would be 

effective only if it brings a sense of confidence, empowerment, content 

enhancement, and pedagogical improvements for in-service science teachers.  I 

see each and all of these factors are crucial and essential for success of any type 

of development program. In the following theme, we will discuss the 

empowerment that this Collaborative Program has given to the teachers, 

resulting in improved confidence and self-improvement.   
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Emergent Theme  #5 

The Collaborative Program has invigorated their sense of 

themselves as teachers, and as science teachers specifically, and has built 

their confidence in teaching science.  In addition to providing valuable 

content knowledge, and helping the teachers incorporate more helpful hands-on 

learning approaches in their classrooms, the Collaborative Program enhanced 

their self-confidence and made them feel more empowered as teachers.  For 

example, in one instance, there were asked to give “three artifacts that show 

growth as a teacher within the content and pedagogy covered in this course,”59 

in order to ensure that the teachers can see improvements in themselves and feel 

better about their skills.   

First, it improved their learning environment by enabling them to get 

their students to become more involved and attentive. This minimized 

classroom disruptions that often occur in lecture-oriented approaches.  Mary 

Ellen, for example, says in this regard: “When I came back, and was able, like, 

I got a lot better [because of] the collaborative hands-on activities, because a lot 

of times, ah, this is my sixth year of teaching, but as a first, second year teacher, 

I had a lot of chaos.”60  Second, the Collaborative Program empowered them to 

join scholarly seminars and teacher conferences, for instance, C.A.S.T. 
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conferences.  In this regard, the Director of the Collaborative Programs explains 

that: 

Each year the Collaborative [Program] has assisted teachers to present 
[in] workshops.  Two years ago we sent 38 teachers. In grant funded 
programs we have been able to send teachers-NASA, Paleontology, …., 
Integrated Chemistry.  This next year the teachers in the Integrated 
Physics will also get to attend.61 
 

More dramatically, the Collaborative Program literally saved the 

teaching career of one respondent.  In this regard, Mary Ellen explains that: 

…. if it wasn’t for them, I think that I would probably have left 
teaching, like, after my two years, because it was, very chaotic for me, it 
wasn’t, I couldn’t , I mean, I saw the purpose, yes, but, I mean, it was a 
very chaotic time, and I wasn’t taking home, really, and it’s like I  said, 
I didn’t go to school to be a teacher, so now that I have been, I’ve given 
it four more years [said with a squeak] with a lot more, I think, impact 
and, ah, how do I say, dedication, than I had, ah, when I came into this 
field.62 

 

The Collaborative experience has also empowered the teachers by increasing 

their confidence in their own content knowledge, as for example it did for 

Teacher #3: 

It helped me by increasing my confidence so that's a big thing. If a 
person doesn't feel competent enough to do a laboratory activity, then 
that person's not going to do it with the students. Well, because the 
students expect for the teacher to be knowledgeable; expect them to 
know what they're doing. If you don't know what you're doing, then 
you're not going to (?). So, that's one way that it's helped me. It's helped 
increase my competence and it also has given me more things to choose 
from and that's another thing that's important.63 
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An important concept is mentioned here, which is that teachers need to feel 

confident and competent in what they are teaching, especially in hands-on 

activities, in order to be able get the information to the students in a more 

effective manner. Teacher #3 further adds that the “collaborative built 

confidence in my teaching ability” which was as a result of many factors, with 

one of most important being the “numerous workshops and training in using 

hands-on activities” which as she states gave her “repertoire of activities to use 

in teaching science concepts64”.  Another factor which helped to build their 

confidence was “the guidance [they] received in writing lessons and units” and 

the “variety of teaching tools and strategies that work65”. The improvement in 

their self-confidence was very beneficial to them. For Arlyne, the Program she 

states, “gave me more confidence in that it reassured me and validated what I 

was doing and implementing in the classroom.  It opened new resources and 

points of contacts through out the city school districts. It also provided up to 

date training in the content areas of science.”66 Furthermore, Bob also felt that 

the program increased his confidence as he states that it “gave me many tools to 

work with for example; it provided outside and inside hands-on activities for 

me to try and do. It introduced me to programs that I could apply to and 

attend.67” Improvement in self-confidence was achieved through many 

different means, as it requires development of many different qualities. As 
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Nancy states, her increased confidence was as a result of many different 

reasons, which she says were:  

…more collaboration with other teachers when problems arose; more 
exposure to making presentations to other professionals; more 
opportunities for expanding my own knowledge in areas of science I felt 
weak in; more exposure and collaboration with working scientists in the 
field; more collaboration with other teachers from other districts leading 
to brainstorming, development of units that could be used in the 
classroom, shared experiences in and out of the classroom.68 

 
 
As a result of participating in the Collaborative Program, which involved 

making presentations and discussing issues with other science teachers, Nancy 

feels that she is uplifted in her confidence in teaching science to her students. In 

the same manner as Nancy, Mary Ellen felt an increased in her confidence in 

science teaching “in more ways than one”. One of these ways of improved 

confidence was as a result of having experts teach them on specific topics, 

which helped her as she states “not only with a better understanding of the 

science concepts involved but also in a wide spectrum from some easy to very 

difficult concepts…69”. She gives an example of the time that they were 

working on NASA and space exploration where they had the chance to be 

thought by an expert professor. She felt it was very good and helpful in building 

her knowledge and confidence as “he brought to class for us one of the first 

mouse cages that his father had designed with a self feeder.  It was used in one 

of the many experimental take off practice runs that NASA did before sending a 
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man into space.” As a result of letting them “take pictures to share with the 

students” and sharing “many other amazing stories with [them]”, which Mary 

Ellen made “part of [her] curriculum and space unit70”, she felt more confident 

in her teaching ability and skills.  In addition, the Collaborative Program made 

the teachers work together to “produce their curriculum and activities” and also 

to make presentation of their lessons to each other, which as Mary Ellen states 

gave them a  “better way of teaching a little bit of everything and fortifying the 

concepts that [they] were already strong in71”.  Furthermore, working together 

and sharing their ideas and explaining things to each other helped to “build each 

others confidence up by helping out where there were weaknesses or 

misunderstandings72”. Her increased confidence enabled her to feel better about 

taking the science composite test as she states that obtaining the certificate was 

“a goal that I thought would be a very hard one but after going through the   

Collaborative, it didn't seem so bad or hard to obtain73”. She was able to get the 

same scores in all fields of the exam, even though her degree is in Biology. She 

felt that this “would not have been otherwise without the training that [she] had 

in courses at the [Collaborative Program].74”  As a researcher, I see this as a 

strong compliment for the Collaborative Program, which make it unique in 

nature, content and the way it was handled.  
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 Bob believes that “if teachers have the educational tools to work with, 

they can help motivate students from goals to obtainable realities”75, which is 

exactly what the Collaborative Program gave him. Bob goes on to discuss one 

of the projects that he found most helpful:  

The First Step program was a great program combined with Texas 
A&M University and the USDA.  This particular program allowed me 
to actually participate in on-going research on population density of 
ticks and trapping methods to help control Lyme Disease.76  

 

Further, he adds “one of the most unique ideas about the Collaborative Program 

is that it has made the paradigm shift years ago towards improving education in 

Texas using the TEKS and making students ready for the TAKS.  Members of 

the Collaborative worked years ago on the TEKS and members were part of the 

Committee to create the TEKS.77”  

 

Lastly, teachers have gotten a great deal out of this Collaborative because they 

have either started to play a mentor role for other colleagues, or become 

interested in doing so because of the Collaborative.  Teacher #3 says: 

Well, it's helping me because now I have activities that I can share with 
my whole department whereas on the other, before, I may not have had 
these and I would have to really go searching but then I have them at my 
school now and I can [inaudible] them so it's really helped me in that 
respect more and my teachers to [inaudible].78 
   

The confidence and leadership abilities that Teacher #3 gained empowered her 

to better assess her school department’s needs and to write her own grant 

proposals for those needs: “we would write a mini-grant, order supplies and that 
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was very helpful.  To write a mini-grant and order scalpels, we ordered aprons, 

order[ed] things that we could use in our department.  So that was very 

helpful.”79  In other words, the Collaborative Program and the experiences 

within it empowered Teacher #3 to take a leadership role within her 

department, and also fulfill her goal of being a mentor teacher. 

The Collaborative Program has helped them to able to better assist and 

help their students. Furthermore, they feel more confident and capable of 

handling the needs of their students.  “I have become a facilitator for my 

students; all they need to do is ask and I do my best to provide what they 

need,”80 as Bob explains.  Based on the comments from these teachers, it is 

clear that the Collaborative experience has invigorated these teachers to not 

only take charge of their teaching careers, but also, inspired them to take an 

interest in mentoring other teachers to realize the same goals.  Furthermore, 

they are better able to assess their students and learn about how well their 

students are learning. As Mary Ellen explains, “I have learned ways to 

document and assess student products. I am now using cooperative learning as a 

way to help students learn what they know.”81  Hence in this way, the teachers 

can feel better about their own teaching and feel more confident that the 

students are learning well. Also in another study by Meyer (2003, p. 75), the 

results show that the Collaborative Program has renewed the interest of teachers 
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in teaching science. In response to the question of whether the Collaborative 

Program has renewed their interest in science teaching, 49.1% strongly agreed, 

32.7% agreed, only 1.8% strongly disagreed, and 3.6% disagreed.   

In order for teachers to be more affective, they need to have increased 

self-confidence in their abilities to teach science.  It is clear from the above that 

the Collaborative Program has increased their level of confidence and 

empowered them to advance in their field as teachers.  First of all, the teachers 

moved to upper grade science teaching compared to their past experience as 

they felt confident in their abilities.  Furthermore, the teachers with elementary 

teaching certificates decided to aim for composite science teaching certificates, 

which allows them to teach from 6th to 12th grade.  The Science Composite test 

is a 200-question exam covering 5 fields of science, which includes chemistry, 

earth science, physical science, physics, and biology. Obtaining the science 

composite certificate is very valuable as it enables one to teach higher levels 

and as a result makes one “definitely more marketable and somewhat of a 

master science teacher, content wise82”. In addition, all the five teachers who 

were in this study decided to be mentor teachers for all teachers within their 

school in order to improve their colleagues’ abilities.83  All of these 

improvements, like the move to higher grade teaching, acting as mentor 
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teachers, and advancing in their certification are due to confidence and 

empowerment that they achieved through the Collaborative Program.   

For any program, there must be some incentives to encourage 

participation. There are two general types of incentives, intellectual and 

material ones.  We will discuss the most important incentives for the teachers 

who participated in the Collaborative Program.  

 

Emergent Theme  #6 

The incentives for teacher participation in the Collaborative 

Program seem to be intellectual ones just as much as material ones.  

Normally, for any workshop or career development activity, I envision that 

professionals first and foremost ask themselves, before participating: what 

material benefits will come out of attending this?  In other words, will the extra 

credentials obtained in the program increase their salaries, will it facilitate 

obtaining a higher degree or more prestige, will such rewards be enough to 

justify the time or cost investment, and so on.  In interviewing the teachers 

about their incentives for joining the Collaborative, however, I was surprised to 

find that they referred just as often, and perhaps even more often, to the 

intellectual incentives for joining.  The intellectual motivations, in fact, were 
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mentioned a total of 19 times by my five respondents.  For example, Arlyne has 

this to say about why she attended the Collaborative Program: 

Well, the incentive at first was just that it would offer me opportunities 
that I could offer the kids.  Like through some of the classes, we would 
get equipment and materials or field trips, but [the Director] made us 
understand that if we would take advantage of this, that we would be 
benefiting ourselves by getting a Master’s degree in integrated science. 
And so that was like an extra bonus.84 
 

Here I note that Arlyne is citing the intellectual benefits first and foremost, as 

she is more concerned about how her involvement in the Collaborative will 

benefit her students than how it would materially benefit her.  The possibility of 

the Master’s degree she considered a secondary issue, a “bonus.”  Bob makes 

the identical point, in response to the question of what were his reasons and 

incentives for joining the Collaborative: 

I felt like I was in a rut.  I taught strictly from the textbook.  I taught 
chemistry, physics, and biology.  And the different levels of biology—
intro to biology, intro to physical science.  I even taught physical 
science.  This one particular year I had like five preps.  Five different 
types of labs a day.  Or during the week.  And to me, there’s got to be a 
different way.  There’s got to be something better than just all right, turn 
the page to such and such.  Because the kids get bored with that.  So I 
wanted to make things more interesting.  And I had a friend who said 
hey, look, we’ve got a collaborative. … And it just, it was totally 
different.  And I started pulling away from the textbook and using things 
that the kids could understand.  So my main emphasis was the how, 
when, and why of teaching science to students.  And it wasn’t just “oh, 
I’m going to get a Master’s degree.”  That really wasn’t in the works 
yet.  But that was something that evolved as we came along that “maybe 
this was the beginning of the gratification and maybe I sound greedy 
about having some other type of gratification along the way.  But I’m 
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not trying to.”  I just want these other people to stay in the group 
because ultimately they’re going to see what it’s done for them.85 

 

Thus, Bob, like Arlyne, first cites that the reason for joining the Collaborative 

was to benefit the students, who were getting bored with the older methods of 

instruction and lab work.  Only as things evolved with the Collaborative did he 

become more interested in the benefit of getting a Master’s degree as another 

incentive for participating. Teacher #3 shares the same views with the other 

teachers, however Teacher #3 stresses the importance of hands-on activities as 

the main incentive. “That was the one thing that was attractive to me because 

they offered hands-on activities.86 

When I asked Mary Ellen why she got involved in the Collaborative 

Program, she explained: 

Well, a friend of mine, who was in the collaborative at N.A.S.A., it was 
called the N.A.S.A. Collaborative at the time, told me about the, about 
the fact that they were having interviews, in, ah, to take coursework, and 
then you gotta work on a Master’s in science curriculum.  And so, I 
kinda seemed interested, but I was, like, you know, like “well,” kinda 
floating around, but then he got to take his kids to N.A.S.A., and it was 
a really great trip and stuff, and he was going to all of these cool 
courses, so he’d come back and he’d get some neat kids, you know, that 
he can work with, and, uh, I was, like, “oh, man, yo, where’d you get 
that from?”87 

 
Hence it was through seeing the benefits of Collaborative Program on another 

teacher who had attended such a program, that Mary Ellen realized its value and 
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decided to join the Program. However some did have initially material benefits 

in their mind as main reasons for joining as Nancy explains, 

But this was a chance to get a Master’s degree and it’s covered by 
grants, so, it’s costing me time, it’s costing me gas money to and from, 
but it’s not costing me this high tuition rates… Yeah, I can take 
advantage of that, you know [laughing]…. That was a good incentive.  
The other is knowing that I would be with a group of other science 
teachers, that I could learn …88 

 
 It is important to point out that while the teachers mainly cite 

intellectual incentives and benefits to their students as reasons for joining the 

Collaborative, the economic reality is that the time and cost investment of 

participating in a lengthy, sustained collaborative program makes some material 

rewards necessary, as support, motivation, and encouragement.  As Teacher #3 

states, a major incentive was the fact “that it was in the summer.”89  Even 

though material incentives was not extremely important to the teachers, Bob 

states some material incentives would have been encouraging to the participants 

as they spend a lot of time in this Program.  He believes that small incentives, 

like paying for the gas or giving goods for the students would encourage more 

participation.  He would like “to see a little more immediate gratification rather 

than delayed.”  He adds that: 

…it’d be nice if, going through the program, somewhere along the way 
there are these little incremental incentives saying “it’s worth it, keep 
your head up, you’re doing great.” And it doesn’t have to be just money.  
There are other things that can help the teacher in the classroom.90 
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Hence from above comments, it is evident that the intellectual incentives 

outweighed any material incentives, which was very surprising to me. There 

were many intellectual reasons, like enhancing learning of their students, 

improving their teaching skills, enhancing lessons/activities in their classroom 

and much more. However, there was a bit of material incentive for the teachers, 

but it was minimal. As a result, my findings completely disagree with the views 

and conclusions of Meyer (2003, p. 89), who states that the teachers joined the 

program “because their principal told them they must participate in the TRC, 

and they had no choice in the matter.”  She further comments that “many 

teachers involved in professional development programs that [were] present 

against their will and resent[ed] their forced participation in the program.” 

Further comments from the Director clearly show that the participants joined 

the Program on their own free will as she states that the participants were 

recruited by professional development workshops or "word of mouth" by  

current teachers in the Collaborative Program. The Director further states that 

“Most of our [Collaborative Program] participation is after school hours 

(evenings, Saturdays, and summers) therefore, teachers are making their own 

choices to participate.91” 

 It is evident that the teachers decided to join the Collaborative Program 

in order to mostly improve their own skills in writing curriculums and lesson 
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plans, developing more hands-on activities and content knowledge 

enhancement, all in order to enhance the learning of their students. While there 

were some financial incentives for joining, these did not weigh much and it was 

not as important as the intellictual reasons. This finding is very much coherent 

with the findings of Meyer (2003), who also found the same results. She did not 

concentrate on any financial incentives and mostly concentrated on the 

intellictual reasons. She ranked the intellictual reasons in order of importance 

and value, which is summarized in the Table 4.4 below (Meyer, 2003, with 

permission). The weighted mean shows its importance, with higher numbers 

meaning greater importance.      
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Table 4.4: Reasons For Joining the TRC Program from Meyer (2003) 

Reason For Joining – Combined Results Weighted Mean 

1. To enhance learning among my students  5.5 

2.  Lessons/activities for the classroom 5 

3.  To increase my science content knowledge 4.9 

4.  The networking/collaboration provided by  
      the collaborative 4.2 

5.  Professional development/Continuing  
     Education opportunities  3.7 

6.  Equipment for my classroom  3.2 

7.  Recommended by others  2.1  
 

 In the next emergent theme, we will see the effects of having teachers of 

varying grade levels participating together.  This concept first came to me when 

I was doing my two pilot studies (Faraji, 1996; 1997), when teachers 

participating in my study told me that they benefited from having multi-grade 

level teachers in the Collaborative Program.  As one of the teachers in my study 

explained, an elementary school teacher who participates in a Collaborative 

Program with teachers from middle school and high school, can see where the 

students are heading, and prepare them accordingly for the future.  The middle 

school teachers would be able to see where the students are coming from and 

where they are heading.   
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Emergent Theme  #7 

The presence of multi-grade levels of teachers in the Collaborative 

Program creates a bi-directional learning environment. When teachers of 

different grade levels come together into a group environment, such as the 

Collaborative Program, it may initially appear that teachers of higher grade 

levels and more complex subject matter have little or nothing to learn from 

teachers of lower grade levels.  However, in this Collaborative, it did not seem 

to be case that, for example, middle-school teachers had little of value to learn 

from elementary-school teachers. The Collaborative Program encouraged the 

teachers to share their views and ideas and to work together to improve their 

skills. From my observations of class sessions, I saw that “the teachers had to 

share their experiences with the classroom throughout the school year.  Also the 

teachers were encouraged to evaluate their classmates with praise, and 

suggestions for modifications.”92 Furthermore, the daily journal entries were 

shared with the whole class with the goal to issues through the perspective of 

many different teachers. 

 Having a wide variety of teachers was an excellent idea and it went to 

improve the learning, since as Mary Ellen states:  

We share one common thread: we’re there for the kids, we’re teachers, 
we’re there to better ourselves as teachers, and to bring back all these 
good things to our kids, and implement different ideas and strategies in 
our classroom. So, some of the elementary techniques might work better 
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with middle school. You know, going back to the structure and things 
like that93. 
 

In the first place, the presence of multi-grade levels teachers in this 

Collaborative Program, as Teacher #3 comments, allowed each teacher to see 

things from a new perspective, using the experiences of teachers at other levels: 

Because a lot of the high-school teachers have experiences that middle-
school teachers may not have had and not only that, different teachers 
have different ways of presenting different things.  So, sometimes if 
compared, sometimes, I remember one time we were talking about 
[inaudible] but there was another teacher, a high-school teacher, who 
explained it in a way that I could understand it, whereas the professor 
had explained it, but I didn't understand.  I didn't understand what he 
was talking about, but she used a method that she normally uses with 
her students and it worked with them so that I could understand.94 
 

Mary Ellen also liked the mix of teachers from differing levels.  “So, whereas 

the middle-school, working with the high-school teachers we got a lot of good 

ideas, and we can water ‘em down, they water ‘em down for the elementary- 

school teachers and for the middle-school.”95  Also as Nancy explains, in 

Collaborative learning, each individual brings his/her own experiences and 

expertise into the group, which helps the group to “learn from each other, get 

ideas from each other, and share teaching experiences with each other.”96 

 The learning process achieved in this Collaborative Program, however, 

was not just “top-down,” i.e., it did not simply benefit teachers at lower levels 

to be exposed to those at higher levels.  There was a bi-directional effect.  

Nancy, for example, learned a great deal about how to tailor her teaching 
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substance and methods based on her collaboration with elementary teachers.  

“You learn from the elementary teachers, and it kinda keeps you [pause] aware 

of what [pause], alright I’m, I’m at the middle-school level, so it helps me to 

see a little bit of what they’re [the students] going to be getting before they get 

to me.”97  Thus, at least one of the benefits of having a diverse group of 

teachers together is that each grade level teacher will learn where their students 

are coming from and, after they finish with them, where they will go. 

The process of mixing teachers together is also useful for teachers who 

teach different science subjects.  For instance, mathematics teachers will learn 

how, for example, teachers of other science subjects such as chemistry or 

physics will use what he/she is teaching to his/her students.  I can cite from the 

second pilot study that I conducted (Faraji, 1997, p. 18), a statement from 

“Susan,” one of the mentor-teachers participating in that study, who said: 

I would suggest math and science together.  If you want your math and 
science people to start talking to each other, and if you really believe 
that math is the language of science, and if you really believe that 
science can improve the scores in mathematics in children, then you 
have to have science teachers teaching science. 

  

Furthermore, the mixture of teachers enables teachers to see what each teacher 

perceives as important depending on the needs of the students, hence this 

empowers the teachers to discover new points to focus on, depending on the 

individual need of a student. As Bob states:  
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…it’s through this combination that we see what they perceive is 
important to teach to their students. So when we have a problem to 
solve in one of our classes, they take it from their point of view of ‘how 
would I get this across to my students?’ sometimes.98 
 

Teacher #2 expresses the same views as he states: “I learned that everyone has 

different ideas of what they consider important classroom teaching techniques.  

I was also able to pick up new ideas that I would like to incorporate in my 

classroom.”99 

Finally, Bob (Interview, July 19, 2000) compares the Collaborative 

Program to a family, when he says, “There’s been highs and there’s been lows 

in the collaborative.  But we all keep coming back.  It’s a type of family.  That 

actually once you get to know one another, you enjoy helping people and they 

enjoy helping you.”100  Thus, the attendance of multi-grade levels of teachers 

and subject backgrounds appears to create a large family effect, and encourages 

continuing professional relationships between teachers of all levels and 

backgrounds. 

When you bring teachers from different grades together, some of them 

might suffer in terms of level and depth of contents covered and might suffer 

due to missing some important material, however the success of Collaborative 

Program requires both good content and pedagogy. Therefore, being together 

enabled the teachers to learn more from each other and help each other in terms 

of pedagogy and hence provided great advantage to all teachers.  
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 The eighth and final emergent theme will be discussed in CHAPTER 

FIVE, immediately after this chapter, as it relates to a consistent concerns, 

suggestions, and technology for improvement in the Collaborative Program. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: RESULTS (II) 

 
 
Reporting of Data (Part II) 

 
 

Concerns, Suggestions and Compliments about the Collaborative Program 

 
 In this chapter I am reviewing the concerns, suggestions, and 

compliments, which often go hand-in-hand.  In every segment of this chapter, 

similar to Chapter Four, I attempt to portray the relevant data and narratives 

from the teachers participating in the study, in order to bring out the emergent 

themes about what can be improved or changed in the Collaborative Program. 

I would like to start the chapter with a quote from Cradler, et al. (2002), 

who comment,  “A growing challenge in education is establishing and 

implementing strategies to develop the skills and knowledge necessary for 

teachers to effectively use technology as an instructional tool.”  This is why the 

Collaborative Program spent a considerable amount of time and effort to teach 

participants, empower them, and make them familiar with different 

technological instructional tools.  They worked with several different types of 

software, one of them especially.  With that in mind, I would now present the 

eighth and final theme that emerged out of the data from my study. 
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Emergent Theme  #8 

The only consistent concerns, suggestions, and compliments about 

the Collaborative Program focus on the application of technology.  

Respondents to my interview had one consistent concern, which related to 

technological tools. One of these was that the beta-versions of some of the 

CD’s to which teachers had access as part of the Collaborative Program 

apparently did not allow teachers or students to print out many things.  As Mary 

Ellen states, “it’s really hard to print something off, you can’t print off a work-

sheet or something like that, and that was only, the big downfall.”  Also Nancy 

expresses the same concern that “they couldn’t print from it” and she felt it was 

because “it wasn’t the full-fledged version…it was still, still the beta-version… 

That’s the only concern that they had, they couldn’t print, but they liked going 

through the little [mentioning the name of the Collaborative Program CD-

ROM].”1 

As well, many of the computer simulations and assignments are founded 

upon an assumption that might not be correct; namely, that all students and 

teachers have a sophisticated level of computer knowledge.  Many of the 

computer assignments and simulations presumed a level of knowledge that 

most teachers and/or students simply do not have.  As Teacher #3 explains:  

…It had a lot of flaws and then it would not work well with the kids, 
the middle-school kids, because there are some things in there they 
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might not understand.  It took a lot for granted, you know, like, like if 
the kids had no computer experience they may not know where to go in 
order to get to a certain piece of information.  You know, so I think it 
wasn't user-friendly.  I don't think the CD-ROM is user friendly for 
teachers nor was it user friendly for the students because there were too 
many things that it took for granted…  It needs to be designed, it needs 
to be re-written, um, and it probably, um, there are a lot of things about 
it (?)2. 

 

Arlyne also expresses the same concern, as she was not able to get to 

where she wanted to go.  When she was helping her son with the rock sample 

program, she had “so many problems right or whatever in order to see it.”3  In 

order for the technological tools to be useful and effective for the students, 

especially for middle-school students, as Teacher #3 states, “it would have to be 

modified so that middle-school students can (?) and so that they will, ah, be 

successful.  Because a lot of times the middle- school kids, if they feel like they 

can't do, it then they won’t.”4  Another concern was about the content of the 

some of the activities in the technological tools as some of them “were more 

like demonstrations” and as Teacher #3 states, 

I’d rather do an activity where I actually get in and get to do the activity 
myself instead of watching someone else do it.  Because if it's 
something that I'm going to do with the kids, then I feel like I need to 
have the experience of doing it myself, so I can work out the rough 
spots and get out the glitches before I try to do it with the students… 
that’s one thing, that's one weakness of the GETIT Program, I think, that 
we didn't have as many hands-on activities as we could've had.  But, we 
did have a lot of field trips, and I guess maybe that made up for the 
hands-on activities that we didn't have5. 
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Although there were some concerns about the CD-ROM technological 

instructional tools, such as printing problems, finding specific subjects, and not 

being user-friendly, most teachers found it a very useful instructional 

technological tool for their classrooms and for teaching their students the higher 

content science knowledge.  For instance, Mary Ellen found that the CD-ROM 

“really made it more clear for me” and as a result, as she states, she was able to 

“teach I.P.C. now, which is Integrated Physics and Chemistry, so now I don’t 

just teach 8th-grade science, but in the upper-level.”6  Nancy also shares her 

good experience with the technological tools as she has found the CD-ROM  “a 

good resource” as she says that “I go back to check on that every once in 

awhile, when I am trying to put together something for my kids.  I rely heavily 

on the Internet. The CD-ROM I use, I use that every year.”7  She was able to 

even use the same material like the CD-ROM on Plate Tectonics that they used 

in the Collaborative Program, in her classroom.  As she states that “we do a lot 

of the same things that Stuart did with us on, uh, on density, I, I have used some 

of those ideas with the kids, and the kids have learned from it.”8  Some of the 

other participating teachers, who are not part of this study, expressed positive 

views about the technological educational tools. Teacher #2 states that in one of 

program, the “material is clear, easy to operate, entertaining, and at the same 

time educational.  The students attention would be focused on the lesson.”9  
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Teacher #7 expresses the same view and found it to be “very colorful, and 

graphical” and felt that it “provided realistic presentations in its tutorials.”10  

Furthermore, the program gives students an “opportunity to get involved in the 

investigations and analyze the results,”11 as Teacher #9 adds.  Furthermore, 

Teacher #5, who was more experienced in using technology, expresses that the 

program was: 

…easy to use and provided lots of opportunity for feedback and input. It 
was presented in such a way (graphics, animation, and information) that 
my students even some of the lower level students would find 
something in their interest range.12   
 

Evidently, there were some concerns and suggestions about the 

technological instructional CD-ROM, however, there were also compliments 

about this technological tool.  One must remember that the degree of concern 

depends a great deal on the technological abilities and knowledge of the 

teachers themselves.  As a researcher, I have seen a strong correlation between 

the level of concern and the level of technological ability of teachers.  Hence 

those teachers who are familiar with technology, it is easy for them to use the 

CD-ROM. 

 

Other General Concerns and Suggestions 

 There were a number of other broad suggestions and constructive 

criticisms.  Some of these suggestions vary from teacher to teacher, which 
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indicates that each teacher has different professional needs and different 

teaching circumstances, as is to be expected.  But some of the suggestions ran 

in common among all the teachers, which demonstrates that there are certain 

fundamental needs that every teacher has in regards to completing a sustained 

professional development program. 

 In answer to the questions, “How comfortable have you been with the 

topics?” or, “Has your anxiety level with respect to the teaching/pedagogy 

content changed?” Arlyne replied that, “The topics are interesting but some of it 

seems very in-depth.  My anxiety level in respect to the science has increased.  

My anxiety level to the teaching content is changing.”13  It also seems journal 

writing at the end of class was a challenge for some of the teachers.  For 

example, Nancy expresses her concerns about journal writing when she states 

that she: 

Hated it, because I had to think! ….  Just like my kids: “don’t make me 
think”!  Um, you had to stop and think about it, and, and that was 
difficult sometimes, it’s, it’s difficult to stop and think, “how am I going 
to use this, when you’ve just been given new material.”  I mean, it’s 
like, “I don’t know how I’m going to use it.”  Ahm, but it forced you to 
have to stop and think about how you are going to apply it, and that’s 
difficult, at first, ahm. [long pause] There was some parts of it that were 
hard to do, because it made you stop and think and process [said with 
great deliberation] the material, when in reality you just want to get 
home [laughing], you know, you’re tired, at the end of a long day, you 
just want to get home and get it over with, but you still had to do it14.  
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It is easy to just talk as one does not have to think as much as when one 

writes. Hence when the teachers were asked to write the daily journals, they felt 

it was be burden as it forced them to think and reflect, which was difficult at 

end of challenging and tiring day.  However, the teachers realized the value of 

this exercise as Nancy continues,  

But I’ve found, even though I, I didn’t like doing it [said under her 
breath almost, chin seemingly down], I’ve also used reflection-type 
questions with my kids… Then, I do so where it’s a valuable tool, as a 
teacher, to have, because you can get an idea of what did the kids learn, 
what, what concepts maybe didn’t get across too clearly, to them.  So, it 
is a good teaching tool.  Um, even though I hated doing it, it was 
beneficial, it was.15 

 

In answer to my question of, “What would you modify about this collaborative 

professional development?” Bob gave a very informative response, which is not 

necessarily a complaint, but rather a direction for administrators and 

stakeholders. He states, 

…I would like to see more people helping the director in that sense.  For 
the teacher, sometimes I wish that they could be—not just the teachers, 
but the directors as well.  Be recognized in some form or fashion, maybe 
at the district level… Because you’re talking about people that are 
spending a lot of time and it would be nice if there were just some way 
that I think they could be compensated for a lot of their time… I want 
them [new people thinking about joining the Program] to see rewards, 
not—I’d like to see a little more immediate gratification rather than 
delayed… But it’d be nice if, going through the program, somewhere 
along the way there are these little incremental incentives saying “it’s 
worth it, keep your head up, you’re doing great.” And it doesn’t have to 
be just money.  There are other things that can help the teacher in the 
classroom.16 
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Essentially, Bob is asking that administrators and stakeholders pay close 

attention and see what a veteran teacher has to say.  Administrators can offer 

incentives in the form of compensation to motivate teachers to further their 

professional development.  Furthermore, this motivation does not necessarily 

have to be money, but could be some teaching aids or tools, which help the 

teacher in the classroom.  Also, many companies and corporations establish 

educational funds for the benefit of schools and the community, in order to 

generate good will and good press.  These corporations can apportion some of 

those funds to help finance teachers who seek to participate in sustained 

professional development programs.  Ultimately, these corporations are looking 

for better-educated graduates from institutions and colleges to be able to 

compete in this global economy, so their goals and the teachers’ goals in 

seeking professional development are aligned. 

Arlyne has a similar suggestion in answer to the above question: 

…the administrators should be like involved or given updates.  Maybe 
the teachers that are involved should get a little pat on the back and, I 
don’t know, maybe a little newsletter or memo saying “the collaborative 
has done this, this, and this.  And teacher so-and-so has been involved.”  
And the administrators should know.  I mean, the teachers are probably 
going to tell them but they don’t, I mean, they don’t, I guess, understand 
it.  They just think you’re going to a class and that’s it.  So maybe if, I 
know they did invite them, so it’s not the invitation but maybe there 
would be some ways for the administrators or the principals to actually 
get involved instead of just knowing that it exists.17   
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She felt that a bit of encouragement would be helpful as the teachers put a lot of 

work and effort into the Program and it would be good for the administrators to 

realize and recognize their schoolteachers for their hard work. Arlyne continues 

on the subject of compensation, encouragement, and incentives to teachers: 

The administrators would be the ones to encourage other teachers.  [End 
of side one]…You know, they should also give the teachers that are 
involved more support and give them a budget so that they can 
implement a lot of the ideas that need to be supported by the school…. 
I’m saying money-wise… 

 

In order for teachers to perform, any hands-on activities, they require 

equipment, which is usually not available in the school. As a result, they need 

to buy it from local shops on short notice, which results in them using their own 

money.  Over time, the teachers are forced to use much of their own money, 

which might cause them to reduce the use of hands-on activities.  This is in line 

with what the teachers said about the need to have some incentives, like 

equipment for class, to encourage them to join the Collaborative Program. 

Arlyne expresses her concern about the above point in the following manner: 

Yeah, they want you to do it but a lot of times you need the money to 
buy materials and supplies.  And different districts have different ways 
of you getting the materials.  Sometimes you don’t know what materials 
you’re going to need that are consumables.  Or one teacher in the school 
finished it and you have to go buy oil or liquid detergent.  You know, 
consumables that are just from the store.  And you didn’t give them a 
month’s notice and you didn’t get a PO.  So, you just go buy it because 
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it’s only two or three dollars.  But all that adds up at the end.  And I’ve 
talked to my principal about that.  And she said, “at the beginning of 
school just make a whole list and we’ll get it.”  And so okay, but then 
what if something else comes up.  Well, you didn’t have it on your list.  
I mean, I’m talking about consumables.  I’m not talking about —.  And 
then what if you finished it?  Or the other teacher used it.  I don’t know, 
they support the idea and everything, but I’m saying in the budget 
actually.18 
 
On another note, it seems that Arlyne does not believe that the three 

hours of graduate credit were enough for the Collaborative Program as it lasts 

for a long time and requires a great deal of effort:  

Well, like in that particular class, it was like a long-term, it was a long-
term class.  And we only got three hours of graduate credit.  And it was 
like the summer, the fall, and the spring.  You know, and so other 
people, since we were involved in it, we couldn’t take like another class 
because we were still involved in that one.  We had the time 
constraints…. But because it’s science and there has to be a lot of 
documentation and observation and, you know, they have to see, 
because of the grant, they have to see that you’re implementing it.  And 
that takes time.  They have to see that you’re doing it in the classroom.  
You have to show proof… But maybe that’s why some teachers don’t 
want to do it.  Because it takes too long or too much, I guess that might 
be one of the drawbacks to why other people don’t get involved.  That 
it’s too long a time period for a class sometimes.19  

 

One must realize that for a sustained professional development program, one 

needs to spend considerable amount of time to accomplish the goals of the 

program.  However, it is possible to offer more credit hours to the teachers. 

Arlyne notes that the Collaborative Program is designed to be an extensive and 

sustained activity.  Of course, the duration of the Program and its activities are 
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projected in the grant, and the director of the Collaborative Program has the 

obligation to stick to the grant rules and to pursue the guidelines.  Arlyne, 

however, might have a good point in her suggestion for improvement.  Perhaps 

other alternatives need to be considered, since not all teachers have the same 

schedules and flexibility; different groups might need different professional 

development activities pertinent to their needs and also taking into account the 

demands of their individual teaching jobs and life circumstances.  This is why 

we propose that teachers be able to take days off and attend the Program in their 

regular time, in order to avoid them being stressed and overburdened.  Teacher 

#3 provides another suggestion that would partially address Arlyne’s concern, 

which is: 

Well, one way I would modify it is to try to have the difficult part of the 
class in the summer…so that the teachers can, can, will have the time to 
concentrate and do their best and all of that during the summer months.  
And I would have more hands-on activities and give the teachers more 
time to ask questions.  Now, the thing is if you have too many hands-on 
activities though, you have so many that you don't get to your reflect on 
what you've done and ask questions about, you know, well what things 
need to change or how do I need to adapt this so that my students can do 
it well.  You know, so you have to make sure that you're not doing too 
many.  Doing too many hands-on activities is just like not doing 
enough.20 

 
Teacher #3 continues with further valuable suggestions in answer to my 

question, “What would you modify about this collaborative professional 
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development?”  She was concerned about the quantity of hands-on activities 

when she states that:   

…I can remember there was a time in another class, which is a part of 
the collaborative, that we were doing so many hands-on activities that I 
never got a chance to sit back and say, to ask questions, you know, 
"Well why did this happen?  Why does that happen?"  So, teachers need 
to be able to ask questions about why the experiment turns out the way 
it does especially if the teacher hasn't done it before.  There were a lot of 
those that I had not done before, so, and I felt like we were doing too 
many.  I didn't have the adequate time to reflect so that I could ask 
questions about, you know, why things turned out the way they did, and 
ask for an explanation from the professor. So, you have to make, you 
have to make an effort to moderate and make sure everything's done in 
moderation…21 
 

Teachers need to have a chance to reflect on the activities and to be able 

to ask questions and learn more from the activities. More importantly, they 

need to internalize the offered activities, otherwise it would not be beneficial.  

Further, Teacher #3 felt it was too much of a load to handle as she says that: 

  

Yes, for me it was too much.  Two classes were too much because even 
though we are teachers and we work full-time, the professor’s still 
saying that “well, this is a graduate course and you're expected to do this 
and you're expected to do that,” which we understand, but still, they are 
not taking under consideration how demanding teaching is because we 
still have papers to grade, we have administrative things to do, we have 
meetings to go to, we have lessons to prepare.  So, we still have to do a 
lot but, yet still, and I know it's a graduate course and (?) needs to be 
worked out to take under consideration that teaching is a very 
demanding, stressful job [each utterance is punctuated].  So, when you 
try to go to school and teach, I mean you're gonna be stressed.  So, and, 
and, and, and when you're expected to do too many assignments for the 
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graduate course we're taking, it gets a little bit much.  That's why I don't 
see how any teacher can take two classes and work full-time and do a 
good job at her full-time job.22   
 

In order to make it less stressful and more beneficial to the everyday use 

of teachers, Teacher #3 suggests that the content should be more in line with 

what teachers are doing in their classrooms.  This would enable them to make 

use of the material directly and make their load at school easier.  She expresses 

it in the following manner: 

 So, I guess if they could align the, if you could use the work you do at 
your job with the graduate program, then that might make it a little bit 
easier.  And sometimes, when you have to do a unit you are doing that 
because if you do a unit, you're gonna do a unit that you have taught or 
that you're going to teach, so in that respect it does help you to, it 
alleviates some of that stress that you already have.  Then when it 
comes to all those other outside things like searching the Internet or 
writing all those little papers and all that, you know that's not 
necessarily something you use in class very much.  So, if they could 
taper it more around teachers, the things a teacher does, then I think it 
would be helpful.  You might have more people participate, because 
they don't feel like they're doing a lot of outside things; they're doing 
things that they actually do in the classroom.23  

 
Arlyne further suggests that further improvements can be made in the Program 

when she says that,  

Well, one thing I would like to get is we meet with the teachers, I mean, 
the collaborative is made up of teachers, and we exchange ideas and 
they have ideas that I haven’t tried, maybe they could come and teach 
with me and I could observe them, or I could go and do one of my best 
lessons with their kids.  And that, I know it takes money to get 
substitutes and all that, but that’s one thing I would like to do, to go see 
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all the teachers in the collaborative and see some of their projects that 
they had mentioned in class.  And let them come to visit me also.24 
 

Hence by allowing teachers to observe one another in their classrooms 

and work together to make presentations for each other, they will better be able 

to learn from each other and share what they have learned from the 

Collaborative Program.  

These are the valuable constructive suggestions and concerns that the 

teachers have.  Some of the comments indicate that they confront different 

challenges and issues in this Collaborative Program and in their daily teaching 

profession.  This indicates that such programs need to be more flexible in 

certain ways.  At the same time, there was a pattern of similar comments from 

the teachers on some major issues, such as administrators finding ways to 

subsidize or at least encourage the teachers to pursue these efforts with more 

than words.  This indicates that in any sustained professional development 

program, teachers need the support of other stakeholders in order to be 

motivated to continue their professional development activities.  Without 

support, ultimately it is the educational system and the student who will suffer 

for the teachers’ inability to attend these valuable learning programs. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

Summary, Conclusions, and Implications of the Study 

According to Teacher Research (2003), “The most important parts of a 

research report are the descriptions, analyses, and interpretations of the data. 

What you do with the findings, i.e. the implications, is just as important.”  

Thus, it is especially important to deal with the implications of a study and the 

conclusions that have been drawn in order to guide the reader through the 

process and not leave him or her in a situation to say, “so what?”  In this 

chapter, then, I will try to summarize some of the points I have been making so 

as to clarify the importance of the research.  Hopefully, this research will 

confirm the valuable influence of sustained science professional development 

for in-service teachers.  I have attempted to show that sustained science teacher 

professional development – giving guidelines and suggested frameworks for 

moving to a higher level of hands-on, minds-on activities – is both more 

effective and more pertinent than the traditional way of teaching. 

First of all, in this chapter, we are revisiting the three broad questions 

that were proposed in Chapter One, and we would like to see if we have been 

able to answer those three questions.  The first question is, what is the nature of 

teachers’ science learning in the TRC program?  The second question is, how 
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do science teachers perceive the learning in which they engage in the TRC 

program?  This is followed by the third question, as a teacher and participant in 

the TRC professional development program, what did they learn and how did 

they learn in order to improve their teaching?  

In answer to the first question, my assessment based on teachers’ 

responses and overall investigation is that the Collaborative Program is rich in 

content knowledge and pedagogy.  It is also diverse, drawing teachers from the 

inner city and rural areas, and combining teachers from elementary school, 

middle school, and high school science levels.  The Collaborative consists of 

collaboration between teachers, and is rich in pedagogy and content knowledge, 

field trips, and workshops.  Teachers participating in this Collaborative 

Program as learners apply their learning in their own classrooms.  Teachers 

attending the collaborative Program consider the Collaborative as a family unit. 

Many middle school science teachers in the Collaborative Program are 

elementary certified, and after attending the Collaborative Program, they earn 

the composite certificate, which is a certificate for teaching 6th through 12th 

grade sciences.  All of the five teachers participating in this study decided to 

become mentor teachers, which I see as a strong sign of empowerment, 

confidence, and renewed interest in quality science education.  In the study by 

Meyer (2003, p. 93), she also determines that the teachers are empowered and 
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she uses the fact that they have moved into “leadership roles” as evidence of 

empowerment.  In addressing the second question, all teachers participating in 

the Collaborative Program are able to develop science knowledge with real 

science content and apply it in their classrooms.  They learn the integrated 

learning web, and each teacher takes two weeks of dense and up to date training 

in a subject area until he/she has become a master of that subject.  

In addressing the third question, teachers participating in the 

Collaborative Program increase their pedagogy, content science, and develop a 

teaching rubric.  They develop different learning over time until they internalize 

the knowledge and create sustainability of that knowledge.  The Collaborative 

Program empowers teachers such that they broaden from elementary teaching 

to middle school and from middle school to high school.  Almost every teacher 

who remains with the Collaborative Program becomes a mentor teacher and 

takes a leadership role, which is a valuable goal for science teachers.  In the 

following section, we revisit the connection between the Collaborative Program 

and different models of effective professional development.  Although the 

models discussed are fairly old – more than two decades – they are still 

applicable and pertinent in the science education area.  
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Implementation of Professional Development Models 

The seven different models of professional development are: 

individually-guided; observational; development and improvement-oriented; 

training-based; inquiry-based; study group-based; and mentoring as defined by 

Sparks and Loucks-Horsley (1989) and Guskey (2000).  As I see it, at least six 

of the seven models are combined and implemented together in the 

Collaborative Program. For instance, teachers are asked to practice their new 

skills individually and analyze themselves to observe any improvement.  They 

are asked to study materials individually and internalize them.  As for the 

observational model, the teachers are observed by their fellow teachers in the 

course and are given feedback and suggestions.  Further, they are observed in 

their classroom by the Director of Collaborative Program and given feedback.  

As far as the development and improvement-oriented model is concerned, 

teachers spend two weeks on every project, where they concentrate on a certain 

area of teaching.  They have full control over shaping their learning process. It 

is obvious that the Collaborative Program also fulfills the training-based model 

as it provides lectures by highly content-qualified university professors, 

textbooks, and over 135 hours of training.  Elements of the inquiry-based model 

are also present, as teachers are asked to come up with ideas and hands-on 

activities in areas of interest and importance to them. As there is lack of 
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teachers and educators, mentoring is very essential for professional 

development. Hence it is very encouraging that mentoring is one of the 

strongest components of the Collaborative Program. The teachers who go 

through this program become mentor teachers for induction teachers. All of the 

teachers in this study have become mentor teachers and they are working to 

contribute to the education system. Overall, it is evident that the Collaborative 

Program implements at least six of the accepted and effective professional 

development models, which was from the outset the theoretical and 

philosophical underpinning of the establishment of the TRC (Barufaldi, 2003). 

 

Is the Need for Sustained Professional Development Met? 

Knowledge changes on a regular basis.  Furthermore, in-service teachers 

were trained a long time ago and, according to Meyer (2003, p87), on average, 

TRC teachers have been teaching for 13.4 years.  Hence, to keep them updated 

with the current science content and pedagogy, they need to be retrained and 

their interest needs to be renewed.  This is one of the primary goals of the TRC.  

Also, according to Meyer (2003, p. 88), “it is safe to assume that teachers 

engaged in sustained professional development programs… are not having their 

professional development needs met by their local school district.”  This view is 

consistent with the findings in this study. 
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It is very important and valuable for teachers to learn and apply better 

methods of teaching and improve their own knowledge and skills.  Bell and 

Gilbert (1994) assert that teachers always want to learn new ways to enhance 

the learning of their students.  To be more specific about the implications of this 

study, this study has brought to the surface the outcomes of a science 

professional development Collaborative Program.  It has explained that in this 

Collaborative Program, all five teacher participants seem to have had a 

remarkably positive experience, and have very favorable things to say about the 

Collaborative Program and all of the people associated with it.  They also found 

the Collaborative Program very practical and helpful, and it was a very 

enjoyable experience for them.  Participants in the Collaborative Program found 

that the content knowledge sometime is heavy and a challenge to learn, but over 

time and through hard work, they learn the materials and make sense of the 

content knowledge.  All of the teachers participating in the Collaborative 

Program state that they have learned things in the Collaborative Program that 

they did not know before and they also believe that they have been able to 

integrate into their classroom curriculums what they learned in the program.  

Teachers participating in the Collaborative Program have found, for example, 

that the “in the field” experiences were very rewarding.  They especially 

enjoyed the full-day field trip to Enchanted Rock, near Fredericksburg, Texas.   
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Another aspect that teachers liked best about the Collaborative Program 

was the hands-on activities; both teachers and students benefited from that 

because teachers participating in the Collaborative Program then applied the 

hands-on activities approach in their classrooms.  Additionally, the 

Collaborative Program provided valuable content knowledge, and enhanced 

their self-confidence and made them feel more empowered as teachers.  

Although self-confidence is not discussed in great detail in this study, Meyer 

proposed (2003, p. 99) further study on sustained professional development and 

building confidence.  I believe my in-depth study indicates that the 

Collaborative Program has built confidence in the teachers in their own science 

teaching ability. There is much evidence to support the increased confidence 

level of teachers both on content and pedagogy skills. Some of the evidence 

include the following facts: (1) over 90 teachers selected to participate in a 

masters program in Integrated Science; (2) many teachers have become “trainer 

of trainers" in order to present workshops (This past year, the STRRC presented 

44 workshops that were lead or co-lead by collaborative members); (3) many 

teachers have written grants; (4) many have assisted with district vertical 

teaming and curriculum development; (5) many have become mentors for other 

teachers, especially with induction teachers; and (6) many have become part of 

the local and state textbook adoption teams1.  “Furthermore, many of the 
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elementary participants have become the ‘building/campus point of contact’ for 

science or have become the science specialist at their campus,2” as the Director 

states.   There were many accomplishments and awards that the teachers of the 

Collaborative Program were able to win. For example, as the Director states: 

“We had 8 PDA strands this year, 2002-03: TI 83 Silver Calculators 

Instructional technology-Excel, Inspiration, Power Point Geo-Space/ Geology 

GLOBE/Environmental Integrated Physics and Chemistry Primary SMT 

Intermediate SMT Mentoring.3” 

  The Collaborative Program also improved their learning environment 

by enabling them to get their students to become more involved.  This 

minimized disruptions that often occur in lecture-oriented classrooms.  This 

finding is in line with what we read in the literature; Respondent #11/M1/90 

(Bell & Gilbert, 1994, p. 486) echoes the view that chatting in a weekly session 

with other teachers gave him/her confidence.  He/she felt that “it was really 

quite scary to leave your textbooks behind, to leave your dictatorship from the 

front behind, to risk having chaos in your classroom, to try something new.”  

Hence, she “found the weekly sessions really quite good.” The Collaborative 

Program automatically provides this kind of environment where teachers can 

share their views, concerns and work toward solving their problems.  Moreover, 

this assessment is consistent with the other study about the TRC by Meyer 
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(2003, p. 88), which says that the TRC “provides them a support system of 

other teachers who are actively engaged in improving their practice.  Teachers 

view TRC as a learning community committed to high standards of science 

teaching that encourages them to excel.”  Teachers participated in the 

Collaborative Program for intellectual reasons more so than material incentives, 

but both incentives need to be considered in order to encourage more teacher 

participation in similar programs. 

Teachers who participate in the Collaborative Program realize what they 

need.  They also learn to research as researchers, so they become better in their 

field of study.  They also learn how to report as researchers.  They also realize 

that different students have different needs.  To elaborate on these assessments, 

as a result of participating in the Collaborative Program, 14 out of 15 

participants attended the Conference for the Advancement of Science Teaching 

(CAST) in Corpus Christi in 1999, and five even presented at the conference, 

two of them for the first time!4  These outcomes are consistent with the other 

study, by Meyer (2003).  The Collaborative Program changes the role of 

teachers to that of students; therefore, teachers are able to see themselves in 

their students’ place.  In the pilot study (Faraji, 1996), teachers commented that 

when they were put into the students’ shoes, they realize that each person has a 

different level of learning and hence requires a different amount of attention 
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and method of teaching.  This awareness caught teachers’ attention when they 

suddenly were confronted with an issue that they did not understand.  They got 

frightened and needed more help and explanation from the instructor or other 

classmates.  But, because of the nature of the Collaborative Program, teachers 

were able to get their issues and their concerns handled.  They were able to ask 

questions and clarify their own concerns, which allowed them to realize the 

importance of allowing their students to ask questions and raise concerns. 

Hence, one of the valuable lessons that the Collaborative Program provides is 

how teachers can handle a diverse group of students with different needs and 

requirements. 

Diversity, which means having teachers from different backgrounds and 

races, different levels, from elementary school to high school, from rural areas 

and inner-city districts, and from public schools and private schools, was 

something teachers liked.  When teachers of different grade levels came 

together into a group environment it may at first have appeared that teachers of 

higher-grade levels and more complex subject matter have little or nothing to 

learn from teachers of lower grade levels.  However, in this Collaborative 

Program, it seemed that the learning process and exchange of knowledge and 

experiences was bi-directional.  The process of mixing teachers together is also 

useful for teachers who teach different science subjects.  For instance, 
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mathematics teachers will learn how, for example, teachers of other science 

subjects such as chemistry or physics will use mathematics in their class.  This 

conclusion is consistent with the earlier study that I had where teachers enjoyed 

and liked the mixtures of different levels and also different disciplines like 

mathematics, chemistry, and physics (Faraji, 1997).  And finally, technology 

was a challenge for teachers participating in this study and this Collaborative 

Program.  They benefited from it, but some important changes need to be made 

to the beta version of the CD-ROM so that it can be used more efficiently and 

would be more user-friendly. 

 

Recommendations for Future Collaborative Program Organizers 

As I will describe in more detail below, teachers participating in the 

Collaborative Program all praised the Director as a role model, and it appears 

that a good director makes a big difference in the success of a program such as 

this.  Just as teachers depend on sustained professional development to become 

stronger teachers, so a professional development program depends on a good 

administrator for its success.  A program such as the Collaborative can only be 

as good as its director, and in this case, the Director made a big difference.  The 

teachers were unanimous in their praise for the Director of this Collaborative 
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Program, and many of their comments can serve as a guide to future 

collaborative organizers and administrators.   

First, the Director did not stay at a “high level” as some administrators 

would do, but actually participated in all the meetings and class activities of the 

Collaborative, in order to monitor its effectiveness.  She also regularly 

interacted with the teachers in order to make sure they were getting the most 

out of the program.  Arlyne notes, “Well, I have to give credit to the Director of 

the Collaborative Program because she really took an interest in the teachers 

and wanted the teachers to not just take a class, but to continue their education 

so they could use it in the classroom.  And even get their Master’s through the 

program.  So, that has been very helpful.”5  Nancy adds that: 

And there, even though [the Director] wasn’t a ‘quote-unquote’ teacher, 
that’s where she came in.  I mean, she was great at helping you see how 
it could go in your classroom, or how you need to apply the material to 
your classroom.  Ahm, she was great in that respect, when you needed 
help, developing the unit, you could always go to [the Director] and say 
“You know, I’m having trouble here,” and she would have additional 
resources you could use.  Or you know, “I tried this, it didn’t work, um, 
what can I do to tweak this?”  And her twenty some-odd years’ 
experience of teaching would, she’d always come up with something 
you could do to tweak it.6 
 

Thus, it appeared to be very beneficial to the teachers in this case that 

the Director was herself an experienced teacher, who had both the ability to 

give suggestions about classroom implementation, and more importantly, was 
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accessible enough to the teachers in the Collaborative on a regular basis to 

discuss their individual needs and concerns.  This is an excellent lesson for 

future administrators and directors of similar programs.  Perhaps the ultimate 

compliment to the Director’s leadership comes, again, from Nancy: “Although, 

you know, if they could just clone her some way, get her all over Texas, it 

would be great, in Texas, science in schools would be great.”7 Thus, the 

Collaborative Program really worked for the teachers because its Director not 

only ran the program from an administrative standpoint, but also served as a 

role model and mentor for the teachers. 

In this research, teachers expressed that some small incentives, like 

equipment for their classrooms, would help to encourage more teachers to join 

the Collaborative Program.  This is in line with the research by Meyer (2003, p. 

89), where the she states that “obtaining equipment for their classroom and 

obtaining professional development hours are both tangible items teachers can 

take back to their schools and show the principals.”  Another important concept 

observed in this study has been the fact that teachers would like to be involved 

more and not be ignored, especially by the administrators and their schools’ 

officers.  Furthermore, the teachers need to be appreciated and complimented 

for their work within the Collaborative Program, in order to give them further 

encouragement.  If they are ignored and are not complimented, there will be no 
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real positive incentive for them to sacrifice their time and effort.  In any other 

profession, the professionals are trained during their regular working hours 

(Carnahan, 1995).  However, teachers are usually trained after school or on 

weekends; therefore, there needs to be some extra or special incentives for the 

teachers to participate in these professional development programs.  It would be 

also a good idea to provide substitutes for teachers, to enable them to take days 

off in order to participate in any of these developmental programs.  Normally, 

this does not occur due to shortage of science teachers, as noted in Meyer’s 

study (2003).      

 

Recommendations for Future Researchers 

One crucial thing I would like to advise the reader for his or her future 

qualitative research is to get a thick notebook and write down everything.  One 

cannot realize how valuable all of this written information may be at a later 

time.  A second recommendation is to continually look for help from all 

sources.  For instance, without proper guidance, I switched the software that I 

was using for my two previous pilot studies, which was HyperResearch.  

During the course of my research for this study, I came across some 

information about ATLAS.ti, and I immediately became enamored with this 

new software.  ATLAS.ti is quite different from HyperResearch, and I had to 
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learn many new things before proceeding.  There was a period of time that I 

was searching on the Internet, such as the ATLAS.ti home page, just to learn 

background and usage.  I came across a reference to a mailing list, which I 

joined.  That was the beginning of a big shift in my study, because I received 

much help and even found somebody in Austin, Texas to help with ATLAS.ti 

commands and research functions.  That person was a Senior Research Analyst, 

working for the Texas Center for Educational Research, and was doing research 

on the effects of professional development.  So, I not only got help for 

ATLAS.ti, but also got help for my dissertation as how to code my data, what 

was the best approach to make sense of data, and so on.  Help comes in various 

forms, sometimes unexpectedly, but one has to be on the lookout for it.  As 

there were some concerns about using technological instructional tools like CD-

ROM’s, it would be very beneficial in the future for research into the area of 

how the Collaborative Program can help the teachers to enhance and improve 

their usage of technological instructional tools and apply them in their 

classrooms. 

The views, comments, and suggestions of the participants in the TRC 

are vital because these science teachers go back to their classrooms and practice 

with their students what they have learned.  Any improvement in the way these 

science teachers bring teaching experiences to their classroom activities is a 
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result of their participation in the professional development program.  To 

disseminate these findings, I plan to write articles for journals such as Journal 

of Science Teacher Education, Science Education, and Journal of Research in 

Science Teaching.  In addition, I plan to contribute to edited collections, turn 

this dissertation into a book, and give presentations to conferences such as 

C.A.S.T. and A.E.T.S., and talk to powerful people such as state representatives 

or science education lobbyists who might help to implement my findings. 

 

Recommendations for Future Research Study 

During the campus visit of the 15 teachers participating in the 

Collaborative Program, it was recorded that four teachers had one computer in 

their classroom, four had two computers in their classroom, one teacher had 

four computers for 12 students, nine schools had access to the computer lab, 

and three teachers have had computers installed in their classroom for the 1999-

2000 year.8  If technology is so important in teacher’s learning, instructional 

and hands-on activities, it seems that the technology is something that needs to 

be enhanced and improved and better implemented.  It will be interesting to 

study the effect of the Collaborative Program on enhancement of technological 

instructional tools. 
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Mentor teachers, who are graduated and finished their training in the 

Collaborative Program, mentor other science teachers who are new to the 

teaching career, on a one to one basis.  They meet with them on a weekly basis, 

and observe them in their classroom to give them feedback about their teaching 

performances.  Also, mentor teachers will ease the issues and concerns between 

the newly inducted science teachers and their schools or district administrators.  

Moreover, mentor teachers attend national conferences and sometimes present 

as researchers.  They also attend the local conferences with their mentees and 

teach them how to be researchers and investigator teachers.  Thus, the influence 

of mentor teachers reduces the dropout rate of newly inducted science teachers, 

and with the shortage of science teachers, this is a major benefit. 

As the Collaborative Program, through mentor teachers, is working 

continuously to keep the induction science teachers in the science teaching 

occupation,9 it will be worthy of study to find out how the Collaborative 

Program helps to facilitate this retention.  Meyer (2003) has documented that 

the TRC is helping in the renewal of science teachers, but more research is 

needed to learn about the role of mentor teachers from the Collaborative 

Program and the retention of science teachers. 
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Challenges Faced in the Course of This Study 

I had five middle school science teachers participating in this study.  

Simply collecting the data on which this dissertation is based was a major 

challenge.  To give the reader a snapshot of my hard work and dedication to 

this research, it is worth mentioning that I had to travel from Austin to another 

city in South Central Texas about two hours away, to participate in the 

Collaborative Program activities.  With the busy life that I have (including a 

family with two children, a full-time job in computer hardware testing, and 

school credit hours to complete), it was not an easy task to travel regularly to 

the Collaborative Program in another city.  Moreover, I was driving a car more 

than 10 years old, which did not have an air conditioning system, in the hot 

Texas summer.  Also, calling teachers to participate in this study was costly, 

due to being long distance.  From January 11, 2000 to September 26, 2000, I 

recorded having made 93 long distance calls to teachers, eventual participants 

in the study, and others (such as the Director of the Collaborative Program), in 

order to set times for observation, for interviews, and for collecting data in the 

course of the study.  The reason for this many calls was that, normally, the 

teachers were not at home and they rarely returned my messages.  They would 

often call the Director of the Collaborative Program, rather than returning my 

messages, in order to find out what I needed or to commit to a time for the 
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interview and observation.  Almost all of the arrangement of interviews and 

observations would have been impossible without the help of the Director. 

It is a challenge to get wide and vast spectrum of data and supporting 

evidence for a qualitative research study. However, I have been able to support 

my conclusions using vast and diverse evidences. One of the teachers felt that 

there was so much information, communication among members and evidence 

that she says, “I could write my own thesis with all of this…10” I agree with this 

comment as there is reach data/information to support this study. 

 

Major Contributions of the Study 

The most valuable contribution of this study is that the study validated 

at least six of the seven suggested models of professional development as 

summarized in Table 6.1.  In addition, the study has proven that the 

Collaborative Program is a sustained, practical, applicable, unique, and highly 

qualified professional development program, which is superior to any other 

kind of workshop or seminar for professional development. It can be used as a 

model for future successful professional development programs. Furthermore, 

the study examined and approved that the Collaborative Program increases the 

confidence of teachers in science teaching and further invigorates their self-

esteem. We have shown that participation of multi-grade level teachers is 
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beneficial for all the teachers. Lastly, this study investigated the application of 

technology to classroom and has shown the need for further consideration of 

application of technology.  

 

Table 6.1: Comparison of Models of Professional Development to the 

Contribution of the Collaborative Program 

Seven Models of Professional 
Development 

Contribution of the Collaborative 
Program 

(According to this study) 

1. Individually-guided 1. Studied materials individually 
and internalized them 

2. Observational 2. Observed by fellow teachers 
and were given feedback 

3. Development and 
improvement-oriented 

3. Concentrated on a specific 
project for two weeks to improve 
certain area of teaching skill 

4. Training-based 

4. Lectured by highly qualified 
university professors, were given 
selective textbooks, and had about 
135 hours of training 

5. Inquiry-based 
5. Required them to come up with 
new ideas and hands-on activities 
in areas of interest to them 

6. Mentoring 
6. Participating teachers eventually 
became mentor teachers for 
induction teachers  

7. Study group 7. Not addressed in this study  
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APPENDICES 

 
 
Appendix #1: Organization of the Chapters 

 
 This study is presented in six chapters.  In Chapter One, I discuss the 

purpose and importance of the study.  I provide an overview of the 

methodology and the assumptions underlying this research study.  Upon 

completion of Chapter One you should have some understanding of 

professional development programs more generally, not just this one.   

 In Chapter Two, I have reviewed some of the most recent literature in 

professional development and science education. After reading Chapter Two, 

the reader should be able to grasp the intellectual underpinnings of the research. 

 In Chapter 3, I have delineated the methodology of the research and 

the reason for applying qualitative methods.  In this chapter I discuss my role as 

a researcher and discuss and compare the two main streams of research, one 

being positivistic, and the other being non-positivistic, or naturalistic forms of 

inquiry. In this chapter, I talk briefly about the two chief schools of thought that 

are competing or have competed for a period of time, two schools that are well 

accepted amongst scientists and researchers.  The use of the terms 

“constructivism” and “naturalistic inquiry” depends on the researcher and the 
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research method.  Guba & Lincoln (1995, p. 105) used to use “naturalistic 

inquiry,” but now they call it “constructivism.”   

 In Chapter Four, I present to the reader the first seven positive themes 

that emerged from the qualitative interviewing I conducted.  These are the 

themes that I have presented in brief in abstract, but which I discuss in far 

greater detail.  I also analyze the major portion of the written data that emerged, 

namely, the written answers that my respondents provided to the questions I put 

to them.  The third major source of data was my analysis of the daily journal 

entries that the participants wrote, a few class notes that one respondent took, 

and classroom observations I made and field-trip experiences I had. I have 

discussed the emergent themes, which we can consider as being the “positive” 

side of the story, that is, an almost completely favorable comparison that my 

participants made between the kinds of education they received in the 

Collaborative Program and the kinds of workshops and seminars they continue 

to attend.  The participants told me that collaborative-style learning is initially 

intimidating and difficult for them in some ways, but ultimately valuable. The 

teachers participating in the study almost directly applied what they have 

learned in the Collaborative Program in and to their classroom. Hands-on 

learning is something that they and their students enjoyed, which they 

expressed in their interview with me. The Collaborative Program has 
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invigorated their sense of themselves as teachers, science teachers specifically; 

it literally saved the teaching career of one respondent, for example. I have 

argued that the incentives for participation in the Collaborative Program seem 

largely to be intellectual ones (e.g., sense of belonging, increased sense of 

confidence) initially, though it would appear that material incentives (e.g., gas 

money, a chance at a higher salary, an extra degree) begin to take on more 

importance after they have enrolled in the program. The diversity between 

teachers who teach on different grade levels goes both ways; that is, it doesn't 

seem to be case that high-school teachers think that they don't have anything to 

learn from, say, elementary-school teachers.  

 In Chapter 5, we discuss the last emergent theme, which is that the only 

consistent concern, suggestion, and compliment about the Collaborative 

Program was about the application of technology: the beta-version of some of 

the CDs would not allow teachers or students to print some things out, and 

some of the computer simulations and assignments presume a level of 

knowledge that many students just don't have. 

 In Chapter Six, I have discussed the implications of the study, the fact 

that this study can be used as a valuable source for future works.  I discussed 

how the Collaborative Program implemented six of the seven models of 

professional development. Further, I discussed whether the Collaborative 
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Program met the need for sustained professional development. In addition, I 

made recommendations for future collaborative programs, researchers, and 

research study. I also have discussed the issues and problems that I faced in 

conducting this research.  More importantly, I summarize the major 

contributions of this study to education.  

 It is also essential and worth mentioning here that the participants in the 

Collaborative Program had a name that I wanted to protect.  During their 

interviews, and in written answers to questions and in their daily journals, 

teachers were referred to with a particular pseudonym.  For me as a researcher, 

I wanted to keep the anonymity of the Collaborative Program and the teachers 

who participated in the study. 

 Last but not least, I wrote a “Person as Instrument” statement (see 

Appendix #6).  In qualitative study, the researcher is the major and primary 

instrument of the study, which is contrary to the fact that in positivistic research 

methodologies, the researcher is trying to keep him/herself out of the study so 

as not to “contaminate” it, so as not to get involved in a direct way with the 

subject. In this kind of research, investigators in general use an external 

instrument to conduct their research. For instance, if researchers are studying 

the behaviors or reaction of the mice to particular drugs or treatments, they 

generally put a bunch of mice in a cage and apply their treatment or their test, 
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and then they observe some of the animal’s behaviors that they are interested 

in. It is obvious that when human beings are dealing with the animals, the 

researchers cannot go between the creatures and live with them to carry out 

their studies. In another word, they could, but they have decided not to, and it is 

apparent that the researchers have decided to keep out of the animals’ 

surroundings. But when we are dealing with human beings, there is no need of 

the above-mentioned concerns and in contrast, it is advantageous to the study 

for the researchers to get involved with the research, and that is why he/she 

trying to mingle and submerge him/herself in the middle of all of the issues, 

concerns and as such to conduct the research. Erlandson et al. (1993) expresses 

this concept well: “relying on all its senses, intuition, thoughts, and feeling, the 

human instrument can be a very potent and perceptive data-gathering tool" (p.  

82).  Lincoln and Guba (1985) also discuss human-as-instrument from a 

naturalistic point of view,  

N [the naturalist] elects to use him- or herself as well as other humans as 
the primary data-gathering instrument (as opposed to paper-and-pencil 
or brass instruments) because it would be virtually impossible to devise 
a priori a nonhuman instrument with sufficient adaptability to 
encompass and adjust to the variety of realities that will be encountered; 
because of the understanding that all instruments interact with 
respondents and objects but that only the human instrument is capable 
of grasping and evaluating the meaning of that differential interaction; 
because the intrusion of instruments intervenes in the mutual shaping of 
other elements and that shaping can be appreciated and evaluated only 
by a human; and because all instruments are value-based and interact 
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with local values but only that human is in a position to identify and 
take into account (to some extent) those resulting biases (pp. 39-40). 

 

Consequently, in qualitative research whatever data we gather is from the 

researcher’s views. For that reason, the researchers’ understanding, perception, 

background, culture, and knowledge-related issues can certainly have an effect 

on their ways of thinking. Therefore, when the researcher conducts research and 

writes up the findings, he/she can be biased in certain ways toward expressing 

the truth about a subject studied. As I have mentioned earlier, this research 

study features the characteristics consistent with qualitative, naturalistic inquiry 

in the research design and method.  The researcher served as the human 

instrument for gathering and analyzing data through interviews, class 

observations, and reviews of documents such as lesson plans, e-mail messages, 

and daily journals.  In brief, my background has affected the way in which I 

have conducted this research. Therefore, in the “Person as Instrument” 

statement, I have tried to introduce myself to the reader who I am and what is 

my background, which kinds of bias I might have towards this study because of 

my life-style and cultural background. Also in the appendices you will see a 

sample copy of the “Cover Letter.” I wrote this letter to invite teachers to 

participate in my research study. This letter asked that I receive official 
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permission to have teachers participate in my study of the Collaborative 

Program. 
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Appendix # 2: Cover Letter 

 
Science Teachers’ Learning in a Collaborative Context of Professional 

Development 
 
You are invited to participate in a study of science teachers’ learning in a 
collaborative context of professional development.  As a graduate student at 
The University of Texas at Austin, I am conducting this study to be able to 
write a dissertation and fulfill the requirement for a doctoral degree.  I have 
selected you as a possible participant in this study because of your close 
involvement with and your participation in the Regional Collaborative 
Program.  You will be one of five participants chosen to be in this study. 
 
If you decide to participate, I will audio-tape our individual conversations.  I 
also will use your reflexive journals during the class period, and I will observe 
one of your classrooms at the school.  There are no potential risks involved in 
your participation.  Any information that is obtained in connection with this 
study and that can be identified with you will remain confidential and will be 
disclosed only with your permission. 
 
Your decision whether or not to participate will affect your future relations with 
neither The University of Texas at Austin nor the Our Lady of the Lake 
University in San Antonio.  You are making a decision whether or not to 
participate in the study.  Your signature indicates that you have read the 
information provided above and have decided to participate.  You may 
withdraw at any time after signing this form, should you choose to discontinue 
participation in this study.  To withdraw from participating in the study, simply 
let me know by telling me or writing me a note. 
 
If you have any questions, now or later, please ask me.  I can be contacted at 
school 512-XXX-XXXX or my voice-mail, 512-XXX-XXXX.  My email 
address is xxx@xxx.xxx.  If you have any questions for my U.T.-Austin faculty 
advisors, they can be reached at the following numbers: Lowell Bethel, Ph.D.—
512-XXX-XXXX—or John Huntsberger, Ph.D.—512-XXX-XXXX. 
________________________________________              ________________ 
Signature of Participant                                                        Date: 
___________________________________           _____________________ 
Signature of Graduate Student                                               Date: 
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Appendix #3: Codes List 

 
|HU:  Texas Science Educators 
File:  [C:\TEXASS~1\Texas Science Teachers] 
Edited by: Super 
Date/Time: 12/16/02 06:10:31 PM 
---------------------------------------- 
Code-Filter: All 
---------------------------------------- 
 
Application in the classroom 
C.A.S.T. 
Collaborative learning 
Collaborative Program 
Collaborative Program concerns and suggestions 
Compact discs (CDs), potential or actual use therewith 
Computers, use thereof 
Concerns about the Collaborative Program 
Confidence-establishing activities and changes 
Diversity, learning-wise 
Diversity, people-wise 
Education generally 
Elementary-school 
Elementary-school teachers 
Field-trips, experiences and comments 
G.L.O.B.E. 
Graduate-school and Graduate-school students 
Graduate-school professors 
Grants and Grant-writing 
Hands-on learning and activities 
High-school 
High-school teachers 
I.S.E.T. 
Incentives for joining the Collaborative Program, intellectual, knowledge-
related 
Incentives for joining the Collaborative Program, material 
Integration 
Internet, usage thereof 
Dr. K (an administrator) 
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Middle-school 
Middle-school teachers 
NASA 
National Park Services 
Nature of Science 
P.R.I.D.E. Program 
Participation, community 
Mrs. P. (another administrator) 
Principal, relationship with or help from 
Professional development 
RAT 
Reflexive journal writing 
Rubric, learning style 
Schools and schooling generally 
Students in general 
Teachers in general 
Teaching, generally 
TEKS 
Workshops, neutral or negative comparison thereto 
Workshops, positive comparison thereto 
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Appendix #4: Definitions of the Codes 

 
 
Code neighbors list 
Code-Filter: All 
 
Application in the classroom 
 
  "This code is for all those instances in which respondents refer to themselves 
as having applied what they learned in the Collaborative Program more or less 
directly into their classroom activities." 
 
C.A.S.T. 
 
  "CAST is the state science teacher conference. Each year the Collaborative 
has assisted teachers to present workshops.  Two years ago we sent 38 teachers. 
In grant funded programs we have been able to send teachers-NASA, 
Paleontology, ……., Integrated Chemistry.  This next year the teachers in the 
Integrated Physics will also get to attend. ……. [The assistant of the 
Collaborative Program]  And….  [The director of the Collaborative Program] 
have presented numerous times, including twice on Classroom Reflections and 
Research." 
 
Collaborative learning 
 
  "This code is designed to capture instances in which either interviewer or 
interviewee mention or discuss a collaborative learning style, not just the actual 
Collaborative Program more specifically.  Granted, there is going to be a lot of 
overlap.  For example, "Bob" says that "Well, I think through the collaborative 
I have actually participated more."  I take that to be a reference to the 
Collaborative Program, even though he hasn't referred to it specifically or by 
acronym.  However, the following statement is a good example of a reference 
to collaborative learning: "And I guess one of the reasons for that is you meet 
people on a continued basis through the collaborative . . . ," which clearly refers 
to a learning style, a behavior, not a program.  Also, each respondent seems to 
have had lots of positive experiences with using and borrowing from the 
lessons and teaching styles of other teachers they met through the Program. 
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  Granted, there will be overlap.  For example, people who only have one 
collaborative learning experience will have by definition experience with a 
single Collaborative Program." 
 
Collaborative Program 
"Regional Collaborative for Excellence in Science Teaching (1990-present) 
received the Regional Collaborative for Excellence in Science Teaching grant. 
The University Collaborative received $15,000 each year in 1996-98 and 
$20,000 in 1999 -2000.  The majority of the funds are for tuition. The following 
courses have been funded by the state collaborative - Research and Methods 
(…), Curriculum (…), Action Research (…), Math Problem Solving (…), 
Classroom Assessment (…), Multi-culture (…), Integrated Chemistry (…. [The 
Assistant Director of the Collaborative Program]), and Integrated Physics (…). 
Each year the collaborative hosts a conference to showcase the 
accomplishments of the teachers and the centers.  The Director of the 
Collaborative Program is …… and The Assistant Director of the Collaborative 
Program is…who is the Co-Director. 
   
 This code is designed to handle specific references either to the particular 
classroom (teacher, fellow students, assignments, etc.) or to the Collaborative 
Program qua program, not just to collaborative learning styles more generally.  
To take an example of the former, "Bob" says that "You know, we've watched 
videos here in the collaborative . . . ."  To take an example of the latter, Bob 
notes that "So there's different aspects of the collaborative that not just sitting in 
the classroom and listening to someone lecture."  Yes, that is an example of 
collaborative learning, but the comment seems to be about the good aspects of 
the program, too.  To take another example, when students refer to the 
technical, formal aspects of the program, for example, schedules, how 
frequently they meet for how long, and so forth, that isn't really about the 
learning style per se." 
 
Collaborative Program concerns and suggestions 
 
  "This code is designed to capture instances in which respondents weren't so 
much praising or comparing the collaborative program with other forms of 
education, for example, workshops and seminars, but rather, offering 
suggestions.  I don't expect many concerns . . . if "Bob"s opinions are any clue." 
 
 
Compact discs (CDs), potential or actual use therewith 
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  "This code refers to cases in which CDs were used instructionally, either 
actually or potentially." 
 
Computers, use thereof 
 
  "This code refers to cases in which computers are used in a learning 
environment, either actually or potentially." 
 
Concerns about the Collaborative Program 
 
  "This code may turn out to be a dud, but I think that the student-teacher 
respondents each evinced from time to time a fair degree of concern about their 
ability to take and thrive under the demands of the Collaborative Program.  So, 
this code was designed to capture instances thereof, in which respondents 
express some note of lack of confidence." 
 
Confidence-establishing activities and changes 
 
  "This code refers to instances in which something about the Collaborative 
Program helped the respondent in question to change his or her teaching 
pedagogy, for example, by incorporating more hands-on activities, interacting 
with students in a new way, and so forth." 
 
Diversity, learning-wise 
 
  "This code was designed to capture instances during interviews when the 
respondent mentions or discusses the issue of diversity in an education, 
learning-related sense." 
 
Diversity, people-wise 
 
  "Into this code will be put cases in the interviews when respondents refer to 
the diversity of the collaborative program in terms of people and personnel, 
whether of student/teacher, old/young, or ethnic, racial, or class or gender 
markers." 
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Education generally 
 
  "This code was designed to capture mentions or discussions education in a 
general sense, not specific, for example, that education has changed a lot, or 
that kids' attention spans have lessened as a result of increasing exposure to new 
media sources (i.e., video, MP3 players, CDs, etc.) and increased pressure from 
older media sources (e.g., radio, movies, television). 
 
 Educational change 
 
This code is intended to capture cases in which either interviewer or 
interviewee mention the issue of educational change, for example, in the 
learning styles of students or changing educational requirements." 
 
 
Elementary-school 
 
  "This code is designed in view of the cases in which respondents mention or 
discuss elementary-schooling generally or elementary-school students, but not 
teachers. 
 
Elementary-school teachers 
 
  "This code is designed to capture instances of respondents who mention or 
discuss elementary school teachers, neither students nor elementary-school 
more generally." 
 
Field-trips, experiences and comments 
 
  "Field Trips.  The new TEKS require laboratory and field experience.  Each of 
the science courses have integrated field experience: NASA geology courses 
have five major field trips(1) Enchanted Rock and Llano area geology, (2) Hill 
Country geology, San Antonio environmental geology, (4) Scobee Planetarium, 
and NASA Johnson Space Center.  The …… program experienced a field trip 
to Enchanted Rock.  The Paleontology course had four field experiences: (1) 8 
days on a dinosaur excavation in Big Bend National Park, two evenings at the 
McDonald Observatory, (2) dinosaur tracks in Boerne, (3) fossil collection in 
the Hill Country, (4) tour of Dallas Museum to see summer dinosaur fossil 
preservation, and dinosaur exhibit. Integrated Chemistry has had the following 
field trips: Dos Rvos and Bexar County Forensic Lab.  Environmental classes 
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did a tree count in McAllister Park, and a three-day study from the headwaters 
of the San Antonio River to the Gulf Coast including the bays and beaches. In 
Integrated Physics the teachers have toured South West Research. 
   
  It seems as if most of the teachers took their kids on field-trips, and got a lot 
out of doing so. This code is designed to capture instances thereof, including 
comments and suggestions about what did and didn't work." 
 
G.L.O.B.E. 
 
  "GLOBE (1998-present)…[The University] is a GLOBE Franchise to certify 
educators on environmental protocols. The teachers are to establish a school 
center where students will collect environmental data for international studies.  
Currently, Dr….., Dr… [The Assistant Director of the Collaborative Program] 
, ….., and ….. The Director of the Collaborative Program have certified ~75 
teachers.  Each teacher received a $50 manual. Additional funding ($500-600) 
for school kits for our graduate teachers have come from …….. Water District, 
the Chemistry and NASA grants. This past semester, Region… assisted with 
funding of the training. This program has also been required for the three 
courses-Environmental, Integrated Chemistry, and new NASA Space / 
Geosciences. This semester we are making school observations on GLOBE 
campus implementation. We have had teachers from out of the city 
including…, ….., and ….." 
 
 
… [Collaborative] Program 
 
  “… (1998-99) was an Eisenhower Coordinating Board grant to provide 
graduate teachers with content on Earth's heat energy transfer.  Teachers pilot-
tested the … instructional technology program on volcanoes, hurricanes, 
earthquakes, and plate tectonics developed by NSF. Eighteen teachers received 
3 graduate credits in geology. The pedagogy strategies implemented in the 
classroom were models, inquiry, cooperative learning, and creative writing.  
There was a classroom observation and meeting with each principal. ……[The 
director of the collaborative program]  was the PI.  The grant was ~$75,000." 
 
Graduate-school and Graduate-school students 
 
  "This code is for cases in which the respondents mention graduate-school 
generally. 
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 Graduate-school students 
 
  This code captures instances in which respondents mention graduate-school 
students, either themselves or their cohort." 
 
Graduate-school professors 
 
  "This code captures instances in which respondents mention their graduate-
school professors, including, perhaps even especially, the professors that they 
had for their Collaborative Learning Program.  For example, "Teacher #3" 
mentioned that her professor was expecting a lot out of them, that they would 
need to be going to school, working full-time, etc.  To take another example, 
"Nancy" thought that her professors had been helpful in covering areas that she 
and other students found themselves to be struggling at. 
 
 College professors 
 
  This code refers to utterances made about college professors, whether or not 
they are in the collaborative program as a teacher or student or both." 
 
Grants and Grant-writing 
 
  "Several of the respondents have mentioned the issue of grants and grant-
writing, either on their own or because they were asked to reflect on it.  This 
code is meant, therefore, to capture instances of such.  "Teacher #3," for 
example, mentions that "That mini-grant was great."" 
 
Hands-on learning and activities 
 
  "This code is designed to deal with cases in which interviewer or interviewees 
mentioned or discussed hands-on style learning and activities.  For example, 
Mr. Faraji asked whether having a professor actually show "Bob" things made a 
difference, and yes, Bob found that "on the field trips, you do see a different 
side of your professors," and then went on to talk about particular experiences 
at a waste-water treatment plant, Inks Lake, and so forth." 
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High-school 
 
  "This code is designed to capture instances in which the interviewer or 
interviewee mentions or discusses high-school generally or high-school 
students specifically, not those in either elementary- or middle-school.   
 
High-school teachers 
 
  "This code is reserved for cases in which the interviewer or interviewee 
mentions or discusses high-school teachers, not high-school more generally or 
high-school students." 
 
I.S.E.T. 
 
  "Integrated Science Educator Teachers (ISET) Conference (1998 & 1999) was 
co-hosted with the Collaborative for area K-12 teachers.  The first year 150 
teachers attended and the second year 120 teachers attended.  There were 
presentations by professional organizations, science venders, and classroom 
teachers.  TEA was a luncheon speaker.  All the Collaborative members 
attended and most presented. …, …... [The assistant director of the 
Collaborative Program], …., ….., and ….[The director of the Collaborative 
Program] from ……[The University] attended." 
 
Incentives for joining the Collaborative Program, intellectual, knowledge-
related 
 
  "The question about incentives that student/teachers might have for 
participating in the Collaborative Program is a good one, so this code is 
designed to capture instances in which respondents addressed this issue and 
indicated that it wasn't material items or wealth that drew it to them, but rather, 
the pursuit of knowledge and intellectual satisfaction." 
 
Incentives for joining the Collaborative Program, material 
 
  "The question about incentives that student/teachers might have for 
participating in the Collaborative Program is a good one, so this code is 
designed to capture instances in which respondents addressed this issue and 
indicated that it was generally material in nature.  For example, "Teacher #3" 
says, "Well, people always like money," and she adds that the offer of free 
technologies such as digital cameras might be appropriate, too." 
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Integration 
 
  "Lots of respondents speak of the integration of multiple areas of science 
learning. "Bob," for example, notes that he thinks that it is "easier for us to 
integrate science and to, or integrate other coursework into science because we 
have the science background."  This code, therefore, is designed to capture 
instances in which the integration of different or disparate knowledge bases is 
mentioned." 
 
Internet, usage thereof 
 
  "Quite a few of the teachers in this program seem to be using the Internet in 
their classrooms, either to become better teachers themselves, or to allow 
students to use it in their assignments, or use the Internet to explain 
instructional assignments.  This code is designed to capture mentions of the 
Internet." 
 
…. [The assistant to the program director of the Collaborative Program] 
 
  "This code refers to Dr…, who, along with …… [the  program director of the 
Collaborative Program], is the Co-Director of the ….. Collaborative Program." 
 
Learning, generally 
 
  "This code refers to cases in which respondents or the interviewer mention or 
discuss the general issue of learning, more in a philosophical sense than 
anything.  It does not refer to the kinds of learning or learning styles that went 
on during the Collaborative Program." 
 
Middle-school 
 
  "This code refers to mentions of middle-school as opposed to elementary-
school or high-school school.  It also refers to mentions of specifically middle-
school students, but again, not teachers.   
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Middle-school students 
 
  There are a few mentions of middle-school students, as distinct from 
elementary school and high-school students.  This code is designed to capture 
mentions or discussions thereof. 
 
Middle-school teachers 
 
  "This code refers to cases in which either the interviewer or interviewee refers 
to middle-school teachers as distinct from either high-school or elementary-
school teachers." 
 
NASA 
 
  "NASA Earth and Beyond (1997-99) NASA Geo-Space Partnership Grant 
with THE UNIVERSITY and SAC provided a pre-service and in-service 
program to improve geo-space science for teachers.  Thirty in-service teachers 
received 6 hours of graduate credit (geology and assessment), took students to 
NASA and the Scobee Planetarium, attended a state or national conference, and 
received classroom resources. Twenty-three of the in-service teachers became 
degree-seeking students at the University. There was a classroom observation 
and meeting with each principal by The Assistant Director of the Collaborative 
Program and …...[The Director of the Collaborative Program] A Bookfair at 
SAC was also part of the program; we provided hands-on science activities for 
pre-college students.  The first year, four teachers took their students; the 
second year, eight teachers took their students to the Bookfair.  Three courses 
were developed for pre-service teachers: Astronomy (SAC), Geology (SAC), 
and Earth Science The University).  New hands-on lab experiences were piloted 
for The University Earth Science class for pre-service teachers. The Assistant 
Director of the Collaborative Program was the Curriculum Specialist for The 
University and The Director of the Collaborative Program was the Curriculum 
Specialist for SAC. The grant was ~$400,00 for two years." 
 
National Park Services 
 
  "National Park Service and the Collaborative have presented four Missions 
and the San Antonio River workshops for middle school teachers.  
Collaborative members authored it. This workshop is especially good for team 
teaching. Currently, this is being placed on the NSP web-site." 
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Nature of Science 
 
  "This code is designed to refer to cases in which respondents mention or 
discuss what is known in Science Education studies as NOS, or Nature of 
Science, as opposed to, for example, religious precepts.  I'm going to expand 
this code just a bit to refer to science content, but not specific science content, 
meaning, knowledge of scientific methods and perspectives, but not specific 
scientific facts." 
 
P.R.I.D.E. Program 
 
  "Pride Program is a program to assist over aged and academically behind 
students in Somerset.  The program was developed at collaboration with the 
Collaborative and the Somerset administration. In one school year and two 
summers, 16 students pasted 7th and 8th grade TAAS and completed two high 
school courses.  Both high school courses, Integrated Physics and Chemistry, 
and the Computer Technology courses were taught at the. ……[University]  by 
Collaborative members. 
  In the summer, The Director of the Collaborative Program met with the 
Somerset School Board to renew the program.  The second year has also been 
successful." 
 
Participation, community 
 
  "By this code is meant cases in which members of the community participate 
in some way in the objectives and activities of the collaborative learning 
programs.  "Community" also includes administrative and other supporters at 
the program participant's home school.  For example, "Bob" says that he could 
get help from his Principal if he needed it.  "Nancy" notes that she went to her 
school district and asked for help and got it, for the help provided by…[The 
Director of the Collaborative Program]  
 
Participation, parental 
 
  This code is meant to capture cases in which parents of students somehow get 
involved in their children's education, whether by transportation, learning new 
homework strategies, or supporting the efforts of teachers." 
 
… [The director of the Collaborative Program]  
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  "This code refers to the director of the Collaborative Program…” 
 
Principal, relationship with or help from 
 
  "I've decided to assign this code to cases in which respondents mention help 
they either did or didn't get from their Principal, or the kind of relationship they 
had with him or her." 
 
Professional development 
 
  "This code is designed to capture instances in which respondents mention or 
discuss the issue of professional development, either the thing itself, or 
programs as such." 
 
 
RAT 
 
  "RAT stands for "Readiness-Awareness Tests."  "Nancy" defines them as a 
"look at yourself" thing, in which the student-teacher "microexamines" and 
questions everything.  Readiness-Awareness Testing should compel the 
student-teacher toward zeroing in on what the important points are, and then 
reinforcing what the student-teachers read.  The format of the RAT is 
interesting insofar as the individual takes the test first, and then takes it again as 
part of a larger group." 
 
Reflexive journal writing 
 
  "It sounds as if several of the student/teachers in the Collaborative Program 
were assigned to write reflexively in their journals at the end of each class day.  
This code is designed to capture instances thereof, regardless of positive or 
negative experiences therewith.  It should be noted that there is an absolutely 
humongous literature, or series of literatures in which journal writing is 
stressed, from nursing training to psychology, teacher education to geography." 
 
Rubric, learning style 
 
  "Rubric learning is a program consisting of scoring guidelines and criteria for 
use in performance assessment.  "Nancy," for example, notes that "Rubrics 
were like, four little things you check for . . . ."" 
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Schools and schooling generally 
 
  "This code is designed to capture instances in which either respondent or 
interviewer mentions either schools or schooling generally, not specifically in 
terms of the schools in which the respondents teach." 
 
Students in general 
 
  "This code refers to the issues of students being mentioned in the interview 
transcripts, whether or not they were students of the speaker in question." 
 
Teachers in general 
 
  "This code refers to cases in which the respondent or interview mention or 
discuss teachers in a general sense, not specifically, as in middle-school 
teachers." 
 
Teaching, generally 
 
  "This code is designed to capture instances in which respondents make 
mention of teaching in a general sense, not a particular instance in the 
classroom.  "Bob," for example, notes that he "taught strictly from the textbook 
. . .."  "Teacher #3," to take another example, talks about teaching philosophy 
when she notes difficulties she had with a particular assignment, insofar as 
students don't necessarily know how to answer big, broad pedagogical 
questions, such as "what have I learned today?"" 
 
TEKS 
 
  "For a long time, I didn't know what "TEKS" was or stood for, but I learned 
from "Bob"'s interview that it stands for Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills, 
which is apparently designed to a move away from what he calls "the old 
essential elements," meaning, presumably, a transmission-based model of 
instruction." 
 
Workshops, neutral or negative comparison thereto 
 
  "This code is designed to handle cases in which the interviewer or interviewee 
has made either a neutral or negative comparison between the Collaborative 
Program, on the one hand, and some kind of workshop or seminar, on the other.  
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It might, for example, be a simple question about a comparison, or some kind of 
factual content, although I have found that most of the "neutral" comparisons 
have come in the form or questions asked or statements made by Mr. Faraji, 
whereas I don't think that I can recall a "negative" comparison coming from a 
respondent, that is, that workshops are better than collaborative programs or 
learning environments.  In any event, this code captures simple mentions of 
workshops that were either neutral or "positive" compared to the Collaborative.  
Note that the name for the code implies a comparison." 
 
Workshops, positive comparison thereto 
 
  "This code is designed to capture instances of positive comparisons to 
workshops and seminars and such.  For example, "Bob" compares the 
Collaborative Program positive to workshops when he says "And I guess one of 
the reasons for that is you meet people on a continued basis through the 
collaborative whereas when you go to workshops or in-house, you sit and see 
the same people . . .."  "Nancy," to take another example, reports on one 
particular workshop that, she felt, completely wasted her time.  I should note, 
too, that many workshops are sponsored by the Collaborative Program itself." 
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Appendix #5: Primary Documents List 

 
|HU:  Texas Science Educators 
File:  [C:\TEXASS~1\Texas Science Teachers] 
Edited by: Super 
Date/Time: 12/16/02 07:11:01 PM 
---------------------------------------- 
PD-Filter: All 
----------------------------------------! 
 
P 1: Bob the Science Teacher.txt~ [C:\Texas Science Educators\Bob the 
Science Teacher.txt] ANSI 
  Families:  
    Bob-related documents 
    Original Interviews and Transcriptions 
 
 
P 2: Arlyne the Science Teacher [C:\Texas Science 
Educators\NotePadArlyne.txt] ANSI 
  Families:  
    Arlyne-related documents 
    Original Interviews and Transcriptions 
 
P 3: Teacher #3 the Science Teacher [C:\Texas Science Educators\Atlas.ti-
corrected interview with Teacher #3.txt] ANSI 
  Families:  
    Original Interviews and Transcriptions 
    Teacher #3-related documents 
 
P 4: Mary Ellen the Science Teacher~ [C:\Texas Science Educators\Atlas.ti-
corrected interview with Mary Ellen.txt] ANSI 
  Families:  
    Mary Ellen-related documents 
    Original Interviews and Transcriptions 
 
 
P 5: Nancy the Science Teacher~ [C:\Texas Science Educators\Atlas.ti-
corrected interview with Nancy.txt] ANSI 
  Families:  
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    Nancy-related documents 
 
 
P 6: Collaborative Program institutional ties.txt [C:\Texas Science 
Educators\Collaborative Program institutional ties.txt] ANSI 
  Families: None 
 
P 7: Written Answers-Bob.txt [C:\Texas Science Educators\Written Answers-
Bob.txt] ANSI 
  Families:  
    Bob-related documents 
    Written Answers to 15 Questions 
 
P 8: Written Answers-Arlyne.txt [C:\Texas Science Educators\Written 
Answers-Arlyne.txt] ANSI 
  Families:  
    Arlyne-related documents 
    Written Answers to 15 Questions 
 
P 9: Written Answers-Mary Ellen.txt [C:\Texas Science Educators\Written 
Answers-Mary Ellen.txt] ANSI 
  Families:  
    Mary Ellen-related documents 
    Written Answers to 15 Questions 
 
P10: Written Answers-Nancy.txt [C:\Texas Science Educators\Written 
Answers-Nancy.txt] ANSI 
  Families:  
    Nancy-related documents 
    Written Answers to 15 Questions 
 
P11: Written Answers-Teacher #3.txt [C:\Texas Science Educators\Written 
Answers to 15 Questions, Teacher #3.txt] ANSI 
  Families:  
    Teacher #3-related documents 
    Written Answers to 15 Questions 
 
P12: Journal Entries, 6-19-98.txt [C:\Texas Science Educators\Journal Entries, 
6-19-98.txt] ANSI 
  Families:  
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    Journal Entries 
 
P13: Journal Entries, 6-23-98.txt~ [C:\Texas Science Educators\Journal Entries, 
6-23-98.txt] ANSI 
  Families:  
    Journal Entries 
P14: Journal Entries, 6-24-98.txt [C:\Texas Science Educators\Journal Entries, 
6-24-98.txt] ANSI 
  Families:  
    Journal Entries 
 
P15: Journal Entries, 6-29-98.txt [C:\Texas Science Educators\Journal Entries, 
6-29-98.txt] ANSI 
  Families: None 
 
P16: Journal Entries, 6-30-98.txt [C:\Texas Science Educators\Journal Entries, 
6-30-98.txt] ANSI 
  Families: None 
 
P17: Journal Entries, 7-02-98.txt [C:\Texas Science Educators\Journal Entries, 
7-02-98.txt] ANSI 
  Families: None 
 
P18: Questionnaire-15 Questions.txt [C:\Texas Science 
Educators\Questionnaire-15 Questions.txt] ANSI 
  Families: None 
 
P19: Nancy's Class Notes.txt [C:\Texas Science Educators\Nancy's Class 
Notes.txt] ANSI 
  Families:  
    Nancy-related documents 
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Appendix #6:Person as Instrument 

 In an effort to facilitate the writing of the Person as Instrument 

statement, I will explain my personal experiences with teaching and learning. 

I finished my elementary school in a small village.  I remember that I 

had one good teacher or maybe two who liked whom I liked, too and me.  One 

of them was a nice man and he inspired me to be a teacher when I grew up.  For 

few teachers in a single small school in a village everybody had a lot of respect 

for them as they did for other people living in the village. I was a bright and 

encouraging student. Every day I learned something new.  To me, learning was 

the best thing. I enjoyed learning, a lot.  When I finished elementary school I 

had to go to town to pursue my studies. Life in town was different. I finished 

middle school and then high school in town.  I will not talk about my teachers 

in middle school and high school, because I am not sure I had impressive ones.  

After finishing high school, I definitely had to move to a bigger city to go to 

college because there was no college in town. 

I went to college to pursue my Bachelor’s degree in physics.  When I 

was an undergraduate student in college, I knew some of my classmates were 

teaching in schools. I never tried to teach while I was an undergraduate student. 

There were a couple of reasons for not teaching.  One of the reasons was that I 

did not know where to go and where should I apply to teach.  The second 
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reason was that I was busy with college and had a part-time job in college that 

kept me busy, although I thought I would love to teach.  

One summer, the college announced that we could go back to our home 

town over the summer and teach other students who had some deficiency in 

their courses and they would pay us something. When I heard that, it was good 

news for me. I was a volunteer for that job. I took a letter from college and went 

to the high school in my home town, where I graduated. I showed the letter with 

pride and they arranged to have me teach a class.  It was the best part of my life. 

Now, I was going to teach in one of those classes in which I was a student. I 

started the class with a few students, and when students found that I was talking 

about the stuff, which made sense to them, they passed the word and more 

students joined the class. Now I was Mr. Teacher. I was walking with esteem 

and I was useful. I finished that class and I finished my undergraduate degree. 

 Finishing my undergraduate degree, I moved to a Master’s degree 

program in a bigger university. I remember--it was first or second semester—

when, one day, one of the instructors called me to go to his office. He told me 

that a good high school is missing one of their physics teachers, and that they 

needed someone to teach that class.  I accepted their offer to teach the class, but 

I was afraid, because I had never been a big class teacher with a group of thirty 

to forty high school students. I knew that I loved to teach, but I did not have any 
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experience about how to teach in this environment. I was more afraid because I 

knew that the high school was a very good and competitive one. I even was 

more afraid because the students were all girls. In spite of all of these concerns, 

I accepted the job because I wanted to learn to teach and I knew for sure that 

nobody was going to tell me how to teach. I had to jump in the middle of water. 

I will survive or founder.  

A lady from the office introduced me to the class. It was not a very 

warm welcome from the students’ view because they were not expecting a 

young teacher from college. I taught for a couple of weeks and I even did 

hands-on physics for them. But, after a while I realized that students were not 

coming along and there was something missing. I could not communicate with 

my students. I had the knowledge and courage. I was a fresh gradate student 

with a lot of enthusiasm. I loved teaching, but I was really unprepared for the 

task. I never had any experience to prepare me for teaching task. Therefore, 

there was something missing, and sadly, I had to leave the teaching job and go 

back to my graduate school to finish the program. In my country, when you are 

an undergraduate student in physics you never know where are you going to 

land in your life. There is a strong chance that you will teach in high school. 

But you never know, and they never teach you how to teach your content 

knowledge. 
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I was still doing my Masters degree when I applied for another full-time 

teaching position. I started to teach in a professional school where students 

were going to school to get a job-oriented diploma. I started out being okay 

with this job. I liked it, and the students were my friends. I still know some of 

them and there is a mutual respect between us.  After two years I switched to 

another school, which was bigger and better, and I had a good relationship with 

my students. I ended up being the Vice Principal in that school. I had a good 

rapport with all 400 students in that school. I knew all of them by name. They 

knew that I like them. They could feel it. They were coming along very well 

with me.  I used to show them my interest and my love. They could feel that I 

cared about them. When I finished my Master’s degree, I sadly had to leave 

those students, because I knew if I stayed to be a high school teacher, I would 

never get what I was looking for in life.  I had a dream.  I wanted to proceed. I 

wanted to know more, to learn more, to be more serviceable. I wanted to reach 

more people. 

During my teaching experience I never tried cooperative teaching. 

Actually, I heard the term after starting my doctoral program in the College of 

Education. In my teaching experience, I used to follow the textbook and gave a 

couple of tests during the semester, plus a final exam.  I actually used to 

encourage competition in my classes, because I thought competition drove and 
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motivated students’ learning! Now I have learned that cooperation is better than 

competition. We need to have maximum cooperation in our classroom and a 

little bit of competition just for sake of it. We never met with other teachers to 

discuss any style of teaching or anything of that nature. Cooperative, 

collaborative teaching,  pre-service and in-service teaching and learning, 

professional development, systemic reform, constructive teaching learning, 

inquiry teaching learning, and all of these styles and methods of teaching are 

new to me. I have never tried them in my teaching life and I have never been 

aware of them, because nobody told me about them. Fair enough? But, from the 

time that I started to study about these things I love all of them. All of these 

methods and style are wonderful. 

After leaving high school and the teaching position, I accepted an 

instrumentation engineer position with a professional company. I worked for 

four more years in a new environment. I realized that I would never get what I 

was looking for in that position either. I had a Master’s degree in physics, but I 

had this feeling that I wanted to know more. This time I started a longer journey 

with a vision, with a dream.  I am here now. I have learned tons of new 

knowledge. I have learned so many things that I am not sure I would ever use in 

my life. But that is fine. As long as I know, they are not a mystery to me any 

more. I just want to know. I hate to be unaware of things. Last summer, a friend 
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of mine said that he was taking a course in qualitative research. I knew that he 

did not need that course for his requirements, therefore I started to think. I felt 

that I need to know about qualitative research.  To me, this was a new journey, 

even more fascinating, one that has brought me to another phase in my life. I 

never planned to do my research on naturalistic inquiry. As a matter of fact, I 

did not know about naturalistic inquiry. But now, I am excited about it, and I 

am one of its advocates. I am doing this study for the good of it, and I decided 

that I would do my dissertation using a naturalistic research approach. 

I believe that teachers could be better trained in science content. I 

believe that teachers, when they leave university to go and teach, do not have 

enough background and content knowledge in science. The reason that I believe 

this is that I see their product, their fruits, their students.  I am tutoring students, 

and I am helping them in their problem-solving matters. I see that although they 

are smart enough to understand difficult problems and take on more rigorous 

tasks, they still afraid of physics and math.  

I believe that physics is fun and interesting. I especially fell in love with 

physics when I read the biographies of many physicists and especially when I 

learned about quantum mechanics and a phase shift from classical physics to 

quantum physics. I do not believe students have a good excuse to not like 

physics. I did not have a good teacher and I did not go to a good school, but still 
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I am surviving, and I still like science. I did not have a good background in 

math, too.  If I could learn physics and like physics, they should be able to.  So, 

what is wrong when students have all of these facilities and still they are afraid 

of science? I put the blame on the teachers’ training program.  In present life, 

we cannot survive without a good knowledge of science. Therefore, science 

should be part of any teacher training curriculum. Teachers should have enough 

science background that they feel comfortable with science. I believe that the 

context and content of teacher education and experience should be changed. 

I do not know how teachers are trained in other areas such as language 

arts, social sciences, and similar issues, but I believe they have the courage and 

stamina to learn. When they decide to be a teacher, they are interested in their 

job and learning. They are open and ready to learn. 

I value teachers as the best and most generous of their kind, because 

they put their time and their efforts to teach students. They spend more time 

than they need to. They are dedicated. They like students. That is the reason I 

have special respect for them. I have taught in classes with thirty or more 

students and I understand how difficult it is to deal with thirty or more young 

boys and girls in their critical age with full of energy, expectation, desire, and 

emotion.  I do not believe that the failure of education is because of teachers, 
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although everybody is putting the blame on them.  I believe other things are 

missing but am not very well aware of them. 

I value thematic science approach in classroom. I value hands-on, 

minds-on science in teaching. But at the same time, I believe it is not easy to 

take all of these approaches without a good content knowledge and 

preparedness. I value traditional pedagogy to a certain extent, but I value 

interactive teaching-learning environment more. I value a student-centered 

curriculum, and I value student engagement in all aspects of teaching-learning. 

I can remember that when I was in elementary school, our teacher took us one 

day to the desert, mountain, and farm. We went out as a group. Everybody 

brought something to eat and to share. I enjoyed that day so much that I cannot 

express my feeling. I value these kinds of activities with students and I believe 

it intrigues students in their learning. I believe that it was Richard Feynman, a 

famous contemporary physicist, who said that his father used to take him to the 

woods and talk to him about nature, and that is why he became a Nobel Prize 

winner. I strongly believe in these things. 

I am expecting to find out different things. I am not sure what teachers 

and participants in the program would say.  But, I expect they would say 

something good and positive about the program if they have had a well-

structured program which is worth their time. I expect if the program is not 
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designed properly, then they will complain about that and they will say 

something negative. But, overall I expect them to say good things about the 

program. 

I want to discover anything that the teachers and participants in the program 

say and care about. I am not supposed to research my own concerns, but theirs.  

If they like the program, I am supposed to find out. If they feel that the program 

is not helping them in their learning, I am open to find out that one, too. 

Therefore, I am willing to find out whatever my informants and participants 

delineate. 

I will not be happy to find out that teachers and participants in this 

program do not care, but I am open to that one, too.  But, it is better for teachers 

not to be neutral. If they participate in the program, that is their choice. I do not 

believe that they are forced to participate.  

I hope the outcome of the study would be a guide for other people. 

Perhaps there would be more insight into the program as a result of the study in 

the professional development, in-service teaching-learning, hands-on minds-on, 

thematic, and collaborative, cooperative science teaching-learning. I hope there 

will be some interests in this study by managers, directors, and administrators. 

I believe that data collected as a result of naturalistic inquiry are rich in 

the descriptions of people, places, conversations, and one not easily handled by 
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statistical methods. I also believe that this study is concerned with 

understanding the teachers’ learning in a collaborative setting from the 

teacher’s own frame of reference.   

I hold the belief that nothing is trivial and everything has the 

potential of being a clue that might provide a comprehensive understanding 

of what is being studied.  Because the ideas of the people who are engaged 

in the study are being connected, are the core of the research, a descriptive 

piece of their paradigm can be manifested through naturalistic research. 

These personal feelings will lead to understanding what is the nature of 

teachers’ learning in the Regional Collaboratives Program and how teachers 

and participants in this program perceive learning. It is naturally a very 

subjective and individual thing, and each participant has his or her own 

view, but relating these views across one section of time may bring some 

understanding to the subject matter. 
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Appendix #7: Teachers’ Daily Journals 

 

Teachers participating in this study are: (4 = Nancy), (6 = Teacher # 3), (8 = 

Arlyne), (12 = Bob), and (13 = Mary Ellen). Rests of the numbers are 

representing other teachers participating in the Collaborative Program. 

 

Daily Journal June 19, 1998 

 
1.  What do you hope to get out of this class? 

2: 
I would like to get an understanding of natural disasters, celestial bodies, and 
the different planets.  I would also like to know why and how things work.  I 
would want to understand it enough to be able to pass the information on to 
other people such as my students and colleagues. 

 
4: 
Personally, I hope to acquire more knowledge about Earth Science, of which I 
currently possess little.  I have never studied it formally or informally.  At best, 
I have minimal understanding of volcanoes, and that only from what I’ve seen 
and read from National Geographic videos and magazines.  I have much to 
learn, and since I am moving to a new teaching assignment this coming year, I 
have a short time to learn it well enough to help my students.   
 
I also hope to gain new ways to present information to my students.  The 
strategies listed for this course are appealing to me.  While I am a strong 
proponent for cooperative learning, and use it extensively, there are new ways 
to incorporate it, I’m certain of.   
 
Overall, I hope to be a better teacher when I finish this course, one equipped to 
provide the best learning environment I can for my students, and one equipped 
to instill in them a lifelong love for learning. 

 
5: 
I hope to gain a better understanding of geology and how I can use it to teach 
Integrated Physics and Chemistry.  I also hope to learn new ways to make my 
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classroom more exciting and student centered.  It would also be nice to know 
what defines a student centered classroom so I know when I am doing it and 
when I am not. 

 

6: 
I expect to obtain teaching strategies, curriculum, and software that can be used 
to increase students learning 
 
7: 
I am always looking for better ways of presenting information to my students. 
Anything that may spark the slightest interest from them and that may possibly 
get them to start asking questions of their own. There are some general topics 
dealing with the solar system, possibly my weakest area, and geology that I 
would like to see personal growth in. These are areas that my students have 
questioned. 
 
8: 
I hope to get new ideas to use in the classroom and enhance my knowledge in 
science. I also hope to  learn how to keep a professional portfolio and tap into 
my students’ interest more. 
 
9: 
Greater knowledge in the content area of geology Experience with science 
programs so that this technology can be utilized in the classroom and enhance 
the learning process Alignment of my curriculum with the TEKS New 
instructional strategies  
 
10: 
I hope to get a better database of knowledge concerning the latest knowledge 
available concerning the interactions between Earth’s geothermal sources and 
their effect on the environment and biosystems. Along with this database of 
knowledge I want to learn techniques  for presenting the material to my 
students in exciting ways that will enhance my students curiosity and their 
desire to learn. I want to learn diverse approaches to teaching that will make my 
classes both dynamic, and a fun place to learn. 

 
11: 
Hope to improve my understanding of the instructional strategies mentioned in 
the course and the application of instructional technology. 
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12: 
I hope that this class will provide new instructional techniques, as well as 
information about something I know little about. 
 
13: 
I hope to get a better understanding of Geology but most importantly, a better 
method of teaching instruction and way of relaying my knowledge to my 
students effectively.  I also am seeking moral and intellectual support and 
stimulation for teaching a topic that I’m not so comfortable with.  I love 
networking with other educators and particularly like the fact that the professors 
were once in the classroom and actually have an idea of the problems and 
populations of students we are responsible for.   I am really looking forward to 
the weeks to come and to all of the insight as well as strategies that we as 
students will be overwhelmed with !!!! 
 
14: 
no file found 
 
15: 
What I hope to get from this class is first of all, more knowledge on the topics 
of origin of the universe, volcano’s, forces that influence etc. I also hope to take 
back to the classroom activities and strategies that I can use with my students. I 
want to grow as a teacher and keep up with current happening within the 
teaching field. 
 
 
2.  Based on your understanding of the content overview and pretest, what 
concerns/apprehensions do you have about this course? 
 
2: 
The only thing that really worries me is the keeping of a teaching portfolio.  I 
have never done one and what worries me is that I would not know what to put 
inside it.  I figure if I need help, I’ll run to [The Director of the Collaborative 
Program]. 
 
4: 
My concerns and apprehensions are due to the short amount of time to take the 
course in.  While the course will require that I put in a lot of hours at home to 
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gain maximum benefit from the class, I am willing to do that.  I just hope I have 
the stamina to do it.  
 
5: 
I thought parts of the pretest were easy but most of it was very difficult 
especially when the questions were about technical terms.  I also got really lost 
with the beginning of the universe and star cycle stuff.  I guess my biggest 
apprehension will be that I end up teaching Biology next year instead of IPC 
and won’t be able to teach volcanoes although they do shape islands and 
continents and are very essential to succession and ecology in general.  My 
other concern is being so busy this summer that I get burned out again and get 
lazy. 
 
6: 
Some concerns I have are whether I will be able to meet the required deadlines 
for turning in  assignments.   I am also concerned about how I will implement 
the software into my classroom? I wonder if will receive the software at the 
beginning of the school year so I will have it available  when I need it. 
 
7: 
I guest my biggest concern would be the use of technology as an instructional 
tool within my classroom.  I would like to be able to employ different 
programs, and the Internet, as a student-centered classroom, but student 
accessibility to the computer is limited. There are only 2 computers in my class 
for their use, and only 1 is connected to the Internet.  I don’t have that many 
worries about the pretest. There were questions in which I knew I should have 
remembered the answers for, but that information will come back to me as the 
course progresses. For many other questions, I didn’t have a clue. This too will 
change in time. 
 
8: 
The concerns and apprehensions I have about this course is that I might need 
too much help in  keeping a portfolio  like not including the right things  or 
excluding  things I should include.   
 
9: 
My main concern is whether I will be able to fulfill the requirements of the 
class once school starts and so much of my time is spent in planning and 
preparing for my classes 
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10: 
I am most concerned about the competition for time between preparing for my 
classes and preparing lessons required by this course and others I am taking and 
/ or will be taking during the school year. Sometimes I feel like by doing both, I 
am not doing as good a job as I should on either my teaching or efforts, or I 
wouldn’t be here. 
 
11: 
I don’t have any concerns or apprehensions about this course at this time.  I 
look forward to it with baited breath to glean the last kernel of knowledge 
among the old maids of the earth. 
 
12: 
I am still unclear about all the information I will place in a portfolio, meaning 
all the types of documentation that will be necessary to fulfill that portion of 
this class.  I am also concerned in the area of teaching geology to my students 
since I have little or no experience in that field of research. 
 
13: 
At this point, I don’t have any concerns or apprehensions about this course.  I 
am very excited to be a participant in this program and am looking forward to 
working with the diverse professionals and their specialties/ideas.  The test this 
morning was somewhat scare but did bring insight to many of  my weaknesses 
and needs. However, I feel very confident that this course will provide me with 
the background I need to make students in my class successful at understanding 
geology and its applications.  
 
14: 
no files found 
 
15: 
I feel I have a lot of work ahead of me. It is scary, yet exciting. Earth Science 
has never been my strong subject and we had never had to teach it until now 
with the new TEKS. My concern is can I learn what I need to know? How 
much time will I have to devote to this class? I have confidence I can do it but 
it’s just scary!!!!!! 

 
 
3.  The possible field trip days are July 7, 8, or 9.  Do any of those days pose 
a potential conflict for you? 
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What would you like to see on a one-day field trip, within a 100 to 150 mile 
radius? 
 
2: 
Yes, I will be out of state on all three days.   Possible field trips that I would 
like to visit would be the famous Enchanted Rock, The State Aquarium in 
Corpus Christi , or the hill country. 
 
4: 
All three days are okay for me since I already had them set aside for the class.  
There is no potential conflict, to my knowledge.    A field trip to any place of 
geological importance would be interesting.  One place to consider, however, 
might be Kickapoo SNA, near Brackettville.  There is a primitive cave there we 
could explore with Dave Stewart, the park superintendent.  Also, in the area, is 
a bat cave, a midden pile, and some interesting biology, including a species of 
endangered cactus.  It is also an area where black-capped vireos nest, and where 
some interesting wildlife studies are being conducted.   

 
5: 
No, but it would be nice to have it on the 7th so we can have a longer solid 
stretch for vacationing and vegetating. 
 
The Balcones Escarpement (I think that’s what it is) because some of the other 
teachers at my school went and said it was interesting.  I would also like to see 
enchanted rock but I am not sure how far away it is.  Evidence of the 
earthquake that happened in Texas, natural bridge caverns, the Edwards 
Aquifer, and Sea World. 
 
6: 
These dates do not pose a problem for me.  I really don’t know many places 
within a 100 to 150 mile radius.   I have been to  Enchanted Rock before and 
would not mind going again.  
 
7: 
At the present time, either or the 3 days will work for me.  I have no 
preferences as to what the class decides to view on the field trip. 
 
8: 
Best days are either the 7th or 8th. I need to know the specifics about time of 
departure and return. 
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9: 
Since I’m not that familiar with the potential geological sites or attractions in 
the area, I will rely on the judgment and decisions of others involved in the 
program. 
 
10: 
Yes , because I will be attending USI training the first two weeks of July. I 
would prefer a Saturday   in June for the field trip. I would like to see and study 
the geology of Enchanted Rock. 
 
11: 
I do not have a problem with any of the dates at this time.  I think it would be 
nice to do a loop through the center Texas mineral region including Enchanted 
rock area showing varies ages and features that are exposed.  
 
12: 
I believe any of those dates would be fine.  I wouldn’t mind seeing several 
different formations of different time periods; locally I believe we only have the 
Cretaceous Period.  I also would like to be able to find fossils from different 
areas. 
 
13: 
I don’t have a conflict on any of those days.  I would like to return to Perdinales 
Falls to study the geological structures there.  Another place of interest would 
be Fossil Rim or a place with fossils. 
 
14: 
no files found 
 
15: 
There is no potential conflict.  Enchanted Rock would be my choice. The 
planetarium would be another choice. Also the dinosaur tracks and fossils 
would be great. 

 
 

Daily Journal June 22, 1998 

1. What did you learn about the components of meaningful learning, as it 
relates to your classroom practice? 
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2: 
I learned that everyone has different ideas of what they consider important 
classroom teaching techniques.  I was also able to pick up new ideas that I 
would like to incorporate in my classroom.  I still believe that if the student 
cannot see how it will help them in their everyday life, then the lesson becomes 
a challenge to teach. 
 
3:  
We gained some insights on what was meaningful in past educational 
experiences and formed our own list of things that would comprise a good, 
meaningful learning experience.  I thought the comparison of the two styles of 
instruction from TIMMS was helpful.  It made me realize the disparity and 
recognize some changes necessary for systemic reform.  
 
4: 
Some of the components I am using, however, there are others I need to 
incorporate.  I do feel challenged with the math.  I liked what I saw in the 
Japanese classroom as opposed to the US classroom.  I will have to remember 
that as I move into teaching math this coming year. 
 
5: 
I learned that I need to make my classroom more interactive and less repetitive.  
I need to shift away from lecture and bookwork and towards a more inquiry 
based approach.  I would also like to emphasize student responsibility.  You 
could almost feel that the Japanese students would get the homework done and 
put some thought into it.  I would like to see that sort of enthusiasm and 
dedication in my own students. 
 
6: 
I learned that the components of meaningful learning as they apply to my 
classroom practices will produce    the desired learning.   I know for a fact that 
the ten major components work with almost all students, but the problem is not 
do they work.  The challenge is implementing them on a daily basis in the 
classroom.  I think inquiry discovery, real world, making connections, 
relevance, hand-on, cooperative learning, and clearing up misconceptions are 
all essential for student learning 
 
7: 
I believe that I am being successful with the components of meaningful 
learning that I am using in my class. In relation to the video, I have found that 
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the learning environment that I have been trying to achieve in my classroom is 
the one in which the students have more active participation. I was concerned 
initially with some of the components, but I now feel that many of the teachers 
fairly agree with the same approaches. 
 
8: 
Components of meaningful leaning could appear painful but can be over come 
if the relevance is made more obvious. 
 
9: 
I find that in most of my lessons I do hit some of the components, such as the 
hands – on, cooperative learning, relevance,  but I need to design my lessons 
where I can incorporate more of these components in the learning process.   
 
10: 
I learned that my classroom style of teaching is too much like the traditional 
teaching style of the math teacher in the video American, and that I need to 
spend much more time utilizing meaningful      learning experiences that we 
discussed today. Actually I already knew that, for that is the main reason I am 
here in the first place. Today just helped me to begin to see some alternative 
learning styles that should help make my classes more meaningful. One thing 
that I have always tried to do is to relate subject content with real life. 
 
11: 
no response 
 
12: 
What did you learn about the components of meaningful learning as it relates to 
your classroom practices?  I learned that my practices are shifted toward the 
learner-centered classroom. 
 
13: 
I found out that many of these components I am already using in my classroom. 
 
14: 
I learned that the components of meaningful learning,   that I believe in, are 
procedures that are hard to implement at times either do to lack of prep time, 
lack of materials, or other constraints, but it is a goal that I want to strive for - - 
Highly probable but sometimes not practicle.  I feel that I do some of these but 
that I could do so much more… 
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15: 
The components are hands-on activities, making it relevant, challenging, 
making it real, personal experience, make it a real world application. 
 
16: 
I learned that I do incorporate some of the components, but still need a lot to be 
desired as far as reaching my goal to be a more motivating and creative teacher. 
 
 
2. Of the software you saw today (Glencoe’s Biology, GETIT™, Lake 

Iluka, Exploring the Nardoo, Redshift) what did you like? 
 
2: 
We were assigned to watch Lake Iluka.  I believe that this program would be 
very beneficial for middle school teaching.  The reason for this is because the 
material is clear, easy to operate, entertaining, and at the same time educational.  
The students attention would be focused on the lesson. 
 
3: 
I liked the amount of material that was actively demonstrated that is normally 
difficult to demonstrate in a typical classroom 
 
4: 
I liked the models in the GETIT software program and the user friendliness of 
it.  It allowed for feedback and exploration of areas of interest.   
 
5: 
GET IT was easy to use and provided lots of opportunity for feedback and 
input. It was presented in such a way (graphics, animation, and information) 
that my students even some of the lower level students would find something in 
their interest range.  One problem seemed to be that we couldn’t print and we 
never found the volcano database. 
 
 
6: 
The software I liked was the Nardo because it is the only one we evaluated 
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7: 
As expected with much of the software of today, it was very colorful, and 
graphical. I liked the fact that the software I viewed provided realistic 
presentations in its tutorials.  
 
8: 
The Glenocoe’s Biology software I saw today had good investigations that 
could be used by students and they involved the use of math. 
 
9: 
The Glencoe Biology software offers several simulations of investigations, that 
for various reasons we cannot perform in the actual classroom.  This program 
allows them the opportunity to get involved in the investigations and analyze 
the results. 
 
10: 
I only had a chance to examine Get it and was impressed with the tremendous 
amount of information concerning hurricanes, volcanoes, and seismic/volcanic 
activity that was available on one CD ROM. I was happy to see that a student 
can find both historical as well as technical information about these 
activities.  
 
11: 
no response 
 
12: 
Of the software you saw today? What did you like? I had assessment at 12:00 
so could not view the software. 
 
13: 
N/A 
 
14: 
I really liked the lab simulations that gave the student control /ownership of the 
experiment and lets them manipulate the variables.  Working on the computer is 
a lot more exciting than on paper but I would want to make sure that before the 
students got onto the computer, that they knew how to draw and set up their 
own charts and graphs.    
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15: 
I only reviewed Red-Shift and this software was moderately appropriate.  This 
software was more informative, could use for background information. 
 
16: 
The Nardoo software was very good. I know my students would thoroughly 
enjoy working with it. It has various components that prove to it to be a great 
piece of software. 
 
3. What software would be useful to your students?  What would be 

useful to your students?  What would prevent its use? 
2: 
I believe that the Glencoe Biology would be beneficial for my class because it 
is something that would help me get the information of the curriculum to my 
students.   I believe that financially we would be unable to purchase the 
software. 
 
3: 
I feel that most software can be useful to students and it is our responsibility to 
preview and select software that is applicable to specific needs.  The major 
roadblock to classroom use at this point is lack of sufficient hardware. 
 
 
4: 
Software that can be run on a system that is stand-alone and/or networked.  
Software for integration of math and science that is user friendly, considering 
most of the students I will have this coming year are not computer literate.   
 
Currently, today, I do not have computers available, but I have been promised 
that the up and coming year I shall have 4 computers available with Internet 
access for my students to use.  Also,  these computers will be in the physical 
classroom, not in an obscure lab somewhere on campus to be shared with 600+ 
students.  Students will be in groups of 3 to share the use of a computer.  I 
suppose that puts some constraints on individual use of software, but in 
comparison to years past where there was no computer access available; we’ll 
live with it. 
 
5: 
The GET IT software would be useful in a more Earth Science setting.  I prefer 
software that is very easy to use and doesn’t require the students to be computer 
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experts.  It is especially nice if it can be customized for the different ability 
levels.  I need software that  can be used on a stand alone or on a network and 
that can allow printing so students can take pictures and research out of the lab.  
At the present time I have a single PC in my room that is used solely in my 
classes and access on a limited basis to two different computer labs that can 
accommodate 25-30 students each.  I am not sure as to the networking 
limitations.  
 
6: 
The software that would be useful to my students is Nardo.  It has quality 
content with a logical progression of information.  It also integrates math and 
science 
 
7: 
Based on what was presented on each software package, the most useful one for 
my students would be the Glencoe Biology.  If the package relies heavily on the 
textbook before the investigations could actually be employed, then the use 
with my students would drastically be reduced. 
 
8: 
The software useful to my students would be the ones with virtual labs . They 
would not otherwise to able to see out comes  because of lack of supplies. 
 
9: 
This particular software would be useful for any science class.   Limitations 
would be the lack of sufficient number of computers so that all students could 
be actively involved. 
 
10: 
I would like to see more software like Get It , however with only one computer 
in my classroom, its use would be limited. Perhaps someday we will be 
provided with a science computer lab, or at least enough classroom computers 
to make using the software more feasible. 
 
11: 
no responses 
 
12: 
What software would be useful to your students? What would prevent use? 
Software which helps to teach.  Access to the appropriate equipment 
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13: 
N/A 
 
14: 
I think that the Lake Iluka software would be the most useful in my classroom 
but I could see parts of the Glencoe Biology to expose them to a lot of 
preliminary vocabulary and or activities that might be applicable in the future 
 
15: 
Was only able to view one software, cannot determine which software   
would be useful.  Do not have the computer with a CD-ROM. 
 
16: 
Since we have a variety of topics to teach. It would be useful to incorporate a 
program that covers a variety of TEKS at a time. 
 
4. What are your major concerns about this course and how would you 

modify the class or activities? 
2: 
I really could not say. 
 
3: 
My major concern is time management; I feel that the information and 
techniques provided here would be extremely useful.  Considering that this is 
the first day that I have attended this class, I would like to hold my evaluations 
until more information comes available. 
 
4: 
My concerns are the same as before, I have a lot to learn in very little time.  
Also, I am concerned about the class I will be missing Wednesday since it 
appears it will be over an area I have little knowledge of.  How do I make it up?  
Will it be possible to record the class?   
 
5: 
Major concern is the reading.  The reading over the weekend was rather lengthy 
and got technical really quick.  I am not that knowledgeable in astronomy so 
that was new territory for me.  It would be nice if you could give us the list of 
reading assignments for the next few weeks ahead of time so we can budget 
time.  A classroom that was less crowded with desks would facilitate group 
activities and bigger desks.    
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6: 
My major concern about this course is not a problem now, but could become 
problem when school starts. I hope I will be able to turn in the required 
assignments and keep up with my school work as well.  So far, I would not 
make any modifications to the class activities.  All the activities so far have  
been very beneficial 
 
7: 
To date, I do not have any major concerns.  In terms of class/activity 
modification, I would like to see some type of connection, or at least a short 
discussion regarding the reading assignment and the following class’ lesson. 
Having read the chapters, I feel lost with what we are doing. 
 
8: 
My major concern about this course is that I don’t know how much I can 
implement all this into the classroom once school starts. 
 
9: 
My major concern is that I am not keeping up with my reading assignments.   I 
will try to really find the time I need to get this accomplished. 
 
10: 
Today, we tried to work in more material than we actually had time to do 
(remember the Japanese class). I would have liked to spent more time looking 
at the software. I only had a chance to examine Get It. 
 
11: 
no responses 
 
12: 
What are you major concerns about this course and how would you modify the 
class or activities. I will be missing all of the computer time if it is done from 
12:00 to 1:00. 
 
13: 
I am still unclear as to what the activity we did today is going to be used for, (it 
seemed like a curve ball ), I wasn’t ready for this type of activity.  I see the end 
result, however, we could have seen good examples of American teaching in 
Geometry, as well as bad examples in Japan, (Inference was very strong).   This 
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makes me wonder what is in store for other types of activities that might come 
along.   
 
14: 
I’m worried about keeping up with all the reading because I really want to 
understand the concepts and take my time to absorb the material,  but I’m still 
trying to enjoy the short summer. As far as modifying, I feel that the class is 
moving at an appropriate pace and I like the transition between activities so far 
because they keep me stimulated and awake.  I like working in groups and  
sharing class ideas 
 
15: 
My major concern right now is missing the last hour of class because of  
my other class that begins at 12.  It seems I am missing out the technology 
aspects of the class.  I would not change an of the part of the   
class or activities. 
 
16: 
My major concern is that I have such a vast of information to learn that I might 
not have the capability to absorb it all.    
 
 

Daily Journal June 23, 1998 

 
1.  Think of at least one question that can be answered by an expert or 
looked up in a reference, but that could not have been ‘answered by 
science’ 50 years ago. 
 
2: 
Is homosexuality genetic?     
Is cloning possible? 
 
3: 
na 
 
4:  
What is the cause of and treatment for AIDs?  How does AIDs attack and 
invade the human immune system? 
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5: 
Fifty years ago scientists would not have been able to answer the question of 
the reliability and success of a reusable spacecraft.  The theory was there but 
they had to have doubted what would happen? Would the craft land 
successfully and travel into space again?  They also had worries about what 
would happen when we first visited the moon and those same questions will be 
present when the first human walks on Mars. 
 
6: 
How far away is the next solar system is a question that could not have been 
answered 50 years ago? It is also a reference question. 
 
7: 
How is it possible to connect computers to each other for continual worldwide 
communication? 
How similar are the compositions of the earth and the moon? 
 
8: 
What is the composition of  rocks in the moon? 
 
9: 
What kind of rocks can we find on the moon? 
 
10: 
How can chromosomes relay genetic codes to the ribosomes to determine 
which proteins will be manufactured within a cell ? 
 
11:na 
12:na 
13:na 
 
14: 
Is the cloning of animals possible?  Can Autism and or Mental retardation be 
reversed? 
 
15:na 
 
16: 
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Can DNA testing be used to prove guilt or innocence in a legal case? Can a 
normal living animal be created by cloning? Can an object travel faster than 
sound? 
 
17:na 
 
 
2.  A “discrepant event” occurs in a person’s mind when they are 
presented with an issue that doesn’t match their personal construct of the 
world.  (Like the teacher arguing that the Earth is flat).  It forces a person 
to confront what they “know”, to support it or to change it, based upon the 
validity of their knowledge.  Think of an example of a discrepant event that 
you might present to your students in a course you teach. 
 
2: 
It was discovered that the human race evolved from Cro-Magnon. 
 
3:na 
 
4: 
I honestly cannot think of one right now 
 
5: 
I like to bring up the “fishbowl” idea of the world.  Douglas Adam’s books ask 
us to believe that the Earth is an experiment run by mice.  The mice have 
created the Earth as way of answering the ultimate question “What is the 
meaning of life?”    I ask my students to pretend that they are a member of an 
ant farm and to imagine life in the farm.  What is it like?  What is the outside 
world?  Does the ant know that they are in the farm or do they believe the farm 
is all there is?  Is it possible that we are all part of a giant farm run by some 
other being?  I am not sure if this is truly a discrepant event, but it sure does get 
them to thinking about things in a different light. 
 
6: 
An example of a discrepant event that I might present to my students is have 
them explain why a paper towel  placed in the bottom of a cup will not get wet. 
 
7:  
Why don’t we just chemically produce water instead of trying to conserve it? 
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8: 
A discrepant event would be that  salt water effects how things float 
 
9: 
Can lemon light up a light bulb? 
 
10: 
Day and nights occur as the Sun orbits the Earth every 24 hours. 
 
11:na 
12:na 
13:na 
 
14: 
One discrepant event might be pouring alcohol into a bottle, setting it on fire 
and getting an egg to be sucked into the bottle and then trying to get the kids to 
figure out how to get the egg back out ( just by blowing into it again and it 
should pop right out).   You can also fool the students and help them to make 
good observations by placing a styrofoam cube, cut like a sugar cube, into  a 
sugar cube box and prompting them to make good observations about sugar 
cubes. 
 
15:na 
 
16: 
The earth is the center of the universe and the planets really rotate around  us. 
 
17:na 
 
 
 
3. Do you think that, eventually, all questions will be answerable with 

science? 
 
2: 
No, because I believe that the world will continue to evolve and with that, many 
new discoveries will come about.  
 
3:na 
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4: 
No.  Our answers only pose  more questions. 
 
5: 
No, and I hope not.  I think that we will always have questions and even today 
as we answer some that previous scientists could not we are presented with new 
questions and more will be brought up constantly. 
 
6: 
No, I do not think that all questions will be answerable with science 
 
7: 
I do not believe all questions will ever be answerable with science. New things 
are always being discovered, which in turn, often brings with it new questions. 
There are also theories that may never be answered on a scientific basis 
 
8: 
No, because the more we find out the more questions we will have. 
 
9: 
No, because you will always have the human factor of different perspectives. 
 
10: 
No! 
 
11:na 
12:na 
13:na 
 
14: 
I Totally hope not  !!  I hope there will always be something to question and if 
we’re not questioning the future events, we should definitely be questioning 
past philosophies.  There is no possible way that we could answer all of the 
questions that we desire to know. 
 
15:na 
 
16: 
No, because when you get the answer to one set of questions, it starts you 
thinking about a series of other questions. 
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17:na 
 
 
 

Daily Journal June 24, 1998 

 
1. Consider the content presented so far in this class.  How comfortable 

have you been with the topics?  Has your anxiety level with respect to 
the science content increased, decreased, remained the same?  Has your 
anxiety level with respect to the teaching/pedagogy content changed? 

 
2: 
Some of the topics seem rather difficult but I guess it is just because they are 
new to me. My anxiety level has increased but I think it’s because I’m tired. 
In regards to teaching content, my views have changed and I have discovered 
new ideas that I would like to incorporate into my daily teaching lessons. 
 
3: 
I am very comfortable with the content at this point in time.  My anxiety level is 
yet to be determined.  I feel confident that I can teach this material. 
 
4: 
no entry 
 
5: 
What topics? Where?  Guess I missed it but so far we haven’t had any really 
scientific content.  It seems to be teaching methods so far.   
 
It has probably decreased because even though the reading was content and  
technically heavy the RAT wasn’t that difficult.  It was challenging yes, but it 
did not make me feel like and idiot.  (Of course we haven’t gotten our grades 
yet so there is still time. So far it remains about the same.  I still feel lacking in 
the area of being more of a facilitator rather than a teacher.  However, I am 
already realizing how many new ideas I will be able to incorporate into my 
classroom.  I really liked the RAT idea and the magnet inquiry lab. 
 
6: 
no entry 
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7: 
As a whole I am okay with much of the information that has been presented to 
the class. I think my anxiety level has, for the most part, remained the same at 
this point. I am still concerned about the reading material (the science content); 
the idea of taking the RAT or doing an activity in regards to the information 
before it is discussed is a little new to me. On the other hand, I feel at ease with 
the overall teaching content 
 
8: 
The topics are interesting but some of it seems very in depth. My anxiety level 
in respect to the science has increased. My anxiety level to the teaching content 
is chang9inh. 
 
9: 
Initially, I was a bit apprehensive because this content area is all pretty much  
“Greek” to me.    My anxiety level has decreased, somewhat,  after the first 
RAT since I realized that you don’t expect me to become an expert.   The 
teaching/pedagogy change has also helped dispel some of my anxiety and 
concern.  The class is turning out to be quite ‘fun’ and informative. 
 
10: 
So far, I have been comfortable with the content although I was somewhat ill 
prepared for today’s test. My anxiety level went up when I took the test today, 
but went back down when I found out that the teat will have little effect on my 
final grade. My anxiety concerning my own teaching style has gone up because 
I realize more and more that I spend to much time lecturing, I am happy that 
this class is devoting a lot of time to teaching strategies 
 
11: 
Right now I have a high anxiety level since I have not seen the textbook, or 
really know what is expected of me for this course.  Being out for four days is 
the pits! After the test grade, I am really at a high state of anxiety! I was tested 
on material everyone else read last night and I don’t even have a book. 
 
12: 
no entry 
 
13: 
no disk 
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14: 
no entry 
 
15: 
no disk 
 
16: 
no entry 
 
2. Have you typically explored topics at this level of depth or detail?  

What would be the advantages of pursuing topics in depth with your 
classes? Disadvantages? 

 
2: 
Yes, when I was learning anatomy my professor taught us some of the topics in 
depth. The advantages to teaching in depth are that the would get a better 
understanding of the class material. One disadvantage is that some of the 
students might not like it and not want to participate or even worse distract the 
other pupils. 
 
3: 
I have explored topics in this depth on many occasions.  This type of 
exploration of topics gives the students a better opportunity to fully understand 
a particular topic or concept.  The trade-off is that this type of 
instruction/assessment takes a lot of time. 
 
4: 
no entry 
 
5: 
I would have to say I mix up the depth level depending on the topic.  For 
example I go into mechanics and simple machines but don’t touch on the 
formulas for efficiency and mechanical advantage all that much.  Yet we spend 
almost two weeks on the elements and their importance in out lives.  I try to 
cover every topic in the TEKS, try being the operative word there.  I also try to 
pick topics that are more likely to play a part in my students’ lives.  We also 
consider the importance of topics in the decisions they will make with regards 
to politics, health, finance, and social conscious.  One major pitfall of getting to 
in depth is running out of time and having to discard other topics.  We also 
seem to have some overlap in our classes.  IPC, Chemistry, and Biology all 
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have to introduce the Periodic Table but the depth to which they do so should 
be different.  
 
6: 
no entry 
 
7: 
I have taken a class or two, in the past, that presented information in similar 
detail. I have even considered, once or twice, to presenting information in the 
same manner to my students. Two advantages to it would be: 1) The students 
may develop a better understanding of the material and, 2) The students would 
be forced to begin using some of the higher order thinking skills. One 
disadvantage to this approach is that the actual amount of material covered in 
the class would be reduced. 
 
8: 
The depth and details have not been explored this deeply in teaching 6th  
Grade.   The advantages are that I will be able to challenge my students 
more and get them more interested. 
 
9: 
I am trying to structure my teaching to where my students get the opportunity to 
explore topics at a greater depth than before.   The advantages are that students 
get a good solid understanding of concepts in a few topics covered in depth 
than a “glossing over” of a lot of content.  Some teachers may see this as a 
disadvantage because we may not cover all of the curriculum that they feel may 
be required because they are driven by curriculum and  not student needs. 
 
10: 
Yes, I have taken many classes that went even deeper into detail. The more time 
you spend on a topic and the more in depth you go into a topic, the greater the 
chance of the students understanding the topic. It also allows for more time to 
spend on hands-on activities concerning the topic. The disadvantage is that the 
students may become bored and want to study something new. Also time spent 
on one topic takes time that you could have had to introduce another topic. 
 
11: 
Yes, I have explored topics at the level we explored today.  I think this is a 
great way to get your students to believe in themselves, and to use their 
problem solving skills. 
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12: 
no entry 
 
13: 
no disk 
 
14: 
no entry 
 
15: 
no disk 
 
16: 
no entry 
 
 
3. Consider difficulties you have had in understanding a science concept 

(e.g., the HR diagram).  How might the use of technology help your 
students understand concepts?  How might the use of technology 
hinder your students’ understanding? 

 
2: 
The use of technology helps them get a visual picture of what you are trying to 
teach them.  One disadvantage is that the student might not want to use the 
textbook anymore.   
 
3: 
I think that the possibilities of using technology to demonstrate a particular 
concept is invaluable.  A hindrance to the use of technology by students is 
mainly the difficulty of hardware/software operations along with the difficulty 
of trying to understand the concept as well. 
 
4:  
no entry 
 
5: 
I had a difficult time understanding the life cycle of the stars. I would have 
liked to see a graphical representation of the cycle with animation.  Technology 
can help students by reading for them, translating into Spanish, providing 
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pictures and moving graphics and simply be capturing their interest.  It might 
also hinder my students by presenting material to fast (ESL students have a 
hard time following the videodisc we use because the narrator talks too fast), 
presenting material out of order from how I do, and by frustrating them when 
the technology doesn’t work correctly or the way they think it should.  
 
6: 
no entry  
 
7: 
I believe the use of technology would help my students develop a better 
understanding of the concepts because it makes it easier to apply 
demonstrations and visuals for those students who really need it. Because it 
grabs their attention, it also gives them a desire to see what else it can do, or 
what would happen if they made changes to some of the variables. The same 
use of technology could also be a hindrance for any student who has not had 
any previous experience or is uncomfortable with the use of computers or any 
technological equipment. They may find themselves so concerned with the 
equipment’s operation, or whether or not they may abuse it in some way, that 
they miss the concept entirely. 
 
8: 
Technology will help students be introduced to new concepts and help review 
material that was not completely understood before. Maybe the students will  
not ask as many questions 
 
9: 
From my own experience, I’ve found that I understand concepts more easily 
when I actually do some type of hands-on activity related to that concept.   
Technology offers us another methodology to use in the classroom to reach 
those students who may have difficulty comprehending concepts from 
textbooks. The disadvantage lies in the lack of availability of computers and not 
all the students will have the opportunity to use the technology.  Also, some of 
the students do not have the necessary skills to make the use of technology a 
viable option as an independent activity in the classroom. 
 
10: 
The video we saw of a Japanese teacher using a computer program to 
demonstrate a mathematics principle showed clearly that technology can be 
used to enhance student understanding. If, for example, students, depend upon 
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using a calculator to solve all their math problems, then they may not ever learn 
the multiplication table.  
 
11: 
I think if you have technology, the student can look up other ways of finding 
out say how the HR diagram is read, maybe the break down of the diagram etc. 
The more information a student has at his side, the better he can come up with 
answers, ideas, etc. The student may have so much information that he cannot 
condense it to make sense .  
 
12: 
no entry 
 
13: 
no disk 
 
14: 
no entry 
 
15: 
no disk 
 
16: 
no entry 
 
 

Daily Journal  June 25, 1998 

 
1. What are the potential benefits of using formative assessments?  What 

are the potential problems?   Do the potential benefits outweigh the 
potential problems? 

 
2: 
no entry 
 
3: 
I see the major benefit of formative assessment as the encouragement and 
facilitating “real” learning and understanding for a majority of the students.  
The potential problems are miniscule to the expected gains.  The problems 
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associated with  parents and administration  not being able to understand the 
process will be a major hurdle, but these problems are not insurmountable.  A 
good public relations program will alleviate most of the problems. 
 
4: 
Not having been a part of the RAT test, I can only answer this as I understand it 
based on today’s explanation in class.  It appears to measure what a student has 
learned individually and also appears to measure what he/she has learned as a 
result of peer tutoring or group consensus.  At least, that is what I think I 
understand about it. Potential problems may come from students who are 
unmotivated, or who are accustomed to failure and therefore do not make an 
effort to learn.  Other problems may arise when students complain to parents, 
and parents to teacher and/or administrator about one student “doing most of 
the work,” while the others benefit from it.  Do the potential benefits outweigh 
the potential problems, that would depend on the environment you’re working 
in.  I can see where it would have value in certain programs as opposed to 
others.  However, I do think it is a more realistic measure in that we all learn 
from others; we’re not solo “island” thinkers and learners. 
 
5: 
Potential benefits – assess not just memorization of the facts but where the  
students stand in terms of personal growth and their learning potential.  
Potential problems are the parents which may not influence my class all that 
much because I have not had that many parents complain or praise anything 
about my class.  I think that the other teachers would complain more than the 
students or teachers. One other main concern would be getting all my students 
involved.  It would be hard to get the severely special education students 
(especially MR) involved in an activity that depended so much on reading.  
Any possible suggestions?  I definitely think that for the average or GT student; 
the potential benefits outweigh the potential problems.  
 
6: 
The potential  benefits of using formative assessment are increased student 
participation.  Students will participate when they have confidence in their 
answers .  Working  together and collaborating on answers will increase student 
confidence thereby, increasing student participation.  Formative assessment 
could also increase student understanding.   Students can sometimes understand  
their peers better than they understand the instructor.    Yes, I think the potential 
benefits outweigh the potential problems if the assessment is well thought out 
and well planned. 
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7: 
One of the potential benefits of using formative assessments is more 
involvement from all of the students; hopefully the more motivated students are 
pushing the less motivated students to work. Another benefit is that each 
student is learning how to interact with the different personalities of the group. 
A potential problem is the fact that the less motivated would not participate at 
all, simply obtain the answers from the others, or make the assignment for the 
others harder to complete. The potential benefits do outweigh the potential 
problems because the students are learning life-skills that will become very 
important when they enter the working world.  
 
8: 
Formative assessments are beneficial to find out the background ability of the 
students. Problems may arise in that some one may not have been expose to the 
knowledge but Is very capable.    This would actually show total growth 
attained that information they already Came in with. 
 
9: 
By using formative assessments, the individual has the opportunity to grow and 
add to his potential knowledge base through group interactions.   Summative 
assessments are basically a regurgitation of content and are not an indication of  
the individual’s growth in other areas that contribute to the total development. 
 
10: 
Formative assessment has the advantage of being a tool of learning. It also 
provides for peer tutoring during the group period if the test is designed like the 
one that we took Wednesday. The test we took yesterday also provided students 
to approach each question on a higher thinking plane because team mates had 
the opportunity to discuss their ideas during the group test and then even 
challenge the teacher if they feel like their answer should be correct also. 
The potential problem is that poorer students may not study but depend on their 
team members to help them enough on the team test that they will get a passing 
grade regardless of how little they know. 
 
11: 
I believe the potential benefits of using formative assessments is actually 
getting to know how the students thinks, the process and how he/she uses what 
they have learned.  Not just memorization.  Potential problems: students that 
have learned only facts to give back to the teacher will ultimately fail. Yes, I 
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believe that the benefits will outweigh the potential problems, because 
hopefully we are giving our students more inquiry based thinking activities to 
do at lower grade levels, and in the upper grades. 
 
12: 
no entry 
 
13: 
no disk 
 
14: 
no entry 
 
15: 
no disk 
 
16: 
The potential benefits are many. I feel this would be a great learning experience 
for the students. They would be able to learn to work individually as well as 
work with others in a group. They would learn concepts in a different type of  
learning method. The problem might be that an individual might score lower in 
their group grade and might get upset with the group dynamics. However, I 
think the potential benefits greatly out weigh the problems. 
 
 
2. Describe the concepts of heat and temperature. 
 
2: 
no entry 
 
3: 
Heat is a transfer of energy related to the motion of particles.  The higher the 
heat, the faster the particles move.  Because of the high number and small size 
of the particles, it is difficult to measure the speed of the particles so we 
measure the overall temperature using a thermometer. 
 
4: 
A larger volume of a substance has more heat to yield/transfer than a smaller 
volume.  Heat is a result of the molecular movement (faster movement leads to 
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higher temperature).  Temperature is a measurement of heat given up as a result 
of the molecular movement.  
 
5: 
Heat is the sum of the molecular speed of all the molecules and therefore takes 
into account both the temperature and the volume. Temperature is the average 
molecular speed of the molecules.  For example, two containers of water are at 
70°F, yet one has twice as much volume as the other.  The one with the most 
volume will have the most heat.  Also, this concept explains why steam at 
100°C is more dangerous than water at 100°C.  The molecules in the steam 
have more kinetic energy and therefore more heat and thus they can burn you 
more. 
 
6: 
Heat  depends on the amount of matter as well the temperature of matter.  
Temperature is a measure of the motion of the molecules in a substance.  The 
higher the temperature the faster the molecules move.  The lower the 
temperature the slower the molecules move.   A cup of water at 60 C will 
contain more heat than a teaspoon of water at 60 C. 
 
7: 
Heat is the total kinetic energy in a substance while temperature is the average 
kinetic energy of the molecules in the substance. Heat looks at the substance in 
its entirety, the total quantity of the substance. For example, two containers 
with the same type and amount of substance can have the same amount of heat. 
If the first container has twice the amount of substance than the second 
container, it can have more heat energy. 
Temperature looks at the motion of the molecules in the substance.  In the first 
two containers mentioned above, if the molecules in the second container are 
moving faster than the molecules in the first container, the second container 
will have a higher temperature.  If the first container has more substance, but 
the molecules are moving slower than the molecules in the second container, 
the second container will have a higher temperature. 
 
8: 
Heat is the amount of kinetic energy stored with in a material and temperature 
is how hot or cold something is. 
 
9: 
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Temperature is the measure of the movement of the molecules in a substance.   
The higher the temperature, the faster the movement of the molecules; the 
lower the temperature, the slower the movement.  Heat is the measure of the 
amount of energy in a substance; the more substance at a given temperature, the 
more heat  energy available 
 
10: 
Heat is the caused by the friction of molecules making up a substance as the 
molecules bump into one another and other molecules which causes some of 
the molecules of kinetic energy to be transformed into heat energy.  
The measurement of this heat energy is called temperature 
 
11: 
Heat is the amount of (quantity) kinetic energy that is in an object.  
Temperature is the measurement of that amount of kinetic energy.  Heat can be 
seen by the movement of molecules, where temperature can be measurement of 
that movement by using a thermometer. 
 
12: 
no entry 
 
13: 
no disk 
 
14: 
no entry 
 
15: 
no disk 
 
16: 
The concepts of HEAT ANS TEMPERATURE are that the more volume that is 
heated the high the temperature it will heat something. Example: the smaller 
container did not heat  the milk to a higher temperature. My prediction was 
wrong because I was thinking of time. When you have a baby crying you think 
of how fast you can heat up the milk, not what the highest temp it can be 
heated. I need to remember to read the directions carefully next time. 
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Daily Journal June 29, 1998 

 
1. Current cosmological theories require incredible lengths of time.  How 

do you deal with concepts, such as "deep time", for which students 
have no experiential basis?  Give an example. 

 
1: 
Time is a factor that is hard to explain.  Most of the students will refer to the 
bible and try to justify time by saying how long it took for God to create the 
earth (6 days).  
 
2: 
a. I can honestly say that I am not very comfortable with the material presented. 
b. My anxiety level with the content has not changed. 
c. The way the material is be presented is somewhat confusing at times but I 
believe that my confusion         
is only temporary. 
 
4: 
Use a roll of adding machine tape.  Adopt a scale to use to represent units of 
time.  Mark off the different geological periods using the scale.  The current 
period will be relatively small in comparison. 
 
5: 
I saw an excellent demonstration that involved a set of signs on stakes and a 
football field.  The signs had the time period of important events and the 
relative distance from the goal line.  Students had to go that many yards and out 
in the appropriate stake.  While the group was walking down the field working 
from past to present the instructor discussed each event and its significance in 
geological history.  When we got to the other end of the field we could “look” 
back through time and see the spacing of different events.  The scale would 
have to be developed from a timeline and the stakes made but I feel the benefits 
are worth the time.  You could do a similar activity with more recent events if 
that is what you needed. 
 
6: 
I try to get students to understand  “deep  time” by having them compare it with 
something familiar .    When we discuss geologic time, the students make a 
geologic time tape to represent the  age of the earth.  One millimeter represents 
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one million years and one meter represents one billion years.   The four eras are 
plotted as well as other events that have occurred. 
7: 
Considering the fact that more time than what is really available within the 
classroom setting is needed, some concepts are introduced, yet only the surface 
is covered in class. To allow the students an opportunity to obtain more 
knowledge in those areas, individual research is assigned. The research may be 
on the scientist, the actual theory, or from the student’s perspective 
(hypothesis).  
 
8: 
Deep time is just dealt with saying that it is or was a very long, long, long time. 
 
9: 
I use time-lines to help students get some type of perspective of “deep time” 
and try to relate these to things that they are familiar with such as dinosaurs.  
Also, using family genealogy – “during the time of your parents, grandparents, 
great-grandparents, etc”.  It is very difficult for students to grasp time concepts 
because they deal so much with the “now and today” and not the past or the 
future. 
 
10: 
Large numbers are hard to deal with weather you are dealing with “deep time”, 
Alvagadro’s number, distance in light years, the National debt. I personally like 
to write the numbers in exponential form and then talk about the number of 
zeros involved. It is helpful to relate these numbers to items the students are 
familiar with like how high a million dollar bills stacked on top of each other 
be. 
 
11: 
For students that have no concept of “deep time” I would use a roll of tape that 
you put in an adding machine.  Mark on it as different periods of time and let 
them unwind it to see the large period of time that is before them. 
 
13: 
One way is through the use of time charts according to geological periods.  As 
students go through the time periods and eventually come to the present they 
realize that the present day is extremely small.  I make dilutions to show very 
small amounts of a solution. 
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14: 
You may be able to relate a time scale to their age in hours or minutes or to 
their family generation.   
 
15: 
I do not understand the question. 
 
16: 
I probably would have them do a time line first with their first 10 years of their 
lives. They would chart all the important events of their life that they choose to 
highlight. We could then also do a time line for famous scientist or some sort of 
geological calendar to show them the relevance or irrelevance of their lives 
compared to the time the earth or universe has existed. 
 
 
 
2. In light of today’s discussions, describe the concepts of heat and 

temperature. 
 
1: 
Heat is the amount of energy given off by an object.  Temperature is the 
method by which we measure that heat release. 
 
2: 
Yes, but never in this subject.  The only thing that worries me is not getting a 
good grasp of the information and being able to take it to a higher level. 
 
4: 
Temperature is a measure of the kinetic energy/molecular movement.  As 
molecular movement increases, changes in state, and changes in temperature 
occur.  Heat flows in one direction, from hot to cold.   
 
5: 
I had to leave to meet the phone guy. 
 
6: 
In light of today’s discussion,  temperature is the kinetic energy of the 
molecules.  Temperature increases because there is an increase in the kinetic 
energy of the molecules.  An increase in pressure  and a decrease in volume can 
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also cause an increase in temperature.  Heat  has to do with the amount of 
matter  that makes up the substance.  The more of the substance one has at a      
given  temperature, the more heat the  substance contains. 
 
7: 
Heat and temperature are very much connected, but other parameters, pressure, 
volume, and temperature, must be considered as well. The Laws of 
Thermodynamics describes the interactions of these parameters as they are 
combined. As long as these concepts remain relatively constant, heat and 
temperature can easily be introduced to the students with the relation of motion 
and energy.  These concepts become more complex as the relationships are 
expanded. The laws, therefore, become very useful in defining the boundaries 
of those relationships.  
 
8: 
Heat is the kinetic energy  and the temperature is increase or decrease of the 
moving molecules. By adding heat decreasing the heat available. 
 
9: 
Heat and temperature were two main forces that helped form our universe, 
hence, our earth; and they continue being major factors in our life on earth.   
For example, our weather is driven by the uneven distribution of heat on the 
earth’s surface creating different climatic conditions.   Also, our natural 
disasters such as volcanoes, earthquakes, and hurricanes are caused by the 
transfer of heat. 
 
10: 
Heat is the kinetic energy of atoms in motion. Temperature is the measure of 
this energy. 
 
11: 
Heat is kinetic energy, for matter, the slower the movement the more solid an 
object is.  The faster it moves the more it is likely to be a liquid, and then really 
fast a gas.  Temperature is the way you measure heat.  Heat can be cold or hot. 
 
13: 
Temperature is the measure of kinetic energy by using a scaled instrument. As 
the temperature rises an increase in heat will be given off.  Heat travels, not 
cold, for example by heating the end of a metal rod the other end will 
eventually get hotter.  Cold does not travel as compared to heat. 
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14: 
Heat and temperature had to be part of the processes that formed the universe 
and Earth.  We studied that the Earth is affected dramatically by many series of 
heat transfers such as earthquakes, volcanoes, and hurricanes.  We learned 
about the laws of Thermodynamics, or movement of heat in a system or series 
of systems.  Also that the changes of temperature affects the pressure and 
volume of objects. 
 
15: 
Heat is the transfer of energy in a given object, whereas, temperature is a unit of 
measurement in a given object. 
 
16: 
When something is heated, molecules speed up. Heat always travels from a hot 
area to a cold area. Temperature is the measurement of heat. 
 
 
3. Can you think of a hands-on activity to illustrate the concepts of 

temperature and heat? (Please, no "yes" or "no" answers…elaborate) 
 
1: 
Take two sticks and rub them together to start a fire.  The friction created by 
rubbing the sticks together will raise the temperature enough to cause the fire to 
start and form energy to be changed. 
 
2: 
The technology has been very helpful in the understanding of the material. It 
gives the students a step by step learning process and a visual picture of what I 
am trying to explain. 
 
4: 
Use 2- one liter bottles.  In one have cold water (colored blue).  In the other, 
warm water (no color).  Tear off a corner of card stock and place in the cold 
water bottle.   Place a larger square of card stock over the mouth of the cold 
water bottle, and invert the cold water bottle over the warm water bottle, so that 
the two bottle openings are on top of each other, with the card stock between 
them.  Carefully pull the card stock from between the two bottles.  The cold 
blue water will sink and the clear water will begin to rise, and the movement of 
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the water current will be indirectly visible by watching the tiny corner caught 
up in the flow. 

 

5: 

Yes I have the students stand inside a taped off area and act out the molecules 
when I give them a relative temperature.  I do not tell them how fast or slowly 
to move but when they get it right I blow a whistle and the next group has to try 
a different temperature. 
 

6: 

Yes, I can think of an example of a hands-on activity to illustrate the concept of  
temperature and heat.  Have  students half fill a 50 ml beaker with water 60 
degrees C. Have them half fill a 1000ml beaker with water 60 degrees C.  Have 
them record the time it takes for each beaker to reach   50 degrees C.  Ask them 
which beaker reached 50 degrees C first and Why.   Hopefully they will 
discover that the beaker with the least amount of water lost heat first because it 
contained the least amount of heat. 
 

7: 

The following is one example that I have used in my class. I generally do this 
activity the day before I introduce the material. (I’m on block scheduling, so 
there’s enough time.) Just before class begins, I adjust the thermostat so that it 
rises to an uncomfortable temperature. The students begin the class while it is 
still nice and cool. I continue to have class until most students seem a little 
restless. (If you do this, please make sure it’s a fairly simple lesson you’re 
working on.) At this time, after constant complaints, I readjust the temperature 
to its original setting. The next day we discuss what happened, leading into the 
introduction of the topic. If there’s not enough time, I have the students pretend 
that they are beans (for molecules) in a huge pot. I have them act out what they 
think would happen as I increase the temperature under the pot. Then we 
discuss the reasons why 
 
8: 
At this moment I know that temperature is what can be measured with a 
thermometer but the kinetic energy within an object I’m not sure how that could 
be demonstrated. 
 
9: 
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1. set up a clear container with a divider in the middle 
2. on one side of the divider pour cold water and on the other side pour hot 

water 
3. add  food coloring to the hot water so you can see the direction of the 

flow of the hot water 
4. remove the divider and observe the direction of flow 
5.  the hot water should flow towards the top of the container. 

 
1. pour cold water in a clear container  
2. put some hot (colored) water in a cup with a hole punched at the bottom 

of the cup 
3. cover the hole with a finger and lower the cup into the cold water so that 

the cup’s bottom is close to the containers bottom  
4. remove the finger and observe the movement of the hot water as it flows 

out the hole 
 
10: 
You could bring a mylar balloon filled with helium to class and have it in an ice 
chest with dry ice. As the balloon is taken from the ice chest and placed at room 
temperature, the helium will begin to expand and the balloon will expand. This 
will show a relationship between heat, temperature, and volume.  
 
11: 
Put hot water on one side of an aquarium and cold on the other.  Make sure that 
there is a partition between the two.  Put red food coloring in the hot water and 
blue in the cold.  Remove the partition and let them watch the hot water sink 
and the cold water rise. 
 
13: 
Allow students to carefully place food coloring in two containers of water.  One 
container has hot water and the other has cold water.  Place a thermometer in 
each container being certain not to stir the contents.  Have the hot water 
container  in a hot water bath and the other with cold water in a cold water bath.  
This allows each container to remain at a constant temperature longer.  The 
students can observe the diffusion of food coloring  and determine the effects of 
temperature/heat relationship over a period of time. 
 
14: 
I can’t think of any at this time 
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15: 
Yes, I would have cup of water, cup of soil, and place a thermometer in each 
cup and place in the sun. Would compare the difference in temperature and see 
which cup would heat up the fastest. 
 
16: 
I think this activity to illustrate the concept of temperature and heat was 
excellent. This is something the students could relate to, it would be fun and 
they would actually be role-playing a molecule while learning the concept. 
 
 

Daily Journal June 30, 1998 

 
1. Exploring the influence of composition, pressure and water on rock 

melting is probably an exploration in greater depth than you are used 
to.  Is this in-depth exploration necessary?  Why or why not? 

 
1: 
I feel that it is necessary in order to be able to explain what happens in our earth 
to the kids.  When we talk about earthquakes, volcanoes and caves, the children 
are very inquisitive and show a lot of interest in this part of science.  It is 
important that not just the teacher has access to this information but that the 
students also have access.  Most of my students love science and the more 
information they acquire the better.  
 
4: 
Based on what was in our textbook and the misconceptions we had (re: last 
question on RAT), yes.  Since I have extremely little geology background, 
having never taken an undergraduate course, the more in-depth , the more I 
begin to understand.   
 
5: 
For me it was because I didn’t understand the connections and they play such 
an important role in geologic events.  It explains the reason why volcanoes 
form at subduction zones and that helps me realize the significance of the “Ring 
of Fire”. 
 
6: 
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This depth is not necessary for the classes I teach.  If I were teaching high 
school students, it would be necessary to teach all three factors.  It is not 
necessary to go into such depth at the level I teach. Students might become 
confused in dealing with too many variables.  I might get better results if 
I introduced them more gradually. 
 
7: 
I believe the in-depth exploration is very good and is very necessary. A lot of 
times materials are not covered in as much detail as they should be simply 
because there is a lack of time, material, or both. This program presented the 
material in such a way that a lot of needful information is provided in a rather 
short amount of time.  Pressure is a very hard concept to demonstrate in the 
classroom, especially with materials of various percent compositions. With the 
graphing, the information can be broken down to as small or as large of 
increments that are needed to get the point across. 
 
8: 
I think it is necessary to explore how composition, pressure and water  effect 
rock melting Because they are all related to one another and are always 
interacting/ 
 
9: 
Yes, because there were other factors, such as water and pressure, that I had not 
considered as having an effect on melting rocks.   Also, since my experience in 
earth science is limited (to say the least), any and all explorations will help me 
to more easily understand new concepts.  
 
10: 
Yes, because if one is to understand why there are different types of volcanoes, 
and that there are different rocks produced in these different types of volcanoes, 
then  one needs to know what part these factors contribute. 
 
11: 
I think anything that is new to a person should be explored in depth because  
that is how you learn.  I was not use to the influence of composition, pressure, 
and water on rock melting. 
 
13: 
If this information is important it should be stressed.  It seems that composition, 
pressure, and water on rock melting are the basis for changes in the earth.  I 
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don’t recall that water has really been addressed so far.  It was only inferenced 
in subduction zones.  
14: 
I feel that the exploration was very necessary because we are dealing with the 
ocean, which makes up the majority of the Earth.  The activity was very 
appropriate because it provides other conditions that we don’t always take into 
account like the massive , huge, giganto amounts of water.   More information 
and activities are always better because what may get through to one student, 
may not always get through to another. 
 
15: 
Yes, because the Earth is constantly changing  and this exploration gives a hint 
of what is happening deep within the Earth’s surface. 
 
 
2. Based on your two RAT experiences how do you view the RAT’s 

usefulness in the classroom?  Do you like it?  Why?  If you dislike the 
RAT, how would you change the process? 

 
1: 
I teach using the A Beka system which is a high intensity system and don’t give 
me the opportunity  to spend a lot of time on any one subject.  I am presently 
attempting to make changes in some of the science curriculum to enable to 
expand on certain areas that need to be expanded on. 
 
4: 
I am still undecided about this one.  I can see where it is a useful tool to use in 
the learning process.  However, I’m not sure about introducing ambiguity, 
purposefully, into the questions.  I think I would use it as a teaching tool, and 
have it carry little weight in the overall grading process.  Perhaps, it would be 
used as a pretest, sort of, and then give the test again later in the week.  I’m not 
sure.  I need more experience with it, and I need to think about it more.   
 
5: 
I think that the RAT’s are a wonderful tool.  I might let the students appeal the 
individual tests or if their group successfully appeals a group question and the 
individual papers were wrong because they had that same answer then I would 
give it to them.   
 
6: 
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I can see RAT being useful in the classroom with modifications.  I would not 
use it in the classroom in its present form.  I don’t like the way it is used in its 
present form because students in my classroom would  abuse the group grade.  
They probably would  not try as hard on the individual test thinking they will 
make up the difference on the group test.  I won’t say I detest it.  Ican’t say for 
sure until I have used it with my students.  One modification I would make is, I 
would give students an opportunity to argue  a point on the individual test as 
well. 
 
7: 
I don’t know if I’m comfortable enough with the RAT to have it weigh 
substantially in my classroom. I do see some usefulness in my classroom when 
it comes to cooperative learning, but I would definitely make some 
modifications if I were to you it in my classes. For example, any correct 
answers given to the group’s grade, after justification, would be given to any 
individual(s) within that group who wrote the same answer.  Along with the 
required reading assignment, I would stress the areas of greater concentration to 
my students. In other words, if there are areas that I’m not concerned with my 
students knowing, I would not try to allow them to spend too much time in that 
area. Finally, I believe my questions would be geared towards the subject 
matter, obtaining the overall information, not so much as whether or not I can 
throw them off with a word or two in my questioning? (For example, quest #1 
in RAT #2: I do not recall reading about temperature differences in reference to 
the magnetic stripes {I could be wrong though}) 
 
8: 
The RAT usefulness will allow students to work together but also to make them 
be more prepare because if the group has to agree on the answers each 
individual must be able to positively influences the others.  If they don’t prove 
themselves at the beginning they may lose creditability  and they other might 
not want to accept their input later. Yes, I like the Rat , but I would like to have  
a day prior to question members of my group over the material  to make them 
more accountable  for the next day. 
 
9: 
I like the RAT method of assessment and I plan to try and implement it in my 
classroom.  I find it very useful in that the clarification of questions is 
accomplished in the group activity and this allows for reinforcement if a student 
is not quite sure of his choices.  Also, it allows for students to experience other 
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views or perspectives as each group member contributes arguments to support 
his/her choice.   
 
10: 
I like it as a learning tool, and I feel that test taking should be a learning tool. I 
would let individuals contest questions on their own test as well as the group 
test. I would let them do this as a homework assignment. I think that using this 
first as an open book test would especially be helpful.  
 
11: 
If I used the RAT in my classroom, I would have two obvious answers if the 
student studied the chapter.  I did not like it, because I did study and I was 
asked what I thought was picky questions, the real concepts that I thought I 
needed to know, I was only asked a very few of these.  It made me feel stupid, 
and I would hate to have my students feel that way.  I would use it, but change 
it to high school format. 
 
13: 
I think it is very useful.  It’s ambiguity tends to lower the self-esteem of the 
individual and if the group does bad it then lowers their self-esteem as well.  If 
the group does well then it makes a person/student group dependent.  It 
understand it is to support in depth reading and understanding.  Many learners 
(the average learner), normally reads material at face value.  For the average 
learner to experience this type of reading/learning style it would take place at a 
very slow snails pace.  In collaborative learning, learning is accelerated due to 
the tools/past experiences that the whole group brings to the “table” when the 
learning time occurs.  I really feel that this experience is allowing two models 
to be presented and I would expect more concrete learning about the subject to 
be either with lecture or collaborative grouping before testing.   
That’s all I have to say about!  
 
14: 
The RAT could be a very useful tool once the students got the hang of it.  I’m 
afraid that those underachievers would take too much advantage of gathering 
with other people for collaboration of the answers. Those unmotivated might 
also hinder the others with their lack of motivation because they wouldn’t be 
much of a help for the other.  I do believe that the RAT builds confidence in the 
student and can direct them in using different strategies to work problems that 
others use.  I feel that many times students can learn best from each other.  I 
would let them choose their partners at first because they are not very aware of 
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each others abilities, but once they are enlightened as to who knows what, I 
would try to randomly help them choose their partners.  
 
15: 
first of all the test was so ambiguous, sorry.  I only took one of the two tests.  It 
is hard to form an opinion based on one test.   The test was not a valid type of 
assessment.  I think the scoring could be scored differently.  I would not give 
the answer the same value as you did.  It is hard because I really did not 
understand the instructions of the test. 
  

 
Daily Journal July 2, 1998 

 
1. Many of you have little opportunity to take your students into the field 

as we did yesterday.  In what matter can you bring the field experiences 
to your campus surroundings so your students can conduct field 
studies? 

 
1: 
By use of field samples and use of instruments used in field studies with small 
groups at a time can give them some idea of what is done in the field. 
 
2: 
I would most likely take some rocks that I collected while I was out in the field.  
I show them pictures video tapes, and books that talk about the area being 
presented. 
 
3: 
I have taken students to the Blanco river site and to the Tarpley site in the past.  
I plan on taking them again in the future and adding the Inks lake state park to 
the list.  An alternative would be a videotape of these sites along with 
photographs to use in lab activities in the classroom. 
 
4: 
We’ve done these in the past.  Survey and find the diversity of wildflowers that 
grow on the school campus.  Students can use field guides to identify them.  
Keep records of population of and diversity of the wildflowers and compare 
from one year to another. 
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5: 
Use a color overhead of an exposure and project the image onto the wall and 
have the students draw the exposure.  A better manner of doing this would be to 
draw the exposure onto large white paper and then have them draw it.  This 
way they could move around without standing in front of the image and 
creating a shadow. I would also like to bring in samples of fossils and lab 
samples of present day organisms and ask the students to reach conclusions and 
make comparisons between them. Stuart suggested that I take my students 
around the downtown area on a walking tour and look at the different buildings 
and the rocks that they were made out of.  This would be easy since downtown 
is only a block down the street.  (Thanks Stuart!!!) 
 
7: 
The Science Department is currently working in conjunction with the 
Agricultural Department at my school to develop a pond to be used by both 
departments. The pond will contain fish, with various types of plants both 
inside and around it. The actual landscaping is still being discussed. Since the 
students are actually performing this project within their classes, this would be 
an excellent opportunity to talk about the types of rocks that can be used, and 
how they were formed. Ideally, I would like to be able to incorporate my 
erosion activities within the same location, but time will tell if this is actually 
feasible. 
 
8: 
Well, I would use food to make a memorable impact on the students by using 
Jell-O and making sugar or chocolate molds embedded in to different colored 
layers of the Jell-O and has them dig them out. Or we could make mud and clay 
layers and set in real fossils or plastic fossils for students to dig out and 
identify. Have them compare this to actual photos and videos of scientist in the 
field. 
 
9: 
I think that by bringing in rock samples and developing activities so that they 
can have some hands-on experience would be helpful.  As for activities that 
involve factors such as temperature and pressure, programs such as Get It can 
be great resource for these.  Also, once students have a basic idea of rocks, then 
we could go outside our campus, collect rocks and try to apply the information 
that they have learned. 
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10: 
I plan on using a combination of my pictures , rock samples and video to bring 
the realism of being in the field to the students. The use of the Cambrian Getit 
progam can definitely be used. 
 
11: 
You could have a number of different types of rocks (granite, basalt, felspar, ), 
and have the students identify and tell what type of terrain that they came from 
and how they were formed. (rock cycle) 
 
14: 
I thoroughly believe that you should go through all means necessary to expose 
your kids to the field.  I’ve done things where I collected the samples from the 
original sight and then brought it to the class…for example, I went to different 
wetland sights and collected samples of the materials for the students to work 
with.  I’ve also brought back stuff from the beach.  I think we could find some 
guest speakers to come in and talk to the students ….some of the engineers 
from the city have come before and brought their field equipment for the kids to 
try to use. 
 
15: 
I would bring some of the samples I have collected and present them to my 
students. Then would explore the school ground so they could explore any 
geologic studies.  An extension would have them explore their backyard or 
surrounding area. 
 
2. Your field notebook is your record of your field research.  What 

information should you include in your book?  Why might illustrations 
be important? 

 
1: 
The information needed in your field notebook would be such things as written 
notes on what you observed, measurements, calculations, and drawings.  
Illustrations would be important because it would give you a reference of what 
was out there when you were there and you would be able to show the 
necessary and important points in your drawings. 
 
2: 
Area location, vegetation, rocks, wildlife, temperature conditions, and picture 
illustrations that describe the area. 
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3: 
Entries in your field notebook should be dates, times, weather conditions, notes, 
observations, drawings, sketches with explanations. 
 
4: 
Right now, in the beginning, since geology is a new area, location, observations 
and notes from information sources (lectures, field guides, etc.).  In case 
technological devices fail (film gets lost or corrupted, computer fails, video 
camera messes up, etc) illustrations could help you find an area by looking at 
and comparing profiles.   
 
5: 
You should include location, day, conditions, and activities.  You should also 
write down everything Stuart says in one of his teaching moments.  Illustrations 
are important because they act as a visual record of what you saw and 
discussed.  They will also help me so I can point out important things to my 
students. 
 
7: 
Basically, as much information as I can obtain from the field research should be 
recorded into my field notebook. This includes, but is not limited to: Location 
and date; Objects observed; Formation of objects; Possible effects from or on 
the surrounding environment. Illustrations are very important for several 
reasons: 1) A picture is worth a thousand words – It simplifies the overall 
lesson of that location; thus, pages are saved to be used for more information. 
2) Having some form of a visual aid keeps the trip fresh in your mind, capturing 
things you may have overlooked or forgotten simply by reading. 
3) If someone else needed to borrow your notes, it may add to his/her 
understanding. 
 
8: 
Information that should be included in a field notebook is date, time, weather 
conditions, location., the resources presenting the information  and illustrations.  
Illustrations are important so that  it would give a  you a reference to what the  
note are about  if you can’t really describe just with words. Also it might be a 
reference for future studies. 
 
9: 
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Information included should be location, date, time, and brief description of 
what is being viewed plus any information given by instructors.   Illustrations 
can be helpful for later reference. 
 
10: 
The first thing I like to put is the date and location of each site for each entry. I 
like to include notes taken from any teaching done at each site, and a sketch 
showing any important geologic phenomena at the site. I also like to name the 
types of rocks found to help remember the name of any samples collected. I like 
to take sketches showing any geologic formations. I also like to take pictures 
that I can compare with the sketches. This helps me to be able to know where 
each picture is taken. Sketches are important for future reference if you ever 
want to return to a site. It helps you identify pictures, and is a good teaching 
tool. 
 
11: 
Your field book should have the location of the site, detailed sketches, maps if 
possible. You can talk about vegetation, wildlife, and any other things that 
would produce a comprehensive picture. 
 
14: 
I believe that you should include all the important field notes about specific 
points and sites,  the time of day that the data was recorded, and any drawings 
that will help you find the spot again.  Illustrations are very important because 
they give you the perspective of what you are seeing at that point in time so that 
when you return to that spot you will be able to tell the changes that have 
occurred.    It seems that when you draw something, its serves as a quick 
reference guide when you refer back to the image.  Also, it seems that you pay 
more attention to details of the item that you are drawing…accuracy. 
 
15: 
my field notebook should have supplementary information dealing with 
geologic information about the areas you visited.  The notes should be 
informative and should be used as what it named, as a field guide.  The 
illustration are like pictures you take with a camera, it is showing you that 
particular area.  The field notebook should have the place, time, and date.  This 
help bring back your memory just in case you might have forgotten.  To help 
recall your information. 
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3. Today you conducted a computer-based exploration as part of a team.  
How has this strategy affected your productivity and research 
outcomes?  Did you find it advantageous or disruptive?  Elaborate. 

 
1: 
The team productivity was fairly slow but the research outcome was more 
accurate because you had 2 minds working instead of 1.  It was more 
advantageous to work as a team enabling you to cover more material than you 
would be able to by yourself.  
 
2: 
I noticed that when students are placed together to work different ideas are 
presented and the workload seems less and better understood.  We were able to 
speed up on some of the material because either my partner or I knew some of 
the answers. In my opinion, working with someone else was advantageous.  
We were able to research some extra material on certain volcanoes that were of 
interest to us. 
 
3: 
I felt that it made more information available in a short period of time.  I think 
that the program allowed a detailed search which provided a wealth of 
information. It was advantageous to work as a team in that it was difficult to 
remember exactly where certain information could be found, whereas working 
with a partner allowed the synergism of memory.  Working with two people 
allowed us to stay focused and on task. 
 
4: 
Two heads are better than one.  Collaboration helps.  Team members can learn 
from each other.   
 
5: 
I liked working with a partner.  It allowed me to ask questions and to also 
answer questions.  Some disruptions were not being able to work at my pace I 
had to slow down.  I liked being able to get another persons perspective on the 
assignment and what they felt was important.    
 
9: 
I feel that whenever I work with a partner or in a group, I get more 
accomplished because I get the input from others who may see and interpret 
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things differently or from another perspective.  It definitely is advantageous and 
not disruptive at all.   
 
11: 
My productivity was better than it has been.  Two heads work better than one!  
If one of us was confused, the other would find out what to do.  Our research 
was quite good.  I found it to be quite advantageous.  I found out more ways to 
use the software; ie. Glossary.  I loved watching the types of eruptions. 
 
15: 
Cooperative learning is beneficial.  It helped me and it was very productive.  
Working as a team is an advantageous strategy for the student.  We share our 
ideas and concepts.  We can learn easily and can be productive. 
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Appendix #8: Questionnaire (15 Written Questions) 

1. Describe what and how you have learned in this Collaborative Program. 
 
2. How did learning in this Collaborative Program differ from other 
professional development programs with which you are familiar or have had 
past experience? 
 
3. How is your participation in this collaborative professional development 
program related to your learning and to your personal and professional growth? 
 
4.  Describe collaboration in your Collaborative, and how did it work? How do 
you view relationship among participants (i.e., collaborative community)? 
 
5. Through your experiences in this collaborative professional development, 
give some examples of cooperation and collaboration. 
 
6. Did school administrators support your involvement in the program? 
 
7. How have you modified your interaction with your students as a result of 
participation in your Collaborative? 
 
8. How has the collaborative professional development helped you to change 
your science teaching strategies? 
 
9. How could you apply what you have learned through your Collaborative? 
 
10. What is the most helpful thing or things you have learned or have 
performed through this Collaborative that have been implemented in your 
classroom? 
 
11. How has this collaborative professional development helped you use 
technology in your classroom, and is it more than you have done in the past? 
 
12. How do you now foster collaborative or cooperative learning in science? 
 
13. What would you modify about this collaborative professional development? 
 
14. How would you recommend improvements to the Collaborative Program? 
 
15. If you come back in year 2001, what would be some new changes that you 
would like to see with this collaborative regarding professional development? 
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Appendix #9: Answers to Questionnaire (15 Written Questions) 

 
Arlyne’s Answers to 15 Questions 

1. Can you describe what and how you have learned in this collaborative 
professional development?   

 
I have learned to assess student’s prior knowledge by giving pre-test.  I have 
become better in implementing and creating rubrics. I am more aware of 
cultural differences.      
 
2. How is teachers’ learning through involvement in your collaborative 

professional development different from other professional development 
programs with which you are familiar or have had past experience? 

 
In the collaborative there is genuine interest in helping the teachers advance 
their knowledge and teaching skills and experiences without the feeling of 
competition among the members 
 
3. How is your participation in this collaborative professional development 

program related to your learning and to your personal and professional 
growth? 

 
My participation in the collaborative has allowed me to expand my knowledge 
in areas that I was not confident in and shares my own teaching ideas and 
techniques. 
 
4. Describe collaboration in your Collaborative, and how did it work?  How do 

you view relationship among participants (i.e., collaborative community)?  
 
Members of the collaborative are willing to share Ideas and help each other out. 
 
5. Through your experiences in this collaborative professional development, 
give some examples of cooperation and collaboration. 
 
Other teachers have shared lessons and given helpful techniques in improving 
what each of the teacher has to contribute to the collaborative.  Some times 
other members have explained Information to me that I wasn't to clear on. 
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5. How has your school administrator and school district supported your 
involvement in the Collaborative?   

 
My school administrator has supported my involvement with the collaborative 
by allowing me to attend CAST.  In being receptive to new ideas I can use in 
the classroom. 
 
7. How have you modified your interaction with your students as a result of 
participation in your Collaborative?   
 
I think I have become more understanding of their abilities and their interest.  
 
8. How has the collaborative professional development helped you to change 
your science teaching strategies?  
 
 It has given me more confidence to teach areas of science that I would not 
cover in much depth. 
 
9. How could you apply what you have learned through your Collaborative? 
 
I will utilize the knowledge in the classroom and try to assist other teachers at 
my school so that they can teach better to the students' needs. 
 
10. What is the most helpful thing or things you have learned or have 
performed through this Collaborative that have been implemented in your 
classroom?  
 
Being involved with the NASA classes allowed my students to experience first 
hand what astronauts do in space.  They really learned a lot from the field trips. 
 
11. How has this collaborative professional development helped you use 
technology in your classroom, and is it more than you have done in the past? 
 
It has allowed the use and access to the Internet, which in turns provide me with 
great resources to use in the classroom.  The use of Globe Information also. 
 
12. What have you done in your classroom to foster collaborative or 
cooperative learning in science?   
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Group projects and more hands on.  Students have done projects of earth 
models, the earth-moon system, collections and classification of Insects.  They 
are very interested in fossils and we will be make casts and mold soon. 
 
13. What would you modify about this collaborative professional development? 
 
 At this time I like to mention that [The Assistant Director of the Collaborative 
Program] and [The Director of the Collaborative Program] have been very 
helpful and resourceful.   They are always available and are willing to help 
meet our needs. 
 
14. What suggestion do you recommend to improve the collaborative 
professional development program?  
 
Maybe have a timeline of what classes are to be offered and needed. 
 
15. If you come back in year 2001, what would be some new changes that you 
would like to see with this collaborative regarding professional development? 
 
Have professional development in creating presentation that incorporates the 
used of several technologies at one time.   I would like to learn how to use 
different presentation programs besides PowerPoint. 
 
 

Bob’s Answers to 15 Questions 

 
1. Can you describe what and how you have learned in this collaborative 

professional development? 
 
I feel that listening to other teachers’ experiences, I have grown in several 
ways.  The teachers in our collaborative suggest techniques to specific 
situations they have encountered.  I, as do many others, listen to the ideas and 
use or discard these ideas as I see appropriate.  In many instances one does not 
have to reinvent the wheel, meaning certain activities and certain behaviors are 
typical of certain age levels.  Some teachers have not encountered some of these 
behaviors.  Through demonstration of activities of curricula we encounter, we 
explain what took place within the classroom.  We suggest what works and 
what doesn’t work.  It’s these situations that help improve professional 
development.  These are real teachers explaining what’s happening in the real 
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world in teaching.  I feel there is validity in collaboration among teachers and 
professional development.  
 
2. How is teachers’ learning through involvement in your collaborative 

professional development different from other professional development 
programs with which you are familiar or have had past experience? 

 
Many times in other professional development programs teachers do not have 
the opportunity to meet back and share their findings with activities.  This is 
basically what happens with Regional Service Centers, however not the case 
with our South Texas Rural Collaborative for Excellence in Science Teaching 
at Our Lady of the Lake University.  We test curriculum and try different 
pedagogical techniques.  
 
3. How is your participation in this collaborative professional development 
program related to your learning and to your personal and professional growth? 
My participation in this collaborative professional development program now 
directly relates what I have learned to use in the classroom.  On almost a daily 
basis my students use collaboration, inquiry, modeling, and rubric grading.  I 
have become a facilitator for my students, all they need to do is ask and I do my 
best to provide what they need.  I also use webs, something of which I basically 
knew nothing about until I entered into the collaborative. 
 
3. Describe collaboration in your Collaborative, and how did it work? How do 

you view relationship among participants (i.e., collaborative community)? 
 
Collaboration within our collaborative occurs in various ways.  It occurs 
through courses that we are taking.  An example might be as 5of us that were 
taking a particular course, we had to create an eight-week or more thematic unit 
on water.  After creating a web called “Water, Water everywhere.  Each person 
was assigned a particular strand of the web, we each had to create questions as 
well as develop activities and provide information for students to use.  This 
particular assignment allowed each of us to not only actively participate as 
curriculum specialists but also allowed each to see how other presented 
information using different techniques.  Many of us now use technological 
equipment such as computer presentations, along with digital cameras, and 
CD’s.  Using these types of various examples in our presentation on “Water, 
Water Everywhere” was a very successful unit.  If one person needed more 
activities or help, we were either a phone call or an e-mail away from help. 
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4. Through your experiences in this collaborative professional development, 
give some examples of cooperation and collaboration. 

 
I believe question four helps answer this particular question. 
 
5. How has your school administrator and school district supported your 

involvement in the Collaborative? 
 
Basically, I have not advertised that I belong to a collaborative with my 
administrators, however anytime I needed to do something on or off campus I 
have received the utmost attention. 
 
6. How have you modified your interaction with your students as a result of 

participation in your Collaborative? 
 
I feel that I am more tolerant of my students needs as individuals and also I feel 
that culturally diverse students are better served as a result of my participation 
in my collaborative. 
  
7. How has the collaborative professional development helped you to change 

your science teaching strategies? 
 
I use various techniques to reach students as compared before.  I no longer 
solely rely on a textbook or use only standardized test.  I try to use “real world ” 
community based examples as much as I can.  I feel that students have a better 
understanding of abstract ideas as well as examples. 
 
8. How could you apply what you have learned through your Collaborative? 
 
I also feel that I have explained my answer to this question already. 
 
9. What is the most helpful thing or things you have learned or have 

performed through this Collaborative that have been implemented in your 
classroom? 

 
I feel the most helpful attribute I now possess is the confidence to help students 
learn according to their needs, not what some author of a textbook might feel 
they need.  I feel that I can address the TEKS appropriately. 
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10. How has this collaborative professional development helped you use 
technology in your classroom, and is it more than you have done in the 
past? 

 
I have to say definitely yes.   I would never have ventured out on a limb like I 
have done since I joined the collaborative. 
 
11. What have you done in your classroom to foster collaborative or 

cooperative learning in science? 
 
While taking a course sponsored through the collaborative, I wrote a paper 
using Reflective Research on collaboration and grouping in rural schools.  This 
was the first time I ever considered qualitative data as compared to quantitative 
data. 
 
12. What would you modify about this collaborative professional development? 
 
That’s hard to say, so far I have basically only spent time, and very little money 
out of my own pocket.  I have been able, due to this collaborative, to attend one 
national and several state conventions.  This is something I never did or 
probably would have attended if not for the collaborative.  Through the 
collaborative I am also a member of a state organization, as well as president of 
that organization – Integrated Science Educators of Texas (ISET). 
 
13. What suggestion do you recommend to improve the collaborative 

professional development program? 
 
I wouldn’t mind having a program that not only includes science as our main 
thrust, but would like to see various other curriculums included for a master’s 
program as well.  I do see that we are working towards that and we do not 
exclude non-science teachers at present. 
 
15. If you come back in year 2001, what would be some new changes that you 
would like to see with this collaborative regarding professional development? 
Of course I would to see more participation of teachers in and around the San 
Antonio area.  At present I believe we are about forty-five strong, but I am 
confident we are growing. 
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Mary Ellen’s Answers to 15 Questions 

 
1. Can you describe what and how you have learned in this collaborative 

professional development 
 
The program was very extensive with current content, good labs for teachers 
and students, and new interactive technology.  There was a good balance of 
instruction and hands-on activities.  The instructors model a variety of methods 
and our assignments are varied. Our learning has been documented by pre-post 
exams, content instruction, hands-on inquiry, field experiences, major projects, 
and classroom implementation. We have many opportunities to learn and 
improve  our ideas. 
     
2. How is teachers’ learning through involvement in your collaborative 
professional development different from other professional development 
programs with which you are familiar or have had past experience? 
 
It was extensive.  It required the learning and application of new knowledge in 
the classroom.  Too often the professional development is short-termed and 
there is usually not enough time to internalize the new material and then time to 
apply in the classroom.  This program is very different with a combination of 
content, hands-on labs, integrating technology, field experiences, and 
implementation into the classroom.  In the past, professional development has 
not address my classroom needs, it is nice to find a program that has the 
classroom teacher in mind.  --  Learning takes time!   
  
3. How is your participation in this collaborative professional development 

program related to your learning and to your personal and professional 
growth? 

 
I knew little on the nature of science, hurricanes, volcanoes, earthquakes, and 
plate tectonics prior to the program.  I not only leaned content but also methods 
to use in the classroom--models inquiry, and cooperative learning.  
Professionally, I know how more content and instructional strategies, and I can 
now develop an integrated unit for my students.  Personally, I have a new 
network of friends and resources that can help me be a better teacher. 
 
4. Describe collaboration in your Collaborative, and how did it work? How do 

you view relationship among participants (i.e., collaborative community)?  
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At my campus there is little collaboration and few people want to grow 
professionally.  Through the collaborative, It is good to have other people who 
are interested in student learning and achievement, and professionals who "love 
science".  The collaborative has become my extended family! 
 
5. Through your experiences in this collaborative professional development, 

give some examples of cooperation and collaboration. 
 
The group is always sharing new labs or web-sites that they have found.  We 
study and work on projects together.  Also, we help each other with the new 
challenges that our school community brings--state demands and requirements, 
student motivation and learning, administration changes, and parent 
involvement. 
 
6. How has your school administrator and school district supported your 

involvement in the Collaborative? 
 
They are glad that I am going back to school, and bring new ideas and 
resources to the campus.  I have been placed on new committee and they are 
starting to use me as a local resource and leader.  The regular, campus visits and 
classroom observations have helped the administration understand my growth 
and involvement.  Also, they are making new partnerships with Our Lady of the 
Lake University.  
 
7. How have you modified your interaction with your students as a result of 

participation in your Collaborative?    
 
My quality of instruction is has greatly changed.  I have modified by classroom 
topics to only a few concepts with more depth --four-six per year.  Also, I am 
integrating more technology in my classes including CD-ROM, and internet. I 
have increased the hands-on inquiry labs to 40-60% of classroom time. I have 
become a facilitator not just an instructor.  Most important, the students are 
achieving more and enjoying science.    
 
8. How has the collaborative professional development helped you to change 

your science teaching strategies?   
 
I have learned how to develop integrated instruction that focuses on real-world 
connections.  I am now using scientific principles that include models, scale, 
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and inquiry to address the science TEKS.  I have learned ways to document and 
assess student products.    I am now using cooperative learning as a way to help 
students learn what they know.  Also, I have access to the collaborative library 
and resources.      
 
9. How could you apply what you have learned through your Collaborative?  
 
 I use what I have learned in all my classroom instruction. Also I am helping 
other teachers in my district. 
 
10. What is the most helpful thing or things you have learned or have 

performed through this Collaborative that have been implemented in your 
classroom?  

 
How not to be textbook driven; I now am willing the use the textbook as only 
one of my resources. I can now develop an integrated unit that is based on 
TEKS and have my students be part of the evaluation system. 
 
11. How has this collaborative professional development helped you use 

technology in your classroom, and is it more than you have done in the 
past? 

 
My school has limited computer technology in each classroom, but we use the 
library computers.  The program has made me feel more comfortable with 
technology and how to evaluate technology resources.  Our school is now being 
wired for more technology.    
 
12. What have you done in your classroom to foster collaborative or 

cooperative learning in science? 
 
Cooperative learning now allows my students to do more product-based 
learning. The training and rubric that the collaborative developed has been very 
helpful so that the students and myself can assess both process and product.   I 
use cooperative groups for most assignments.  
  
13. What would you modify about this collaborative professional development? 
 
 I wish that our school district did as extensive professional development 
training as the collaborative-- training plus implementation. 
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14. What suggestion do you recommend to improve the collaborative 
professional development program?  
I soon want to be a leader to help new collaborative members.  I have never 
seen a program that does professional development, classroom implementation, 
and documentation of student achievement like our collaborative. 
   
15. If you come back in year 2001, what would be some new changes that you 

would like to see with this collaborative regarding professional 
development? 

 
I would like to see what is new from TEA and NFS being offered to the 
collaborative members of the collaborative. I would hope that the collaborative 
has doubled in size so that it can help more small and rural school districts that 
do not have science specialist.  I hope there is a way for "veteran" members to 
grow as new leaders so that they can stay involved.  Most of all in the year 
2001, I want to be an active member of the collaborative still learning and 
sharing with other interested science teachers. 
 
 

Nancy’s Answers to 15 Questions 

 
1. Can you describe what and how you have learned in this collaborative 

professional development? 
 
I came into the class knowing little about geology, the geological time line, etc.  
However, through the class and the field trips and the dialog with the professors 
involved, I have gained some confidence in presenting information on earth 
science to students.  I have also learned new methods of involving students in 
the learning process.  Partially as a result of this collaborative professional 
development, I have begun to design more projects for students to complete, 
rather than paper and pencil tests. 
 
2. How is teachers’ learning through involvement in your collaborative 

professional development different from other professional development 
programs with which you are familiar or have had past experience? 

 
There is closeness among the teachers in the collaborative.  We help each other 
with ideas, with resources, and with sharing learning experiences.  One or two 
day workshops do not provide the collaboration we receive as members of the 
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collaborative.  One or two day workshops provide ideas, but there is little or no 
follow up.  As a member of the collaborative, the projects we are involved with 
provide continuous professional development as well as continuous feedback 
and follow up.  
 
3. How is your participation in this collaborative professional development 
program related to your learning and to your personal and professional growth? 
 
I would not be where I am today were it not for the professional development 
received from the collaborative.  When problems in the classroom arise, I have 
resources outside the school district that I can turn to for assistance.  
Sometimes, the school district may not see a need to address a particular 
problem or may be too close to the problem to look at it objectively.  Others, 
outside the district, who have expertise in certain areas, can sometimes provide 
new insights in dealing with a particular problem area.  For example, the 
development of the PRIDE program was a direct result of contacting and 
discussing the problem of at-risk students in the district with our collaborative 
director.  As a result of her input and program design, we now have a program 
to meet the needs of students who have been retained. 
 
4. Describe collaboration in your Collaborative, and how did it work? How do 

you view relationship among participants (i.e., collaborative community)? 
 
I think I addressed this before in a previous question.  The teachers in the 
collaborative learn from each other, get ideas from each other, and share 
teaching experiences with each other.  As a result, we all grow professionally.  
We each have our own individual areas of expertise, if you will, and we each 
have our own areas of interest.  As we share our interests and areas of expertise, 
we all benefit by learning of other professional growth opportunities like 
workshops, weekend educational trips, etc. 
 
5. Through your experiences in this collaborative professional development, 

give some examples of cooperation and collaboration. 
 
The collaborative has given the high school science department head and 
myself a chance to work closer together.  Through our association with the 
collaborative, we have brought other teachers in our district in for training 
(GLOBE, Clean Air, Project Wet and other workshops) that they would not 
otherwise have known about.  As a result, our school district has profited.  
Other teachers, and not just science teachers, but math teachers, history 
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teachers, and elementary teachers have received training and curriculum 
materials in integrated, cross-curricular science.  Who really benefits?  The 
kids. 
 

6. How has your school administrator and school district supported your 
involvement in the Collaborative? 

 
Not only has my principal supported my involvement in the Collaborative, but 
so, too, have the central office administrators and the school board.  The 
P.R.I.D.E. program would not be in existence without their support.  This fall 
both the high school science teacher (a member of the Collaborative) and 
myself were recognized by the school board for our commitment to excellence 
in teaching our students.  In the 10 years I’ve been with the district, this was a 
first.  Both Connie and I have received support.  Why not?  We have both been 
the recipients of different grants, which have helped our students.  We have 
both received training and professional development, curriculum materials, 
supplies and equipment for our students to use, at very little cost to our school 
district.  Our students are involved with more hands-on science than before as a 
result of our association with the Collaborative.  The needs of some of our at-
risk students are being addressed as a result of the Collaborative.   
 
Our district is one of the few in the state in which a student must pass both the 
math and reading TAAS exams, or a district selected test for grade level 
competency, in order to advance to the next grade level.  This resulted in 
overage students at all grade levels.  We had students on our campus that had 
been retained 3 and 4 times.  This bothered me.  I went to my principal and 
asked her if there was any type of accelerated program that she knew of that we 
could use to help get these over-aged students back on track.  She did not know 
of any.  I went to [The Director of the Collaborative Program] Carnahan, the 
Collaborative director, and asked her the same.  She, too, did not know of any, 
but she began to check into the problem, and together with input from my 
principal, the assistant superintendent, and myself a program was outlined.  I 
secured the help of a fellow teacher, and she and I worked to flesh out the 
outline.  As problems arose the first year of the program, we went to our 
principal for both support and aid.  During the programs first year we started 
with 24 at-risk, over-aged students.  Two were dismissed from the program 
within the first few months for lack of commitment and choice.  Two moved 
out of district.  Of the remaining 20 students, all advanced.  Two advanced only 
1 grade level (from 7th to 8th).  These were two had previously been retained in 
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7th for 2 years.  One of those two was tested for special education services and 
qualified.  One of the 20 dropped out the last six weeks of school and went into 
Job Corp.  Within 3 days, he tested and received a G.E.D.  One student was a 
migrant student who advanced from 7th to 9th grade.  Two 8th graders advanced 
to high school with 2 high school credits.  The remaining students were 7th 
graders who went to summer school and who advanced to 9th grade by the end 
of summer school.  All but 2 of them received 2 high school credits for their 
summer school attendance.  The district administrators supported this program.   
 
This year we enrolled 24 new students into the program.  One student was 
dismissed for lack of commitment and lack of cooperation.  All of the 
remaining students have met the academic and testing requirements for 
acceleration to the next grade.  In January 8 students who began the 1999-2000 
school year as 6th graders will become 7th graders; 15 students who began the 
year as 7th graders will become 8th graders.  If they continue to be successful 
academically and if they pass the district required tests at the end of the year, 
they will advance to the next grade level.  In other words, this year’s starting 6th 
graders could be entering 8th grade next school year, and this year’s starting 7th 
graders could be entering 9th grade next school year.  With the summer school 
component, those entering 9th grade could be doing so with 2 high school 
credits. 
 
We have now reached a new crossroads; the new superintendent is trying to 
convince my principal to move up to the central office staff as the person in 
charge of special programs.  This may have come about, in part, because of the 
Collaborative.  The P.R.I.D.E. program has received some recognition on the 
state level.  We have had success in accelerating retained students.  My 
principal played a major role in convincing the old superintendent of the need 
for this program. I should also mention that my principal is extremely 
knowledgeable in handling problems, in staying abreast of the latest educational 
research, of legal issues, etc.  She also has a commitment to excellence and has 
high expectations of her staff and of her students.  She is fair and honest and 
very much in tune with the community.  There are many reasons for her 
selection for this position, I’m sure, many that I am not aware of, but I can’t 
help but wonder if her involvement with P.R.I.D.E. has been a consideration. 
 
7. How have you modified your interaction with your students as a result of 

participation in your Collaborative? 
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I’m not the same teacher I was before.  I have a totally new teaching assignment 
that I helped to design.  I integrate more than before, not just across the 
different science disciplines, but across the different subject areas, as well. 
 
8. How has the collaborative professional development helped you to change 
your science teaching strategies? 
 
I’ve always been a proponent of hands-on, minds-on teaching and cooperative 
learning.  However, now I use less “cookbook labs” and use more inquiry.  I 
present problems, or areas to investigate, and then let students figure out how 
they are going to approach the problem.  I also incorporate more technology 
than before.  Mostly the technology integration is a result of having computers 
with Internet access available in the classroom.  However, I would not have had 
these had it not been for the Collaborative. 
 
9. How could you apply what you have learned through your Collaborative? 
 

I already do.  More technology is incorporated in the classroom.  There is more 

integration of science with math and technology.  New curriculum has been 

written, more sharing with other teachers in the school.  I’ve had opportunities 

to hold workshops in which I help train other teachers.  Through my association 

with the Collaborative, I’ve received recognition from the school board and 

central office administrators to the point that I now represent our school district 

at the Trinity Forum for Excellence in Education.   

 

10. What is the most helpful thing or things you have learned or have 
performed through this Collaborative that have been implemented in your 
classroom? 
 
The whole P.R.I.D.E. program.  When you have a chance to help kids who 
really need extra help, and you succeed at it, what else could you ask for? 
 
11. How has this collaborative professional development helped you use 
technology in your classroom, and is it more than you have done in the past? 
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We pushed for computers in the classroom as part of the P.R.I.D.E. program.  
We were successful in getting them.  Our students use Microsoft Word, Power 
Point, and Excel as tools to produce their final products. They also use digital 
cameras and a scanner.   They do most of their research over the Internet.  As a 
result, the computer is an integrated component of their education.  It’s not 
taught separately.  Often one project has a math component, a science 
component, and a technology component.  Or, as is the case with my teaching 
partner, one project has a reading component, writing component, social studies 
component, and technology component. 
 

12. What have you done in your classroom to foster collaborative or 
cooperative learning in science? 
 
I’ve always used cooperative learning as a teaching strategy.  Students learn 
just as much from each other (if not more) as they do from the teacher.  They 
may work together to complete a lab experiment, but they are each responsible 
for their own lab reports.  I have them assess each other’s work before final 
products are turned in for teacher assessment.  We use class-developed rubrics 
for assessment.  Once they have assessed each other’s work, then they have a 
chance to improve their product before they turn it in for final evaluation. We 
have class discussions, small group discussions, jigsaws, and even group 
evaluation of how well they cooperated with each other to complete a project (a 
type of group self-assessment).  As a result, they are growing closer together as 
a whole.  They are more aware of their own and each others strengths and 
weaknesses.  They are even more respectful toward each other and have come 
to recognize that they each require different methods to learn.  At first they 
were uncomfortable with some of the cooperative learning strategies that were 
being used.  Now they welcome them and seem to prefer to work together 
rather than individually. 
 
13. What would you modify about this collaborative professional development? 
 
While I recognize the need to have classroom implementation as part of the 
coursework, it would be nice to complete a subject in one semester, rather than 
have it stretch over two.  However, given that both science content and 
pedagogy are both being incorporated in the coursework, it’s probably better to 
have the courses as they are.  It just seems to go on forever sometimes, though 
it really doesn’t.  If I could I would try to find a way to help [The Director of 
the Collaborative Program] and [The Assistant Director of the Collaborative 
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Program] with funding.  It seems the two of them work terribly long and hard 
for us.  What would I modify if I could?  I would get some help for the two of 
them. 
 
14. What suggestion do you recommend to improve the collaborative 
professional development program? 
 
Extend it to include a doctoral component.  I don’t know if that could ever be 
possible, but it would be nice if it could. 
 
15. If you come back in year 2001, what would be some new changes that you 
would like to see with this collaborative regarding professional development? 
 
Those who would have finished in the summer of 2000 could help keep the 
program going.  By that I mean, we could help conduct workshops.  Those who 
complete the master’s requirements should stay involved with the collaborative 
and give back to the collaborative.  New, incoming teachers might need 
mentoring; assistance might be needed with field trips; etc.   New changes 
would be to include a doctoral program for continued development and 
training.  Also, perhaps a mathematics program could be developed to further 
assist with integration of mathematics and science. 
 
 

Teacher #3’s Answers to 15 Questions 

 
Q1: Can you describe what and how you have learned in this collaborative 
professional development? 
 
A1: Some things I have learned since I have been in the collaborative are: 1) 
How to use models effectively when presenting lessons. 2) I have a deeper 
understanding of the limitations of models. 3) I am aware of different types of 
models. 4) I know how to develop an entire unit from beginning to end, with an 
evaluation tool.  5) To use computer technology to enhance student learning.  6) 
To use a variety of teaching styles to help students learn. 7) To use hands-on 
activities to increase student involvement in their learning. 
 
Q2: How is teachers’ learning through involvement in your Collaborative 
professional development different from other professional development 
programs with which you are familiar or have had past experience? 
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A2: Teacher learning through involvement in the Collaborative is different than 
other professional development because the Collaborative allows feed-back and 
follow-through.  If we try an activity in the classroom and run into problems 
with the activity, we can always discuss it with our professors or colleagues. 
 
Q3: How is your participation in this collaborative professional development 
program related to your learning and to your personal and professional growth? 
 
A3: Participation in the Collaborative has had a very positive influence on my 
personal growth and development.  I have gained more knowledge of the 
subject I teach; therefore, my self-confidence has increased.  I also have several 
new teaching tools which I didn’t have before. 
 
Q4: Describe collaboration in your Collaborative, and how did it work? How do 
you view the relationships among participants (i.e., [members of the] 
collaborative community)? 
 
A4: Collaboration in my Collaborative involves sharing activities with fellow 
teachers, working together in cooperative learning activities, participating in 
field trips with other members, going to conferences and workshops together, 
and presenting lessons as a group. 
 
Q5: Through your experiences in this Collaborative professional development, 
give some examples of cooperation and collaboration. 
 
A5: Some examples of cooperation and collaboration are; On one field trip, we 
had to measure “stream flow,” in order to complete the activity we had to work 
together to carry the equipment to the desired location and share tasks in 
performing the activity.  Upon completion of the activity, we had to compare 
our results with the other groups to see if our data was skewed. 
 

Q6: How has your school administrator and school district supported your 
involvement in the Collaborative? 
 
A6: My school administrator has supported me by providing me with a 
computer with Internet hookup. 
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Q7: How have you modified your interaction with your students as a result of 
participation in your Collaborative? 
 
A7: I have modified my interaction with my students by increasing my level of 
interaction with them.  The students have become more involved in the learning 
process. 
 
Q8: How has the Collaborative professional development helped you to change 
your science teaching strategies? 
 
A8: The Collaborative has helped me change my teaching strategies by using 
more hands-on activities, nontraditional evaluation tools, fewer paper and 
pencil tests, learning that is relative to the students, individual and group 
learning and increased student achievements. 
  
Q9: How could you apply what you have learned through your Collaborative? 
 
A9: I can apply what I have learned in the collaborative in the classroom on a 
daily basis. 
 
Q10: What is the most helpful thing or things you have learned or have 
performed through this Collaborative that have been implemented in your 
classroom? 
 
A10: The most helpful things I have learned in the collaborative are use of 
models and increased knowledge of the subject I teach. 
 
Q11: How has this Collaborative professional development helped you use 
technology in your classroom, and is it more than you have done in the past? 
 
A11: The Collaborative has helped me use technology by using the internet. 
 
Q12: What have you done in your classroom to foster collaborative or 
cooperative learning in science? 
 
A12: I have done a number of cooperative learning activities with my students 
by assigning roles and responsibilities during activities. 
 
Q13: What would you modify about this Collaborative professional 
development? 
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A13: I would modify the number of field trips we take.  I should have taken 
fewer field trips and engaged in more pre and post discussion of those field 
trips. 
 
Q14: What suggestion do you recommend to improve the Collaborative 
professional development program? 
 
A14: Some suggestions for improving the Collaborative are: 1) Increase the 
content—pace the lessons so we don’t move too fast or too slow.  
Understanding of content lead to more confidence in teaching.  2) Continue the 
hands-on, but discuss the activities more.  3) We should not try to do so many 
activities that we become overwhelmed. 4) Tutor teachers who are struggling 
with content. 
 
Q15: If you come back in year 2001, what would be some new changes that 
you would like to see with this collaborative regarding professional 
development? 
 
A15: I would like to see most of the professional development done during the 
summer months.  I also think the teachers should have a “voice” in which 
professional development topics are presented.  
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Appendix #10: Transcribed Interviews (First 5 Pages) 

 
Interview with “ARLYNE,” July 19, 2000 

 
H.F.=Hassan Faraji 
A.=”Arlyne,” a pseudonym 
 
H.F.: Okay, I would like to express appreciation to you for being part of this.  
I understand that you are very busy.  But that’s a great help for me.  Thank you 
very much.  First of all, I would like to ask you to choose a name for yourself. 
 
A.: Arlyne.” 
 
H.F.: Okay, Arlyne, how has this collaborative experience helped you learn 
science content compared to other professional development experiences you 
have had? 
 
A.: It has offered me a lot of opportunities.  The best thing I would say 
would be hands-on experiences.  We actually did things instead of just reading 
about them and I could internalize them, practice them, and then use them in 
the classroom. 
   
H.F.: So when you say “hands-on,” which kinds of hands-on activity do you 
mean? 
 
A.: Well, like when we went fossil hunting and we actually went and 
collected fossils and brought them back and identified them.  And different 
kinds of collections, like the insect collection and leaf collection.  We weren’t 
just seeing pictures.  We were actually finding them and identifying them, and 
we could take that back and have the students in the classrooms use the same 
techniques that we used. 
 
H.F.: Have you participated in any other collaborative?  No other 
collaborative?  So, this was a first experience? 
  
A.: Well, yes, as a collaborative that I stuck to for a long period of time, 
yes.  The other one was just like, they just offered like one workshop and they 
didn’t follow up.  They were just like, like this collaborative, I mean, you 
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became part of it.  You belonged.  They kept offering you things instead of just 
the same thing over and over. 
   
H.F.: So for how long was that collaborative? 
 
A.: I’ve been in the collaborative for like two and a half years? 
 
H.F.: This one?  So, that other collaborative was like for a week or so? 
 
A.: Yeah, it was like a summer workshop. 
 
H.F.: The whole summer? 
 
A.: No, it was just like one week or two weeks.  The workshop that they 
offered. 
 
H.F.: So how do you compare them?  What was the big difference between 
this collaborative and the other? 
 
A.: Well, I have to give credit to [The Director of the Collaborative 
Program] because she really took an interest in the teachers and wanted the 
teachers to not just take a class, but to continue their education so they could 
use it in the classroom.  And even get their Master’s through the program.  So, 
that has been very helpful. 
 
H.F.: So, which science class do you teach? 
 
A.: I teach sixth-grade science. 
 
H.F.: Sixth-grade?  Just like everything? 
 
A.: General science.  They incorporate all kinds of science material into the 
class. 
 
H.F.: And how long have you been participating in this collaborative? 
 
A.: Two and a half years in this collaborative. 
 
H.F.: Two and a half years.  Okay, let’s see.  How did you see the 
collaboration in this collaborative? 
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A.: Well, I mean, most of the time the teachers were willing to share their 
experience, share lesson plans.  And, of course, there’s always competition in 
who’s going to get the best grade.  But I think, overall, everybody worked 
together.  It gave me a chance to know other people from other schools and 
what the district requires them to do and how to work for them.  And what I 
could try new in my classroom. 
H.F.: So other than, let’s say that you have learned, which, participating in 
this collaborative?  What did it bring to you?  What is the incentive to 
participate in this collaborative? 
 
A.: Well, the incentive at first was just that it would offer me opportunities 
that I could offer the kids.  Like through some of the classes, we would get 
equipment and materials or field trips, but [The Director of the Collaborative 
Program] made us understand that if we would take advantage of this, that we 
would be benefiting ourselves by getting a master’s degree in integrated 
science.  And so that was like an extra bonus. 
 
H.F.: So that was one of the incentives? 
 
A.: Yes.  It was an incentive.  At the beginning when I started, I wasn’t 
really thinking about that.  I was thinking about how I could use it immediately 
in the classroom and what I was getting to use in the classroom. 
 
H.F.: Do you use it now? 
 
A.: Yes.  I use a lot of the materials and lessons that I’ve learned through 
the collaborative in the classroom. 
 
H.F.: So what you have learned here, you were ready to take it to your class? 
 
A.: Yes, I could implement it almost—not immediately, but implement it 
within the school year in my classroom.  And like when we would go on field 
trips, I would take pictures or bring examples back.  The students were really 
impressed that I was doing that.  They didn’t just see me as a teacher.  I’m kind 
of like a scientist now because I was bringing real experiences instead of saying 
scientists do this or fossils—I went out there and here’s the pictures.  And we 
did this.  And they were really impressed.  And they took a personal interest in 
it. 
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H.F.: So you mean, you were not doing this stuff before participating in the 
collaborative? 
 
A.: Not to this extent, no. 
   
H.F.: So which part was really—really impressed you as far as learning in a 
collaborative? 
A.: That there should be more collaboratives.  I should have gotten involved 
in one like this one earlier.  I believe teachers should never stop learning.  
There’s always new materials.  So it kept me more updated on things that are 
going on.  And I was able to experience them instead of just reading or seeing 
them.  I mean, that’s what I really value that I experienced it personally. 
 
H.F.: So you had hands-on in the classroom and you had also field trips?  You 
had presentations, as far as I remember, because I was sitting with you guys.  
So which part would you say was really helpful and that it was worth your time 
and effort that they put into it, that it just helped you learn some stuff?  I mean, 
would you say the hands-on in class or all of them, how would you compare 
them together?  So which one—I mean, in the future, if you want to tell them 
okay, I did this part. 
 
A.: Well, one thing I would like to get is we meet with the teachers, I mean, 
the collaborative is made up of teachers, and we exchange ideas and they have 
ideas that I haven’t tried, maybe they could come and teach with me and I could 
observe them, or I could go and do one of my best lessons with their kids.  And 
that, I know it takes money to get substitutes and all that, but that’s one thing I 
would like to do, to go see all the teachers in the collaborative and see some of 
their projects that they had mentioned in class.  And let them come to visit me 
also. 
 
H.F.: I see, so you want to have those options that you can go and visit them?  
Do you have a science mentor at all?  You don’t have a science mentor? 
 
A.: Well, at the district level we have a science instructional specialist. 
 
H.F.: How do you interact with each other?  How often? 
 
A.: Well, they were working mostly with the elementary-school teachers 
and stuff.  I think this year was the first year we had them, because one teacher, 
the instructor of Special-Ed, had retired like two years ago and they hadn’t 
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replaced her.  So, for like two years, we didn’t have anybody.  And so then they 
hired two people that had been teachers and they were taking on that role, but 
they were mostly focusing on the elementary because those teachers, they’re 
not certified in science and they needed the most help.  But if I needed certain 
materials, I could call them and ask them for help.  They’re there for us to ask 
for help. 
 
H.F.: But still, you want to see it expanded, see more interaction with other 
teachers?  You mean, in your school or like other schools? 
 
A.: Well, I was mentioning the teachers that—there’s not really a lot of time 
to do interaction with the schools.  Within our school or within our district.  
And so like a lot of ideas don’t really get shared.  And here in the collaborative, 
I mean, you get to know the people and you share ideas.  So I was talking about 
those people.  “Hey, that’s a good idea.  Why don’t you come over and help me 
teach that?”  Because teachers are kind of like leery of trying to teach 
something for the first time if they haven’t tried it.  So, it’ll be a lot easier and I 
guess they’ll be more comfortable if you’re with somebody that’s done it 
before. 
 
H.F.: I see.  So, how do you see support from your school or from the 
administrator for participating in this collaborative?  Do you get any support for 
that? 
 
A.: Well, they saw that I was implementing a lot of ideas in school because 
the kids are really excited and they were bringing projects.  And they know that 
learning was going on.  And, well, they want all the teachers to be doing that, 
but they don’t really financially support you for it.  It’s like they figure it’s part 
of your job and you need to do it. 
 
H.F.: So, you have to buy the materials from your own money? 
 
A.: For the past four years, my science budget has been zero.  So, yes, I 
mean we have equipment there that’s kind of old.  And we had gotten some 
things from U.S.S., the Urban Systemic System, and so they figured that that 
was enough.  But, yeah, the other two science teachers and myself, if we need 
consumables, it does come out of our pocket. 
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Interview with “BOB,” July 19, 2000 

 
H.F.=Mr. Hassan Faraji, Ph.D. Candidate 
B.=”Bob,” a pseudonym 
 
H.F.: All right.  Thank you very much for being part of this study.  It’s really 
a great help for me.  I really appreciate that.  First of all, before we start, I 
would like to ask you to choose a name for yourself. 
   
B.: Okay.  “Bob.” 
 
H.F.: Okay, so you want to choose “Bob?” 
 
B.: Yes, I’ll choose “Bob.” 
 
H.F.: All right, Bob, let me ask you, start from the collaborative.  How has 
this collaborative experience helped you learn science content compared to 
other professional development that you maybe have been attending? 
 
B.: Well, I think through the collaborative I have actually participated more.  
And I guess one of the reasons for that is you meet people on a continued basis 
through the collaborative whereas when you go to workshops or in-house, you 
sit and see the same people.  And many times, I don’t know, I feel that you’ve 
got someone that’s trying to say oh, I know more than you, this is what I want 
you to know.  Whereas in the collaborative, people tend to become more real.  
You actually get to know that person.  And as you get to know that person, they 
share more insight to, say, the tricks of the trade.  And it’s not just during the 
class.  A lot of times it’s outside the class that you do a lot of the learning.  And 
it’s because of the collaborative that you get to know, you’re brought in with 
different people from different areas.  It’s a diverse group.  And you see 
different points of view from different schools because not all of us have the 
same type of students. 
 
 So it’s, sometimes it’s not just taking the class that many of us have 
been doing, but it’s getting around and talking about the class because you get 
into the other meaty topics of “try this, try that.”  Have you gone through and, 
have you made parent contact, have you talked to your administrator?  So 
there’s different aspects of the collaborative that not just sitting in the 
classroom and listening to someone lecture.  I mean, that’s great, because many 
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of us are put in the situation in a classroom and then we work, we may have 
something that we work on together.  And we also see how differently people 
work, so we see the same thing that maybe our students need. 
 
 So, when students attempt a problem, it gives us an insight that maybe 
not everybody is going to attempt to solve a problem the same way.  Just like 
teachers.  We don’t.  You know, we have people, like I said, from diverse 
groups.  Well, also, as well as the classes that they teach in.  We have 
elementary students—or teachers.  We have middle-school teachers.  We have 
high-school teachers.  And it’s through this combination that we see what they 
perceive is important to teach to their students.  So when we have a problem to 
solve in one of our classes, they take it from their point of view of “how would 
I get this across to my students?” sometimes. 
 
 So, I think through the collaborative, you see all these different facets of 
how to solve problems, how to do work, and it all relates back to one thing.  
What’s the best for the kids nowadays?  Kids aren’t like what we used to be 
way back when.  And so many of us in the collaborative, we see that as it is 
right now where you may have a teacher that’s been teaching 20 years, but 
they’ve never gone back and looked at how education has changed for today’s 
society.  And it’s totally different.  We do not have the same learners that we 
had back when I was in school.  There’s two things we were always told.  Sit 
still and keep your mouth closed, and you’ll learn.  That’s not  true with today’s 
kids.  These kids today are in a very active society with all these—visual 
learners because that’s what they’re used to.  They’re used to watching TV.  
There’s different means.  So we have to try to hit all those different methods 
and ways to teach these kids. 
   
H.F.: So let’s say if you want to compare this one with like a workshop.  How 
do you see differently this collaborative compared to, like a workshop, that you 
go one week or two weeks? 
 
B.: Well, a workshop is not a continuum.  A collaborative is an on-going 
thing with different ideas, whereas a workshop is, “we’re going to do one 
particular topic in a very short amount of time,” usually all day.  One of two 
ways.  It’s either on a Saturday, which a lot of people are not 100 percent 
engaged in the topic, or it’s during the school time that you’re really worried 
about what’s going on in my classroom, whereas a collaborative, it’s a 
continuum, it’s usually at night.  We meet for three to four hours.  For taking 
classes, it may be every week, whereas before, when I first got into the 
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collaborative, we might meet once a week, maybe once every two weeks 
depending on what was going on.  And the workshop, you don’t really have 
time to state your point of view and have people give you feedback on your 
experiences as well.  And plus you don’t give to give feedback on theirs in a 
workshop.  Whereas in a collaborative, everybody’s listening to one another, 
people have suggestions.  Some people have suggestions when you don’t want 
their suggestion, and you may not like their suggestion.  But it’s free.  It didn’t 
cost you anything.  In a workshop, you don’t have the time.  It’s a set time.  
Whereas a collaborative is much more on-going, easier-going.  And I’ve really 
got to meet the people’s families, which is different from a workshop.  A 
workshop, like I say, it’s almost like a one-shot deal.  And the next time they 
have another workshop that you may want to go to, there may not be any of 
those people there at all.  So, the faces change. 
 
H.F.: The faces also change, right.  You were talking about the diverse group.  
Is it a privilege, like when you say “diverse group,” do you mean like from 
different levels, like elementary and high-school, is it a privilege to have them 
together in a collaborative together, or how do you see that?  When you say 
“diverse group,” could you explain? 
 
B.: I consider it a privilege to belong to a collaborative that’s a diverse 
group from teachers that are from elementary all the way up to high-school.  
We even have some people that may not even be teaching, but they are 
involved to an extent that their opinion doesn’t have to be biased towards their 
education that they’re teaching.  They can just say what they feel.  Well, a lot of 
people only see it from a small portion such as the elementary view or the 
middle-school view or high-school.  Well, I’ve taught all three grade levels.  
I’ve taught fifth- grade, I’ve taught high-school.  The only reason why I got out 
of high-school was I was teaching too many preps a day.  I got tired of it.  And I 
had an opportunity to teach at the middle-school.  At that time I didn’t want to.  
I thought it would be very stale and very boring.  I got into the collaborative, I 
saw how things were not that way because of the way the state was changing.  
And I would not have known that. 
 
H.F.: I see.  Not participating in the collaborative? 
 
B.: Right.  The collaborative gave me insight to how the state is changing.  
Through the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills.  They’re getting away from 
the old essential elements.  And how the TEKS are more real-world, have more 
meaning to the students.  I would not have gotten that unless—I’m not just 
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trying to brag on the collaborative, but it has opened a lot of doors for me to 
stick my head in and take a look around.  Whereas not being in a collaborative, 
you’re just doing the everyday grind.  You know?  And a lot of times you don’t 
want to go out and do  more reading possibly because there’s not a stimulus 
there.  But when you’re around educators, there is a certain type of stimulus.  
But when I talk about the diverse group, it’s not only just the different grade 
levels.  It’s the different areas that these teachers are coming from.  They’re not 
all coming from the same school.  We’ve got people that teach out in the 
country.  That’s myself.  I teach in a very rural area.  We’ve got some people 
that are even more rural than myself.  Their whole school may consist of maybe 
three or four hundred kids, and that’s it.  The whole district, whereas you’ve got 
some people that teach here in San Antonio, that is a very, very much larger 
group or population. 
 
H.F.: So when these people are coming from different groups and different, a 
diverse group, from elementary and high-school, some of them, they have a 
good knowledge of science.  Some of them maybe don’t.  How do they learn 
together? 
 
B.: Well, a lot of times you’ll find that your elementary teachers sometimes 
may be lacking a little bit in the science area because they have other classes 
that they have to teach or other coursework during the day.  They’re not just 
like me, where I teach science and that’s all I teach, whereas an elementary 
teacher must teach English and history and math.  Well, I think a lot of them are 
looking for ways to teach science whereas myself and some of the other 
middle-school and high-school teachers, I think it’s easier for us to integrate 
science and to, or integrate other coursework into science because we have the 
science background.  We can look and say oh, hey, we can have a student write 
this paper up.  We’re always talking about reading which is a middle-school 
class.  The writing aspect.  We can teach for grammatical errors.  We’re not the 
greatest in grammar, but we can also have that student turn that paper in to their 
English teacher, the language arts teacher, and that teacher can say “look, I’m 
going to grade this student now on what we’re covering in class.”  So that 
student can be aware that they, they’re going to write this paper and we’re 
looking for personal pronouns.  Any time you come across a personal pronoun, 
it better be correct and we want it underlined.  Whereas, the science teacher is 
just worried about the science content.  Whereas, an elementary teacher may 
have a little more trouble in seeing some of this.  Once they understand the 
concept of integration and they get their science knowledge, then integration 
starts becoming easier.  But the lacking part would be, I would say, a lot of 
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times with the elementary teacher.  And many of them are just looking for 
activities.  You know, once you show them the activity, they understand the 
concept.  But I can’t generalize because there are some great elementary 
teachers that have a strong science background and use it in the class.  I would 
say if there were a group—I’d have to probably say that it’d be the elementary 
teachers that probably do more work in science.  Is that what you’re asking? 
 
H.F.: Yes.  Yes.  Well, in this collaborative, you have so many activities.  You 
had the hands-on, you had think tank, you had group projects, you had journal 
writing.  How did you see the hands-on activities?  How did you like it? 
 
B.: Well, when we talk about hands-on, we’re talking about the person 
actually becoming involved in the learning process.  Some of these activities, 
I’ve already done them.  I did them in high-school.  I did them in college.  And 
as a teacher, I demonstrate them.  And in class a lot of times, I see these 
different little twists, these ways that you can do the same activity but let’s look 
at it from a different point of view.  Okay?  Let’s say, let’s talk about 
paleontology, maybe.  We actually went out to Big Bend.  We actually dug, we 
actually found.  Whereas I can get it, we learned a different way, an activity 
using the computer.  They had a pretty good program that you could actually go 
in and look at the different types of, say, volcanoes to understand how lava 
rises.  You start looking at mass and density.  They have programs that could 
actually help you understand density through the activity.  It was a CD-ROM 
type program.  We’ve done so many activities.  I worked with scientists out in 
the field in Kerrville.  We actually did population density of ticks.  And it was, 
again without the collaborative I never would have known this thing.  But my 
director said, “hey, we’ve got this particular, I guess you’d call it summer 
program that you can attend and you can also, you’ll spend two weeks there on 
site.  You go for a week at a remote location where the classroom is.”  And we 
received large amounts of activities with people showing us and demonstrating 
how to use these activities.  And then we went back to our site in Kerrville and 
it gave you, it was kind of like a pre-lab/lab/post-lab feeling.  And it’s actually 
doing something that you expect the students to do as well.  And you actually 
see what the strong points and what the weak points are, what problems may 
arise.  And what twists that you can put on this activity that makes it more 
personal to the student.  If the student can’t have ownership of an activity, then 
they’re not going to believe it, they’re not going to learn.  So, the student 
actually needs to see how this can affect their lives.  If it doesn’t have any 
meaning to them, then why learn it? 
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Interview with “Mary Ellen,” September 27, 2000 

 
H.F.=Hassan Faraji 
M.E.:=Mary Ellen 
 
H.F.: [inaudible] for participating in this study and helping me with my 
research on this collaborative.  But, ah, before we get start, I would like to ask 
you to choose a name for this, ah. 
 
M.E.: Uh, uh, Mary Ellen. 
 
H.F.: Okay, Mary, ahm, ahm, how has this collaborative experience helped you 
learn science content, compared to other professional development experiences 
you have had? 
 
M.E.: Ah, this collaborative we took a lot of classes that, intense science 
classes.  We went on field trips, it’s a, very different from other professional 
development.  I-, i-, it’s, ah, is a, wonderful opportunity because we worked 
with, we networked with other teachers.  We went to different places.  We did a 
lot of things.  Ahm, we worked together.  We came with up lessons, we traded 
lessons, ah, we collaborated on new ways to make lessons for that content area.  
We followed [inaudible—critiques?], and, ahm, very different from other 
professional development.  In fact, I enjoyed, really enjoyed going to these, uh, 
classes, and working with the other people, as well as our professors.  They 
were very knowledgeable, and they showed us a lot of great techniques to use 
with our students.  Uh, other professional developments, you just sit and you’re 
just a participant, and here, you actually got involved and were doing things all 
the time, which I really enjoyed; it was a lot different and it was a lot better 
than a regular, just, one-time shot at a one professional development, or even a 
two-day course has the same--this is a whole semester of classwork.  We made 
portfolios that were later implemented in the classes that we could use, for, 
anyway, real hands-on and real-use types of things, for us. 
 
H.F.: You mentioned hands-on activities.  So, how did it, ahm, how did you do 
the hands-on activities in class? 
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M.E.: In hands-on we had our professors, ahm, they demonstrated different 
activities for us.  They asked us to present the activities as well.  So, we got up 
and presented or well maybe prepared an activity on density, or, ahm, the 
earth’s core, uhm.  Also, we went on field trips, ah, we went to Enchanted 
Rock, at one point, and we collected samples to bring back to our class.  We 
also went to, ah, Blanco, actually that’s where [inaudible] Enchanted Rock 
because you can do this, it’s a national park, however, we did go to Enchanted 
Rock and take pictures, and I did share that with my class.  Ahm, we also went 
to a place where we could take fossils// 
 
H.F.://yes, there was a place, before// 
 
M.E.://[inaudible] at Blanco, right, [inaudible]// 
 
H.F.:// [inaudible]// 
M.E.: //and we stopped there and collect samples at Blanco, yeah, and we were 
able to bring those back, so my kids were really amazed that Texas was once 
underwater.  So, they got to see some of the clams and, ah, urchins that we 
found in those samples.  I told them about the place now, ahm, as far as funds, 
the high school district is limited, so it’s very hard to just take a trip just to 
collect fossils.  They just don’t see it as relevant as we do, but that doesn’t stop 
me from going, for me telling my students, “hey, now, this one weekend, let’s 
meet up there,” well, we did that actually one time, ahm, last, close to last fall, 
and we were able to meet in Blanco, we had, like, students that were interested 
in coming to classes, and we went to classes and we came back found and they 
showed the class, and they shared with the class.  But yeah, their opportunities 
for hands-on things, ah, where I could learn with another class and the next day 
come back and implement the same thing, or, ah, as I incorporated a lot of those 
things from G.E.T.I.T. [Geoscience Education Through Interactive Education].  
That was two years ago, and ahm, and my kids are still, they, they’re, still bene-
, beneficial, all the hands-on type of things. And learning how to present them 
to the class, not just “here’s an activity, go do it,” and, ahm, how to show it as a 
model, maybe, ah, break up a class period, because they’re 90 minutes, so, an 
introductory, plus, uh, hands-on lesson and at the end, a closure, and put a 
closure to those hands-on activities, so they’ll mean something to the kids.  And 
we also went to N.A.S.A., with this, whole collaborative program.  Can we talk 
about? 
 
H.F.: Yeah, you can. 
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M.E.: Okay, so, with the N.A.S.A. trip, ah, forty students got funded, ah, ended 
up taking forty-three, but those were funded from my, ahm, middle-school, 
which was a trip that was, no way, no way possible that we could afford, but 
with the collaborative, we were able to go, ah, take about three of our, two 
different [inaudible].  We took the kids to N.A.S.A., we did units on N.A.S.A., 
we got different, we visited the Teacher Center up there and got hands-on 
activities and different things, videos, that we could implement, ahm, in the 
classroom.  And they had some technology, they had some CD-Roms that were 
available for us.  But the kids, I have math—8th-grade—two years later, and 
they still talk about that, and they’re all, like, “do that.”  Like, seeing and doing, 
all about seeing and doing. So, lot of opportunities. 
 
H.F.: So, what was the reaction of your students to the hands-on activities? 
 
M.E.: When I came back, and was able, like, I got a lot better for the 
collaborative hands-on activities, because a lot of times, ah, this is my sixth 
year of teaching, but as a first, second year  teacher, I had a lot of chaos. 
 
H.F.: Um, hm. 
 
M.E.: I did hands-on all the time.  However, there was a lot of conflict.  A lot of 
times, we’re doing a lot of things, and having a lot of, ah, my room was chaotic, 
my room was messy, my room was, just, chaos. 
 
H.F.: Uh, huh. 
 
M.E.: And so, I got, it was a, reprimand, a lot for that, my first two years.  I 
joined the collaborative, learned some better techniques of presenting hands-on 
and inquiry-based lessons, and, ahm, was better able to control my materials, 
better class management, and, with all the input of different teachers, and 
working on techniques, [inaudible] my students really enjoyed the hands-on 
activities a lot more, and had a, had a better closure to it, and actually had 
something that they could go and share with their . . . And I had some of them 
volunteer [inaudible], so some of them came back and volunteered some of 
their activities that we did in class, on a small-scale, the parents would come to 
their station and they’d do a little activity with them.  So they liked that, and it 
was fun. 
 
H.F.: You’re teaching in middle-school, right? 
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M.E.: Yes, sir. 
 
H.F.: But I mean, in the collaborative, in the, in the G.E.T.I.T. Program, you are 
in a mixture of this middle-school and high-school, so how, what, how do you 
see that?  Is it good, is it, like? 
 
M.E.: No, it’s excellent, and I think that, ahm, because a lot of the times, they 
get feedback from the middle-school, the elementary-school to the middle-
school to the middle-schools to the high-schools, and our whole goal for Texas 
is to align that curriculum, and it, uh, a, if there’s an elementary-school teacher 
that can enlighten me, on, how they, how they go about teaching, ‘cuz a lot of 
times [inaudible--I’ve been taught in, in middle-school?], I’m sorry, in 
elementary-school, but their, the mixture of people was great, because we share 
one common thread: we’re there for the kids, we’re teachers, we’re there to 
better ourselves as teachers, and to bring back all these good things to our kids, 
and implement different ideas and strategies in our classroom.  So, some of the 
elementary techniques might work better with middle-school, you know, going 
back to the structure and, and things like that.  So, we had good, ahm, good 
collaboration.  It was a good mix.  Now, some of the elementary-school people 
were upset because of content.  They felt they weren’t prepared for the content 
that they were teaching us,// 
 
H.F.: //Uh, huh/ 
 
M.E.: //and it was all high-school, kind of thing.  However, at the very end, a 
lot of them were complimenting the program because they learned so much 
more, and if they wanted to take a composite test to teach in middle-school, 
they could probably do that, at that time, it was preparing, ah, as a learner, or as 
a teacher, in science, someone who has more overall concepts, so it was very 
good, very good. 
 
H.F.: You mentioned that was high-school material, so what// 
 
M.E.: //yeah, you know high-school// 
 
H.F.: //you used it for, for elementary?// 
 
M.E.: Yeah, I think it was useful.  Well, ah, even the elementary-school 
teachers, uh, see, you know, I’m trying to say, foreseeing what the kids are 
going to be expected to do in high school, so they were stressing the importance 
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of science in the elementary-school levels, because they were able to see, “oh, 
my gosh, they’re going to do that in high school?  Work with density, and know 
what it means,” and all these things, where they could prepare, and just maybe 
they learned the words, in elementary, and in middle-school, they work with the 
ideal a little bit, and then in high-school, maybe they master the concepts, so, it 
was, it was very, very good, they introduced us to a lot of things.  In high- 
school, too.  So, whereas the middle-school, working with the high-school 
teachers we got a lot of good ideas, and we can water ‘em down, they water ‘em 
down for the elementary-school teachers and for the middle-school.   
 
H.F.: So, in this mixture of a, ahm, elementary and middle-school and high-
school, how did you see the collaboration between teachers? 
 
M.E.: Ah, the teachers, the teachers worked very well to share things.  Uh, 
some of them were more reluctant than others to share.  However, once, that 
everybody got involved, they got in groups, we were a team, so then they put us 
in “all middle-school teachers here,” or “two groups of middle-school 
teachers,” or they would put us, and things like that.  However, ah, when they 
didn’t pick individuals, we would mesh ourselves as it is, ah, anyway, and 
you’re going to go with people that, you know, that you can work with, and, ah, 
and we would work with local elementary-school people, sometimes they had 
those elementary-school mentality, kind of thing, ah, students, and, er’, and a 
lot of times it wasn’t true.  They were very flexible, they had a lot, lot of 
responsibilities, because they don’t just teach science, but I admire them for the 
fact that they were there to learn how to be better teachers of science.  And I 
think that they, some of them were just taught science, they, they also too get a 
lot of insight into how, better ways that they can do that, because they’re not 
solely science teachers, so, you know, there’s a lot of give-and-take, and, ah, 
teachers were very understanding.  [inaudible] but, but um.  They were, we 
were very tolerant of each other, and our new ideas, and different things.  And 
elementary teachers sometimes would say something, or a middle-school 
teacher would say something, “hey, well, why don’t you do it like this?,” or, or, 
“maybe you could make the groups smaller, or maybe you could, ah, just add 
maybe a little extra step in there,” that maybe a high-school teacher, because 
they’re always fast-paced, and they, they want everything, sometimes they 
would say, “ah, it’s a ‘upper-level science,’” they, maybe they had some insight 
to each other’s views, so it was good, it was, really good, very beneficial. 
 
H.F.: And also, you worked together to present, like a, how you say, common 
project, science project, you had to work on that// 
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Interview with “Nancy,” September 20, 2000 

 
“H.F.”=Hassan Faraji 
“N.”=Nancy 
 
H.F.: . . . for, for participating in this research, for this study, I really appreciate 
that, so would you like to choose any specific name for research? 
 
N.: Nope. 
 
H.F.: So, “Debbie” is fine. 
 
N.: Yes. 
 
H.F.: Alright, ahm, how has this collaborative experience helped you learn 
science content compared to other professional de-, development experiences 
you have had? 
 
N.: Workshops are, when you go to professional development workshops, 
there’re all short-term, like, you get a one-day exposure to something, but you 
don’t really have a chance to experience fully or to reflect on it or to figure out 
how you are going to use it in your classroom.  Being part of the collaborative, 
and it being a full course that is content-oriented, yes, but then also the 
education is there, because you have to take the content that you have learned 
and develop curriculum units, which means you have to process the 
information, you have to think about how you are going to present it to your 
kids, and so you get, you get more out of it.  When, when you learn something, 
you learn it more fully, when you have to turn around and teach it to someone 
else, if that makes any sense? 
 
H.F.: Yes// 
 
N.: So, ahm, because we’ve had to develop units and had to explore it more 
fully, see how other people in the collaborative group, when we do the 
presentation, say, ahm, present their units and how they’re going to teach it, 
what you pick up from each other as well, so it’s not just a little one-day 
workshop. 
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H.F.: Okay.  So, as far as the hands-on is concerned, so, you had a hands-on 
activity in class? 
 
N.: Oh, yeah, we do a lot of hands-on in class. 
 
H.F.: Okay. 
 
N.: We were doing hands-on in class before, tha, that didn’t change for me; I’ve 
always used hands-on to teach kids.  Because I’ve always felt that was 
important. 
 
H.F.: Um, hm. 
 
N.: But, ahm, and I’ve always used cooperative learning, but I think what has 
happened is my, my own experiences have come into the classroom, with the 
things that [The Director of the Collaborative Program] [[The Director of the 
Collaborative Program] Carnahan is the Director of the Collaborative] has us 
do. 
 
H.F.: I see. In this collaborative, you are teaching high school, or, ah, middle-
school, right? 
 
N.: I teach. 
 
H.F.: it’s like the, 11 is the highest for middle-school. 
 
N.: Um, I teach sixth, seventh, and eighth-grade, so it’s middle-school. 
 
H.F.: Middle-school.  So, in this collaborative, in the G.E.T.I.T. Program 
specifically, you are mixed with the, I think, a few elementary-, and then 
middle-school, and high-school. 
 
N.: Right. 
 
H.F.: So, how do you see that, I mean, because it’s like a mixture of the people, 
and they are coming from different backgrounds, with different, type of 
understanding, different students?  How do you see that, how did you, how was 
it? 
 
N.: I’m not quite sure I understand what you’re asking. 
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H.F.: You see, because there was teachers, they were from elementary-school,  
 
N.: Um, hm. 
 
H.F.: they were from middle// 
 
N.: //middle// 
 
H.F.://from high-school. 
 
N.: Um, hm. 
 
H.F.: So, as far as a participating is a mixture of teachers, in the collaborative. 
 
N.: Oh, so how// 
 
H.F.: //Did you have, did you have any challenges? 
 
N.: Well, yes, because you learn from the high-school teachers.  
 
H.F.: Okay. 
 
N.: You learn from the elementary teachers, and it kinda keeps you [pause] 
aware of what [pause], alright I’m, I’m at the middle-school level, so it helps 
me to see a little bit of what they’re going to be getting before they get to me. 
 
H.F.: I see, okay. 
 
N.: And then it helps me to know better how to prepare them to be ready to face 
what they’re going to get when they’re in high-school. 
 
H.F.: Okay. 
 
N.: So, I think that it helps me to be able to, ahm, have my students more 
prepared, but also, have a, more of an understanding of where some of their 
deficits might be when they get them.  Some of the discrepancies in their prior 
learning.  Does that make sense? 
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H.F.: Yeah, definitely.  But as far, but for you teachers, they were a professor 
from the university, from the Texas Higher Education, and they were supposed 
to teach to all of these teachers.  Some of, sometimes the material can be a 
difficult for the elementary. 
 
N.: But that’s like in your classroom [saying it quizzically, as if with a side-
long glance].  As a teacher in a classroom, you have students who are Special 
Ed// 
 
H.F.: Uh, huh. 
 
N.: //you have learning deficits, you have students who are G.T. or “Gifted and 
Talented,” and then you have that broad middle in-between. 
 
H.F.: Okay. 
 
N.: But you have to be able to present the material to people with different 
learning abilities.  And so the college professor teaching us had to be able to 
teach it to that broad spectrum, where some had more science background than 
others.  But we learned from each other.  We all helped each other, and even in 
our groups, where we were working together as a group// 
 
H.F.: Um, hm. 
 
N.: we learned from each other. 
 
H.F.: So, that was, that was something good? 
 
N.: Yes! 
 
H.F.: It was not something that, like// 
 
N.: //No, it was not something detrimental. 
 
H.F.: So, depends on how they handle it properly, because of this wide 
spectrum of teachers? 
 
N.: I think so, yes, I think that we can all learn something from it, regardless of 
where we were coming from in our own background.  We all learned something 
from it.  I went into G.E.T.I.T. with no geology background.  I had biology 
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background.  My degree was in biology, not in education.  But my degree is in 
biology.  I had no geology background at all, but yet, by the time that I finished 
that course I felt competent enough to be able to develop a unit and teach it to 
my kids. 
 
H.F.: So, it was not a challenge for you at all. 
 
N.: Sure, it was a challenge.  It was a challenge [pause], but it was fun 
[smiling].  And it was, uh, I learned from it, so, I don’t know, whenever you are 
learning something new, it may be a little bit of a challenge, but it’s exciting, 
you know, just whets your appetite to learn more.   
 
H.F.: So, how, ahm, did you see the instructors?  You had, I think that we had 
three, one professor from the university, and two other graduate students. 
 
N.: Two, yeah. 
 
H.F.: Yeah, how did you see them? 
 
N.: They were helpful.  I mean, you could ask, if you didn’t understand 
something or if you needed more help with something, uh, we began to see that 
we needed more content background, and so, they began to address those issues 
in content that, you know, we felt like we were struggling with.  And so, they 
began to cover those, some of those areas. 
 
H.F.: Um, hm. 
 
N.: So, I think that they were responsive to, to what we felt like we needed to 
help us to understand the material. 
 
H.F.: So, what about the books and material.  How did you see the books?  
There is a lot of. 
 
N.: It was a good resource, they were good resources to use.  Um, I go back to 
check on that every once in awhile, when I am trying to put together something 
for my kids.  I rely heavily on the Internet.  The CD-Rom.  The CD-Rom I use, 
I use that every year.  I contacted, uh, the professor.  I understand the completed 
version has come out yet, but I haven’t been able to find where to order it from, 
because I want to order that, the finished version//. 
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Interview with “Teacher #3,” August 19, 2000 

“H.F.”=Mr. Hassan Faraji 
“Teacher #3”=Mr. Hassan Faraji’s 3rd interviewee 
 
H.F.: I would like to thank you for helping me to research.  I appreciate that you 
participate in this research and all I can say, I thank you.  I can not compensate 
or anything like that (?).  Before we start, I would like to ask you if you please 
choose a name for yourself, because this study is anonymous so we won’t 
identify you by your name. 
 
Teacher #3: Okay, you can identify me as “Teacher # 3.” 
 
H.F.: “Teacher #3,” alright, thank you.  So, the first question that I would like 
to ask you is “how has this collaborative experience helped your (?) science 
content compared to other (?) development experiences you have had? 
 
Teacher #3: Okay, well, the collaborative has helped the (?) science content 
because usually we go to class, and when we go to class there's a professional 
there who's teaching the content, and the professional person teaches this 
content and not only that, we usually have a textbook so we can read in the 
textbook and learn things that we don't already know or learn things that we 
feel we might be weak in.  So, usually, with the other professional 
development, you don't get a textbook, nor do you get the professional person 
who takes the time out and goes over this information with you.  So, I think that 
is the biggest difference.  That's why the collaborative has helped more than 
just a workshop, and not only that, but also the collaborative, the classes that we 
take as a collaborative last longer, so that means that you have a chance to 
cover more, so when you're in a regular workshop, you might have questions 
about things but you don't have the time necessarily to go into those questions 
or into the right answers, because workshops usually last a day or a workshop 
might last a couple of days.  That does not give you enough time to talk about 
as many different subjects as it does if you're in a collaborative.  So, in that way 
it's more effective.  So, you have the teacher there to help you and the textbook 
to help you and you also have more time to ask questions (?). 
 
H.F.: So, talk to me about the teachers in this (?) program that you had.  You 
worked with (?) together.  How did you like the instructors? 
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Teacher #3: Well, the other, the instructors were (?) they were more 
knowledgeable.  They knew their content, and they were patient in answering 
our questions.  So, I think as instructors they did a good job.  As instructors 
they did a good job but sometimes, the, you know, the disk// 
 
H.F.:  The CD-Rom?// 
 
Teacher #3: The CD-Rom// 
 
H.F.: Um, hm//. 
 
Teacher #3: that was used when we were in that class that they had us to 
evaluate, I think, was not a good tool to use as a teacher because it had a lot of 
flaws and then it would not work well with the kids, the middle-school kids, 
because there are some things in there they might not understand.  It took a lot 
for granted, you know, like, like if the kids had no computer experience they 
may not know where to go in order to get to a certain piece of information.  
You know, so I think it wasn't user-friendly.  I don't think the CD-Rom is user 
friendly for teachers nor was it user friendly for the students because there were 
too many things that it took for granted.  It had some pretty good information 
on it, but it wasn't one that I would want to use in a middle-school class.  Not 
without, not without revision.  It needs to be designed, it needs to be re-written, 
um, and it probably, um, there are a lot of things about it (?). 
 
H.F.: So how did you like the books?  You said the books also helps you when 
they give you the books// 
 
Teacher #3: Right//. 
 
H.F.: How did you, how did you?// 
 
Teacher #3: I use the books as references.  If there's something I'm teaching and 
I want to get a better explanation of it or a better understanding, I could go to 
the book and read it and because they were our books we can highlight them 
and mark in them, so I found that to be very helpful because it increased my, it 
gave me more depth as far as my understanding of, ah, plate tectonics, or what 
have you.  They give you some very good visuals.  The books that we have that 
we use in class are very good resources for any teacher to use.  I used them 
quite often when I was teaching certain subjects or when I got to a certain area 
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that I needed to use this reference I'd pull it out and read it and it would be very 
helpful. 
 
H.F.: I see.  You had some hands-on in class.  How did you see that, because 
you were doing experiments and some other stuff like that.  How did you like 
it? 
 
Teacher #3: The hands-on activities were, now, you mean from Getty Program 
(?) 
 
H.F.:  From Getty Program, no, you can just be very specific.  Because this is 
what (?) put together.  How did you like those? (?) 
 
Teacher #3: Okay.  Some of the hands-on activities in the Getty Program were 
okay.  The only thing, there were a couple, there were some which were more 
like demonstrations and I'd rather, I’d rather do an activity where I actually get 
in and get to do the activity myself instead of watching someone else do it.  
Because if it's something that I'm going to do with the kids, then I feel like I 
need to have the experience of doing it myself, so I can work out the rough 
spots and get out the glitches before I try to do it with the students.  So, some of 
the activities were good, but then, there were others that were not, and I really 
wish we had done more hands-on activities.  Ahm, that’s one thing, that's one 
weakness of the Getty Program, I think, that we didn't have as many hands-on 
activities as we could've had.  But, we did have a lot of field trips, and I guess 
maybe that made up for the hands-on activities that we didn't have.  And as I 
said, any time, um, a teacher is going to have to do a hands-on activity with the 
kids, then they need to do it themselves first.  So, they need to actually go 
through and do the whole thing so that they will know how, what areas might 
need to be modified, what areas might need to be changed, so that their students 
can be can be, can, can do the activity and be successful. 
 
H.F.: Good for you, that’s great, the field trips?  How did you like it? 
 
Teacher #3: The field trips? 
 
H.F.:  Yeah. 
 
Teacher #3: The field trips were great.  That was very (?) for me and I had a 
chance to go to places where I had not been, like Enchanted Rock, and the good 
thing about it is that we had somebody there knowledgeable who could point 
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out certain things and explain certain things that I would not have been able to 
see or would not have known if I had not had someone who was a professional, 
who knew what things to look at or what rock, rock formations we need to pay 
attention to.  Overall, the field trips were great.  I don't think, I've never been 
involved in any other program where we went on field trips like that.  Not as 
many and with other workshops, usually, we don't go on field trips, we just go 
and do (?) activity and don't get a lot of in-depth information, but, but uh, 
having a professional there while we're on the field trip gave us an opportunity 
to ask questions about things we didn't understand and get things (?) really all 
that (?) so the field trips were very, very helpful.  I just wished that we could 
have more.  I wish, maybe some of the other workshops that we go to, instead 
of (?) time that we've been gone, some time we need to get out to a field trip, so 
we can ask questions about things.  If we were going to take our students on a 
field trip we need to be able to know what things to point out, what things they 
need to know, so that they can get the most benefit from field trips. 
 
H.F.: Did you try to take students after that experience?  Did you try to (?) 
 
Teacher #3: I didn't take them to Enchanted Rock and we didn't go to the see 
the dinosaur footprints because that's (?)  As part of, as, as part, as part of one 
of the programs, I took the kids to the planetarium, but that wasn’t, but I don't 
know if that was Getty. 
 
H.F.:  No, maybe that was some . . .  
 
Teacher #3:  That was another program.  Geology.  A (na?) program.  I took my 
students to the planetarium, and, they enjoyed going, even though we had a 
person, there was someone there in charge of the planetarium, so I didn't have 
to (?) I just had to get them there.  The person in charge of the planetarium did 
the actual presentation, but, but had it not been for (na?) which is kind of in 
connection, part of the collaborative, then I probably would not have taken my 
kids to the planetarium at all. 
 
H.F.: We were talking about the hands-on dimension.  You mentioned actually 
a good point that some of the hands-on should be in such a way that you can 
modify and apply to the class. Did you get anything from this Getty program 
you could apply in your classroom? 
 
Teacher #3: Well, with that, we did a hands-on activity (?).  Now that, I can use 
in the classroom, with very little modification.  The only thing was, was that I 
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had to get my equipment together early enough so, I could have it ready for the 
students.  But that's one thing that we did that I used in the classroom and I was 
trying to think, as I said, we did more field trips than we did hands-on activities, 
which we should have done more, we should have done more hands-on 
activities and we should have also done field trips as well.  So, I think the 
program probably would've been even more effective or it would've helped us 
as teachers more if we had done more hands-on activities. 
 
H.F.: I see. 
 
Teacher #3: The few we did were, were good, and then there were a couple of 
demonstrations.  But there should have been more. 
 
H.F.: Also, the group project with the other teachers.  How did you like it? 
 
Teacher #3: The group project? 
 
H.F.: Yeah, you were working with (?) presentation, what they do. 
 
Teacher #3: Oh, okay, that's when we did our unit. 
 
H.F.: Um, hmm. 
 
Teacher #3: We had to do a unit.  That was a very helpful experience.  It helped 

me to look at doing the unit more thoroughly, because I had done a unit before 

but I probably was not as thorough as the one that I did in the C.L.S. (?) 

program because we had to do the mapping, I forget what you call it, but 

anyway, we had the company (?) and we had to incorporate other areas of 

science, and we had to do interdisciplinary, our unit had to be interdisciplinary, 

which meant that it had to include physical science questions, chemistry 

questions, environmental questions, and things like that, and I found that to be a 

challenge because I had not really done anything like that before, and so I had 
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to really do some reading and get in with other people to try and figure out what 

I was supposed to do.  But it's a good experience, so then, when you, when you 

have to do a unit and figure out, “well how do I incorporate chemistry?  How 

do I incorporate physical science?  Or how do I incorporate some 

environmental issue? Or how do I, ahm, or how do you try to change students' 

attitudes about whatever you are studying.”  You know, that calls for some in-

depth thought and a lot of thinking and a lot of planning before you even get  
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Appendix #11: Building Confidence In Science Teaching Ability 

 
Question: Would you say that the Collaborative Program built confidence in 

your science teaching ability? 

 

Answers 

Arlyne 
 
05-19-03 
 
The Collaborative Program gave me more confidence in that it reassured me 
and validated what I was doing and implementing in the classroom.  It opened 
new resources and points of contacts through out the city school districts. It also 
provided up to date training in the content areas of science. 
 
 
Bob 

05-19-03 

Would you say that the Collaborative Program built confidence in your science 

teaching ability? 

 

I would reply definitely YES, it did.  I gave me many tools to work with for 

example; It provided outside and inside hands-on activities for me to try and do. 

It introduced me to programs that I could apply to and attend.  The First Step 

program was a great program combined with Texas A&M University and the 

USDA.  This particular program allowed me to actually participate in on-going 

research on population density of ticks and trapping methods to help control 

Lyme Disease. The GLOBE Program has also provided me with hands-on 

activates that I too can use with my students and it is an ongoing project as 

well. One of the most unique ideas about the Collaborative Program is that it 
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has made the paradigm shift years ago towards improving education in Texas 

using the TEKS and making students ready for the TAKS.  Members of the 

Collaborative worked years ago on the TEKS and members were part of the 

Committee to create the TEKS. 

 

If teachers have the educational tools to work with, they can help motivate 

students from goals to obtainable realities.  The Collaborative Program gave me 

tools. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

[His Name] 

 

Mary Ellen 
 
05-23-03 
 
Hassan, We are totally wrapping up the semester here & please forgive my 
delay in sending you this message... 
 
      The collaborative has definitely built my confidence in teaching science in 
more ways than one.  I have lots of content knowledge that was presented by 
experts in the field who made the topics awesome & hands-on... I was then able 
to take that information & tailor it to my students needs & was able to teach the 
topic not only with a better understanding of the science concepts involved but 
also in a wide spectrum from some easy to very difficult concepts that would 
challenge the various levels of students that I had.  
        Also, I felt that I had great experiences to take back to my students and 
because I was excited about my new knowledge, I could reflect my positive 
learning experience onto the students.  This helps to stress the fact to them that 
learning is a life long process.... & that they are just at the beginning of their 
journey & as I was going back to school it was totally better the 2nd time 
around!!!  For example, when I did a unit on NASA & space exploration, we 
had the honor of having the expert professor.., Dr. York Claman, during the 
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NASA class on astronomy & geology.   His dad was actually brought here in 
the 50's as a German scientist during the RED SCARE & he was offered room, 
board, & work for his family as he worked on the beginnings of the U.S space 
program.  He brought to class for us one of the first mouse cages that his father 
had designed with a self feeder.  It was used in one of the many experimental 
take off practice runs that NASA did before sending a man into space.   He let 
us take pictures to share with the students & shared many other amazing stories 
with us that became a part of my curriculum & space unit.  
        On another note, our collaborative group of teachers became very close, as 
we all went through the same struggles to finish up our degrees, this allowed for 
many share-a-thons to go on,  collaborating  on best teaching practices & 
awesome activities that took place in all of our classrooms.  We also presented 
many of our lessons to each other or worked together to produce curriculum & 
activities for the class that could be used in all of our classrooms.  The more we 
used the terminology , & integrated it with our science content & tried to relay 
hard concept  the easiest & most economical way possible, it seems that we all 
got a better way of teaching a little bit of everything & fortifying the concepts 
that we were already strong in.  We shared ideas, helped explain things to each 
other & built each others confidence up by helping out where there were 
weaknesses or misunderstandings. 
     The other question that you have asked was about the science composite 
test....  it is a 200 question test that is broken up in 5 sections of equal value - 
they are - Chemistry, Earth Science, Physical Science, Physics, & Biology.  The 
reason that it is so important is because it demonstrates that you are proficient 
to teach any number of science courses at the high school level those above 
included.  So in essence, it makes you definitely more marketable & somewhat 
of a master science teacher, content wise.  This certification is also accepted in 
several states as a prestigious certificate, I say this because I have applied to the 
Florida Virtual High School for their high school science program & they will 
take this certificate instead of my regular Texas one in place of a Florida Excet 
test.  This is a goal that I thought would be a very hard one but after going 
through the OLLU  collaborative, it didn't seem so bad or hard to obtain... you 
see my degree is in Biology &  my Texas certification is in 6-12th grade 
biology,  however, upper level science in high school is more than just biology 
& if you look at my scores, my highest scores are out at 40 - 30/40 in 
chemistry, 33/ 40 in Earth Science, 33/40 in Physics  - which is = to my 
Biology degree!!!!! and this would not have been otherwise without the training 
that I had in courses at the Lake.. Have a great Memorial Day Weekend!!!!! 
Take Care 
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Gosh Hassan, I could write my own thesis with all of this, I hope that 
this is not too late, but most of all, that it helps put into perspective the great 
experience I have had in the OLLU collaborative, Kathy 
 
[Her Name] 
[Her Contact Information] 
 
 
Nancy 
 
05-22-03 
 
Reply to question:  
Yes, and for a number of reasons:  New ideas were obtained; more 
collaboration with other teachers when problems arose; more exposure to 
making presentations to other professionals; more opportunities for expanding 
my own knowledge in areas of science I felt weak in; more exposure and 
collaboration with working scientists in the field; more collaboration with other 
teachers from other districts leading to brainstorming, development of units that 
could be used in the classroom, shared experiences in and out of the classroom. 
[Her Name] 
 
 
Teacher #3 
 
05-24-03 
 
Yes, I would say the collaborative built confidence in my teaching ability. The 
numerous workshops and training in using hands-on activities gave me of 
repertoire of activities to use in teaching science concepts.  The training I 
received through the collaborative in using the Five E's Lesson Model gave me 
experience in using a teaching strategy that is effective with middle school 
students. The guidance we received in writing lessons and units helped me 
understand the structure of a good lesson. These various teacher-training 
experiences did indeed increase my confidence as a teacher by giving me a 
variety of teaching tools and strategies that work.  
Hussian [Hassan], I hope this is sufficient. 
 
[Her Name] 
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